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Abstract
Poor planning on the construction site at the ‘look-ahead’ planning stage (where
information from diverse sources is integrated as plans are being developed for the next six
weeks) often result on cost overruns and schedule delays.
This thesis addresses the inefficiencies emerging from manual look-ahead planning by
means of an information modelling approach to codify and validate detailed construction
process information. The key contribution is a novel Linked-Data based Constraint Checking
(LDCC) method to identify construction constraint violations from information distributed
over multiple heterogeneous sources. LDCC can be integrated with machine learning methods
to generate a constraint-free Look-Ahead Schedule (LAS) automatically. This approach can
augment decision-making in look-ahead planning through data-driven constraint identification
and automated LAS generation.
This research comprises of three main studies. First, digital information use in three
construction projects was studied to inform the development of the information modelling
approach. This study identified three codification challenges—software usage, information
sharing, and missing construction process information. Second, building on the understanding
of the codification challenges, the LDCC method was developed to codify and validate detailed
construction process information, including complex construction constraints distributed over
multiple databases. Third, the LDCC method was successfully integrated with two machine
learning methods (Genetic Algorithm and Reinforcement Learning) to automate LAS
generation.
When tested on a real construction project, the LDCC method identified all the
constraint violations in the manually generated LAS. Also, LAS generation methods
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automatically generated conflict-free LASs significantly faster than manual methods. Both
results demonstrate the applicability of the developed methods on real construction projects.
In summary, the thesis extends existing knowledge in the construction informatics
domain by demonstrating the benefits of using linked-data based methods to address the issue
of data silos in construction information, and enabling the application of data-driven-decision
support tools to aid look-ahead planning.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Background
Planning work on a construction site is a challenging task as there are several activities

inextricably linked to each other. If the work is poorly planned, different stakeholders in the
project would have a different understanding of the construction plans and constraints, resulting
in workspace conflicts and rework, eventually leading to cost overruns and schedule delays.
Can digital information help with this problem in the 'look-ahead' planning stage, where plans
are being developed for the next six weeks? This research study describes the development of
a data-driven decision-support system to aid look-ahead planning. It presents a method to
identify the conflicts in construct plan by deriving insights from the construction information
distributed over multiple projects servers and assist in creating a conflict-free plan of work.
Look-ahead planning is a medium-term planning method proposed by Ballard (1997)
to shape workflow, and it aims to identify and remove constraint violations that may interfere
with the continuous progression of work (Tommelein, 1998). The output of look-ahead
planning is a Look Ahead Schedule (LAS), that stands between overall project coordination
schedules and short-term weekly plans for crew-level commitments, filtering out scheduled
activities that cannot be implemented yet (Ballard, 2000).
“To achieve that, we review the 3 Weeks Lookahead in the beginning of the week with the use of
Lean Construction Last Planner Boards and by having the 4D model open on screen for everyone to
use […] in a 4D Collaborative Look Ahead Planning meeting where we bring different teams in the
room to discuss safety, constructability, access, resources, any prerequisites for the works and
eventually identify risks and opportunities […] we achieved a 20% programme reduction of the
construction activities and we eliminated rework […] We have also estimated that if we hadn’t
resolved these issues beforehand with the use of look-ahead planning, we would have ended with
more than £1,000,000 cost overruns” (Water Project, Digital engineer,C3R1)
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When implemented properly, look-ahead planning has resulted in reduction in cost over runs,
elimination of delays and rework and better coordination. However, there are inefficiencies
associated with manual look-ahead planning such as difficulty in identifying and removing
constraint violations (Hamzeh, 2009), resulting in scheduling tasks that are not ready for
execution (Lindhard & Wandahl, 2014; Nieto-Morote & Ruz-Vila, 2012). Also, manual LAS
generation is time-consuming (Dong et al., 2013a).
There is great potential to develop data-driven approaches to support look-ahead
planning in construction. In look-ahead planning, it is important to ensure that all prerequisites
are complete and that constraints violations are removed for each work package before it is
released to weekly work plans (Ballard, 1997). Prerequisites are the conditions necessary for a
work package to be executed, such as availability of resource and completion of prior tasks.
Constraint violations happen when the prerequisites are not complete. Research studies have
focused on Automated Data Collection (ADC) technologies, such as Global Positioning
Systems (GPS), Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), computer vision, and other sensorbased data collection methods, to track and monitor prerequisites, thereby informing the
progress of activities at the construction sites (Alizadehsalehi & Yitmen, 2016; Omar & Nehdi,
2016; Kopsida, Brilakis & Vela, 2015). Although ADC technologies help in capturing
information about the status of activities, research concerning the development of data-driven
methods to identify constraint violations using this information have received insufficient
attention.
The combination of the sensor data from ADC and the semantic relationships of the
activities (including constraints relationships) embedded in the information models, such as
Building Information Model (BIM), enable data-driven checks to identify constraint violations.
However, it is often the case that the model breakdown structures in these information models
do not match the work breakdown structures for construction site activities (Han & Golparvar18
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Fard, 2017) as they only contain a subset of the relationships between activities and resources
(Giretti et al., 2012). Also, construction scheduling constraints such as disjunctive constraints
and discrete resource capacity constraints (Morkos, 2014; Niederliński, 2011), are not codified
in these information models. The current lack of detail and semantics in the information models
limits the application of data-driven constraint checking systems.
Although embedding detailed construction information (including constraints) and
associated semantics into a machine-readable form can enable data-driven constraint checking,
it brings its own challenges. The first challenge is that the required data remains distributed in
multiple heterogeneous datasets (Arayici et al., 2018; Tchouanguem Djuedja et al., 2019) over
multiple servers, creating problems of interoperability. The second challenge is that the
construction constraints are dynamic and span multiple domains (Wang et al., 2016), requiring
a constraint checking method that could traverse through heterogeneous data stored on different
servers and domains to check for constraint violations. These challenges limit the codification
of detailed construction process information and semantics into a machine-readable form.
This PhD study focuses on the development of an information modelling approach that
would support the embedding of detailed construction information in a machine-readable
format to enable data-driven constraint checks for look-ahead planning, thereby addressing the
challenges stated above. To do that, first, the data quality issues in the late-design and
construction stages are studied. Findings from this study are used to drive the development of
the information modelling approach and constraint checking method. The constraint checking
method and the information modelled using the developed method is then used to generate
LAS automatically. This is an important contribution to practice as this approach will introduce
data-driven decision-support for look-ahead planning, thus contributing to improving
productivity in construction. The rest of this chapter describes the aims and objectives of the
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study (Section 1.2), its justification (Section 1.3), and its scope (Section 1.4), and outlines the
structure of the thesis (Section 1.5).

1.2.

Aim and Objectives
This PhD study addresses the issues arising out of manual look-ahead planning. To

address the issues, look-ahead planning is augmented using data-driven decision-support tools
developed in this research.
Research aim: to develop an information modelling approach to codify and validate detailed
construction process information in BIM-enabled projects, in order to support data-driven
decision-making for look-ahead planning in construction.
Three objectives are framed around the research aim. The justification for articulating these
objectives are explained in Section 1.3. The objectives are as follows.
Objective 1 (O1): To understand the codification challenges in the late-design and
construction phase of BIM-enabled projects.
Objective 2 (O2): To develop an information modelling approach to codify and validate
construction process information including dynamic constraint information; and
Objective 3 (O3): To develop a method to generate look-ahead-schedule for construction
projects automatically using the codified process information.

1.3.

Justification for the study
The research problem addressed in this PhD study has theoretical and practical

implications. Section 1.1 presented the need to develop data-driven decision-support for lookahead planning (research aim), to address the inefficiencies in manual look-ahead planning
resulting in the generation of inaccurate LAS. The need for data-driven decision-support for
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look-ahead planning is explained in detail in Subsection 2.1.3. This section presents the
justification for choosing the three objectives of this research.
•

To inform the development of data-driven decision-support tools for look-ahead
planning, the issue of poor quality machine-readable information limiting the wider
application of these tools (Bilal et al., 2016; Sacks et al., 2017b; Farias, Roxin &
Nicolle, 2018) needs to be studied. Although there are advanced methods for gaining
insights from poor quality data (Hossen & Sayeed, 2018; Carrillo, Harding &
Choudhary, 2011; Wang, 2017), these methods are resource-intensive and may not
yield good quality insights (Wang, 2017; Fan, 2015; Janssen, van der Voort &
Wahyudi, 2017). Prior research has drawn attention to the factors which affect
information use and BIM implementation (Dossick & Neff, 2010; Won et al., 2013;
Taylor, 2007). However, these studies do not focus on explaining how these
practices cause data quality issues. By better characterizing the practice, such
empirical work which understands technology use as a complex socialized activity
(Cao, Li & Wang, 2014) inform future technical developments (such as data-driven
decision-support for look-ahead planning) of the codification challenges and data
quality issues that exist in the sector. This has led to the framing of objective O1.
This justification is further explained in Section 2.2.

•

As described earlier, there is a need to develop an approach to model detailed
construction information (including construction constraints) and then validate them
to identify constraint violations, taking into account the inherent challenges of
construction process information as well as the challenges identified in objective
O1. There is a trajectory of research looking at codifying and validating detailed
construction process information, in order to use automated methods to generate
construction programs (Moon et al., 2015; Choi et al., 2014; Liu, Al-Hussein & Lu,
21
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2015; Wang, Lin & Zhang, 2020). Although these methods present a robust
framework for the codification of construction process information, they do not
address inherent challenges associated with construction datasets, as stated in
Section 1.1. There is another strand of research which focus on validating
information stored in BIM against a set of modeled rules (Schwabe, König & Teizer,
2016; Lee, Solihin & Eastman, 2019; Bloch & Sacks, 2018). The principles from
this set of studies can be extended to develop constraint-checking method to support
look-ahead planning. However, these methods require information to be in a single
repository to perform rule-checking. Therefore, a new method to model information
distribution of data across multiple databases and a constraint checking method
which could validate the distributed information is required. This has led to the
framing of objective O2. This justification is further explained in Section 2.3.
•

Automatic generation of LAS can help look-ahead planning as previous research has
reported that inaccurate LAS is being developed due to inefficiencies in manual
look-ahead planning (described in Section 1.1). Prior research in this area has
focused on a class of problems called Resource-constrained project scheduling
problem (RCPSP) (Hartmann & Briskorn, 2010), a superset of LAS generation
problem. These studies have looked into the development of heuristics (Kolisch,
1996b; Li & Willis, 1992; Valls, Ballestín & Quintanilla, 2005) and metaheuristics
(Agarwal, Colak & Erenguc, 2015) to solve RCPSP. Although RCPSP is similar to
LAS generation problems, LAS is characterized by a small number of
interdependent activities happening over a short period (1 week to 6 weeks). In
contrast, RCPSP problems are suited for a higher number of activities happening
over longer periods (several years for master plan level) (Mossman, 2013). In
contrast with RCPSP considering precedence and resource constraints, LAS
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considers even more complex constraints such as workspace conflicts, logistic
requirements, equipment operating criteria (Lindhard & Wandahl, 2014). Thus, the
algorithms developed for RCPSP needs to be revisited to automate the generation of
LAS. This has led to the framing of O3. This justification is further expanded in
Section 2.4.

1.4.

Delimitation of scope
The main effort in this study is directed at identifying the codification challenges which

limit the automated generation of LAS (objective O1), modelling and validating detailed
construction process information including constraints (objective O2), and finally using the
detailed construction process information to generate LAS (objective O3). The current study
does not concentrate on modelling geometric constraints in the construction site as the current
geometric representation ontologies do not support direct inferencing. Significant research
needs to be done to develop geometric representation which supports inferencing and is out of
the scope of this study. Also, LAS generation in the current study focuses on integrating the
constraint checking method into existing metaheuristics to solve RCPSP problems, so that these
metaheuristics can be used to solve LAS generation problem. However, this study does intend
on developing a novel method for solving RCPSP. Recommendations for further research that
result from the current research are detailed in Section 8.5.

1.5.

Thesis Structure
The thesis is structured into five parts consisting of introduction (Chapter 1), literature

review (Chapter 2), research method (Chapter 3), findings (Chapter 4-7), and discussion and
conclusions (Chapter 8). Chapters 4-6 present the main findings and Chapter 7 presents the
validation of the findings. The relationships between the different parts of the thesis are
presented in Figure 1.1, and the details of each chapter are given below.
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•

Chapter 2 Review of literature presents the areas relevant to the current research
problem. These include data quality issues in construction, BIM based rule-checking
for modelling and validating detailed construction process information and the
existing research on generating LAS automatically.

•

Chapter 3 Research design presents the choice of methods and the logic of choosing
research methods for each of the objectives stated in Section 1.2.

•

Chapter 4 Identifying codification challenges in construction presents findings,
through analyzing a case study, to identify the factors which limit the data quality of
the information in construction that limits the application of data-driven decisionsupport tools to aid look-ahead planning/

•

Chapter 5 Codifying and validating construction process information using
linked-data presents the findings of the development of the LDCC method to model
detailed construction process information and validate them. This chapter details
how detailed construction process information, including construction constraints,
can be effectively modeled using linked-data.

•

Chapter 6 Automating Look-Ahead Schedule generation presents the findings
from the study where LDCC method is integrated with machine learning methods:
1) Genetic algorithm (GA); and 2) Reinforcement learning (RL) to generate LAS.
This chapter presents the modelling of LAS problem using GA and RL and presents
a comparison of the performance of these two algorithms to generate LAS.

•

Chapter 7 Implementation study presents the findings of a study that tested the
LDCC method and LAS generation method using real-world construction data to
understand its efficacy.
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•

Chapter 8 Discussion and conclusions present the contributions, discussion of the
combined findings and thesis conclusions. This chapter also describes the
implication of the current research study and explains directions for future research.
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Figure 1.1: Thesis structure
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1.

Introduction
This chapter reviews relevant literature concerning data-driven decision-support for

look-ahead planning. Within this section, Subsection 2.1.1 introduces constraint management
(an important topic for the current study as constraint removal is vital to generating an errorfree LAS), Subsection 2.1.2 introduces the look-ahead planning process (central to the current
PhD), and Subsection 2.1.3 describes data-driven methods to support look-ahead planning.
Constraint management, look-ahead planning and data-driven methods to support look-ahead
planning provide a context for the study by introducing the relevant concepts and background
necessary for the discussions in subsequent sections.
The other sections in this chapter discuss the prior research concerning the three
objectives of the current study, and present a summary of the research issues identified in this
chapter. Section 2.2 discusses the prior literature concerning objective O1, on data quality
issues in construction information, which limits the application of data-driven decisionmaking. Section 2.3 provides background to objective O2 by describing the existing
approaches to model and validate construction process information, including BIM based rulechecking and the application of linked-data in the construction sector. Section 2.4 provides the
background to objective O3 by introducing key concepts related to automated generation of
LAS, RCPSP, and heuristics and metaheuristics for solving RCPSP. Finally, Section 2.5
presents the research issues identified in the current chapter and provides a roadmap of how
these issues are addressed in the following chapters.
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2.1.1. Constraint management
Constraint management, first introduced by Goldratt and Cox (1984), is a management
philosophy based on the theory of constraints. Prior research has shown that constraint
management is a key issue in production planning and control (Goldratt & Cox, 1984; Koskela,
1992; Tommelein, 1998; Sacks et al., 2017a). Theory of constraints is a scientific approach to
improvement by identifying the most important limiting factors that stand in the way of
achieving a goal and removing them (Goldratt & Cox, 1984). In the construction context,
constraints are conditions which prevent successful executions of work plans (Ballard, 1997).
They are base concepts of construction scheduling as they inform what can and cannot happen,
or in other words, what can and cannot be scheduled at a point of time (Dechter, 2003).
Constraints include conditions such as precedence conditions, resource availability conditions,
safety conditions, logical conditions limiting the deployment of equipment, etc.(Blackmon,
Saxena & Song, 2011). These constraints must be effectively managed to make sure work plans
are effectively executed. Scholars have formalized these constraints into precedence, discrete
resource capacity and disjunctive constraints (Morkos, 2014; Niederliński, 2011; Baykan &
Fox, 1997).
•

Precedence constraints make sure that the principles of physics are not violated, thus
creating a sequence of work. This constraint is the basis of the Critical Path Method
(Darwiche, Levitt & Hayes-Roth, 1988; Alzraiee, Zayed & Moselhi, 2015). These
include constraints such as roof must be cast after all the columns are cured, or the third
floor should be built after the second floor.

•

Discrete resource capacity constraints are used to solve constraints related to the
availability and assignment of resources. They are called discrete, because the resource
may be available in numbers more than one, but in discrete integer values. This
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constraint ensures that resources are allocated according to availability (Hu & Flood,
2012; El-Rayes & Jun, 2009).
•

Disjunctive constraints are constraints which states that two activities cannot happen at
the same time. These can be used to model spatial constraints (Baykan and Fox, 1997)
and safety constraints. For example, if a construction activity A blocks the access to the
workspace of another activity B, a disjunctive constraint must be assigned between these
activities to ensure that they do not happen in parallel.

In addition, there are cardinality constraints to ensure that the relevant values are present in a
model for computations to be performed on it. Also, Logical constraints that cater to
construction site constraints and constraints related to resources and workspaces need to be
managed.
Widely used methods in construction projects such as Critical Path Method (CPM) and
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) are only able to consider precedence
constraints. RCPSP do consider the discrete resource capacity condition in addition to the
precedence constraints (Patterson, 1976). Ignoring constraints such as discrete resource
capacity and disjunctive constraints results in problems related to identification and tracking of
critical conditions for performing construction activity, thus limiting the execution of work
plans (Pultar, 1990). This limitation of CPM and RCPSP methods emerges from the
transformation view of production adopted in the CPM method, which follows push-based
planning.
Transformation view considers the production process as a series of tasks, each with a
start and end (Koskela, 2000). The tasks would happen one after the other, i.e., tasks are pushed
one after the other. When the series of tasks are applied to the material, it is transformed from
one form to another (raw material to end product). Transformation view assumes that the
optimization of individual tasks would optimize overall production. However, the
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transformation view holds true only if there are no variabilities in the task execution and when
task continuity is maintained (Ballard & Howell, 1996). To accommodate the variability in the
construction process and to reduce waste, Koskela (1999) has argued that construction project
management should combine transformation view of production with flow management
principles. Incorporating flow management principles would enable pull-based planning.
Unlike a push-system which releases the work based on a pre-planned schedule, pull-system
authorises the release of work based on the system status (Hopp & Spearman, 2001, p. 340).
In construction, the system status includes the status of completion of preceding tasks,
availability of resources and materials, availability of workspace, etc. (Hamzeh, Ballard &
Tommelein, 2008).
Building on Koskela (1999), the Last Planner System (LPS) was developed to introduce
pull-planning into construction management (Ballard, 2000). It addresses the limitation of the
CPM method concerning the push-method, in particular lack of task continuity (Dave et al.,
2015). Last planner system has been widely used in construction projects to enable effective
program management and production planning to ensure interdisciplinary constraint analysis
and constraint removal, resulting in reliable work plans (Wang et al., 2016; Mossman, 2013;
AlSehaimi, Tzortzopoulos & Koskela, 2009; Lindhard & Wandahl, 2014; Sacks et al., 2017a).
Look-ahead planning is the phase in LPS where the construction programme for the next six
weeks is efficiently developed. This phase concentrates in constraint identification and
removal.

2.1.2. Look-ahead planning
Look-ahead planning is a crucial phase in construction planning and control where the
construction programme for the next six weeks is efficiently developed (Ballard, 1997; Wang
et al., 2016; Sacks et al., 2017a; Hamzeh, Zankoul & Rouhana, 2015). Look-ahead planning
was first introduced as a part of the last planner system. In lean construction, look-ahead
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planning enables pull-based scheduling. In contrast with the traditional planning, which
follows a push-driven approach, look-ahead planning results in a reliable and accurate
workable schedule (Mossman, 2013). It ensures that all prerequisites are complete, and
constraints are removed for each work package before the work packages are released to
weekly work plans, thus ensuring the flow of work. To do that, the activities that are planned
for the next six weeks are identified from the master plan, followed by a constraint analysis on
identified activities to make sure they are ready (Wang et al., 2016; Hamzeh, Zankoul &
Rouhana, 2015). The activities whose constraints are completely removed and are in a proper
sequence are then scheduled for the next six weeks.
Ballard (1997, p. 8) prescribed a seven-step process to perform six-week look-ahead
planning. These steps are:
1) The master plan is adjusted according to the latest status and forecast
information. Then the activities, which are scheduled for the next six weeks
after adjusting the master plan, are reviewed.
2) Week one should be assigned tasks for which all the prerequisites are
completed. Scheduled activities having constraint violations are removed.
3) Examine the remaining weeks in the look-ahead, except for the last. Screen
out the activity assignments that have constraint violations, considering that
some activity assignments were screened out from the first week.
4) Identify the activities in the master schedule, which cannot be started and
remove them from the look-ahead planning activities.
5) Translate the look-ahead week activities into assignments that can be
performed, by grouping operations.
6) Match the resource availability with the workload. Remove assignments
when the resource availability is less than the requirement for that activity.
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7) Prepare a list of actions needed to make assignments ready when scheduled.
The LAS is the output of look-ahead planning, and it stands between overall project
coordination schedules and short-term weekly plans for crew-level commitments. Activities
that are scheduled in the overall project plan but cannot be implemented are filtered out from
LAS. (Sacks et al., 2017a). LAS improves the predictability of the cost, and schedule
conformance of the project by ensuring the availability of detailed and realistic work
sequences, such that workspace conflicts and rework are prevented (Lindhard & Wandahl,
2014).

2.1.3. Data-driven decision-support for look-ahead planning
Look-ahead planning is often done manually (Dong et al., 2013a). Previous research
has identified difficulty in tracking and monitoring prerequisites and constraints as a recurrent
problem during manual look-ahead planning, resulting in LAS with errors (Hamzeh, 2009;
Hamzeh, Zankoul & Rouhana, 2015; AlSehaimi, Tzortzopoulos & Koskela, 2009; Lindhard &
Wandahl, 2014; Nieto-Morote & Ruz-Vila, 2012). These difficulties have led to investigate the
use of data-driven methods to support look-ahead planning in two major areas: ADC
technologies (Omar & Nehdi, 2016; Navon, 2007; Dave et al., 2016a) and BIM (Sacks,
Radosavljevic & Barak, 2010; Dave et al., 2016b; Sacks et al., 2013; Solihin et al., 2017).
How can ADC technologies support look-ahead planning? ADC technologies have
been used to collect the real-time status of a construction site. ADC technologies such as GPS
(Razavi & Moselhi, 2012; Pradhananga & Teizer, 2013), RFID (Majrouhi Sardroud, 2012;
Valero, Adán & Cerrada, 2015; Ren, Anumba & Tah, 2011), computer vision (Tuttas et al.,
2016; Kim, Kim & Kim, 2013; Zhang & Arditi, 2013), and other sensor-based data collection
methods (Ibrahim & Moselhi, 2014; Soman, Raphael & Varghese, 2017) has been used to fetch
as-built information from construction sites (Kopsida, Brilakis & Vela, 2015; Taneja et al.,
2011; Omar & Nehdi, 2016; Tang et al., 2019). The data collected using these automated
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methods are used to inform the status and progress of tasks happening at the construction site
(Isaac & Navon, 2012) to assist decision-making in Step 1 (adjusting master plan according to
the latest site update) of the look-ahead planning process Ballard (1997, p. 8). For realizing the
benefits of using ADC technologies, the outputs should be linked to an information model such
as BIM for ease of understanding and processing (Han, Cline & Golparvar-Fard, 2015).
How can BIM be used to support look-ahead planning? Sacks et al. (2010) have
explored the synergy between BIM and lean construction. Their review suggests that the BIM
functionalities (such as collaboration in construction using 4D BIM, rapid generation and
evaluation of construction plan alternatives and object-based communication in BIM) supports
look-ahead planning through digital management of the construction process. KanBIM, a
prototype using BIM to support planning, negotiation, commitment, thereby supporting lookahead planning steps 2 and 3, has shown promising results to visualise the status of the different
work packages (Sacks et al., 2013). Similarly, researchers have worked on cloud-based BIM
to improve collaboration among project participants focusing on communicating constraints
(Matthews et al., 2015; Redmond et al., 2012; Dave et al., 2016a). Also, Song et al. (2017)
have identified that a high level of detail BIM model can be used to generate daily work orders
to support Steps 6 and 7 (Matching resource availability with the workload and prepare a list
of actions to make the work-ready) in the look-ahead planning process. These work orders can
help automatically generate activity assignments from a resource-loaded BIM model with
embedded planning information.
Although there have been efforts to support look-ahead planning using ADC
technologies and BIM, the success of these methods is highly dependent on the quality of the
model and input from the relevant workforce. These methods relied on manual inputs to make
sure that the work packages are ready to be released to weekly plans. For example, KanBIM
(Sacks et al., 2013) relies on manual input for tracking prerequisites and constraints. In order
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to ensure all the constraints are removed, they need to be checked against the latest information
When projects get more complex; it is difficult to do these constraint checks and create LAS
manually (Hamzeh, Zankoul & Rouhana, 2015; AlSehaimi, Tzortzopoulos & Koskela, 2009),
resulting in errors (Lindhard & Wandahl, 2014; Nieto-Morote & Ruz-Vila, 2012). Therefore,
there is a need for data-driven decision-support systems to identify constraint violations to
support look-ahead planning process. However, data-driven decision-support tools require
high-quality data for performing their tasks. For example, Song et al. (2017) have shown that
low-quality BIM models failed to generate work orders when compared to high-quality BIM
models automatically. Thus, high-quality information needs to be modeled for data-driven
decision making to be effectively used.
This section provided a brief overview of the use of ICT used to support LAS
generation. Prior research concentrated on data acquisition using ADC, or visualization and
enhanced collaboration using BIM. The current PhD focuses on developing an information
modelling approach to codify and validate detailed construction process information in BIMenabled projects to support data-driven decision making for look-ahead planning in
construction. This requires understanding three main areas (associated with the objectives
objective O1-3 respectively), namely: 1) data quality issues in construction information
(Section 2.2), 2) modelling and validating detailed construction process information (Section
2.3), and 3) generating LAS automatically (Section 2.4).

2.2.

Data quality issues in construction information
This section discusses the existing research on data quality issues in the construction

sector. As explained in the previous section, data quality matters and the data need to be
machine-readable for deploying data-driven decision-support systems. This means that the data
should be accurate and with all the necessary attributes embedded in it. This section introduces
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the metrics for evaluating data quality and reviews existing research on why data quality issues
occur.

2.2.1. Data quality dimensions
What constitutes a good quality dataset? According to Wang and Strong (1996), a good
quality dataset is the one that has enough information embedded in it for a particular use by the
user. Researchers have set out multiple dimensions to assess the data quality for big data
analytics (Batini & Scannapieco, 2016; Wang & Strong, 1996; Cai & Zhu, 2015; Delone &
McLean, 2014; Naumann & Rolker, 2000). For this study, the focus is on the following data
quality dimensions, adapted the book by Batini and Scannapieco (2016, 70).
•

Accuracy is the closeness of the measured/represented data and reality. There are two
kinds of accuracies: semantic and syntactic. Semantic accuracy relates to the closeness
of the data value to reality, whereas syntactic accuracy refers to the closeness of the data
representation to the expected data type/model.

•

Completeness is the measure of information content present in the data compared to the
extent of information content required to be present in the data to perform a particular
task.

•

Temporal dimensions refer to currency, volatility, and timeliness. Currency relates to
the promptness of data updates. Volatility refers to the frequency at which the data
variance occurs. Timeliness refers to the suitability of the current data to perform a task.

•

Consistency refers to uniformity and constancy of data concerning the semantic rules
defined over multiple data items.

•

Accessibility refers to the ability of data to be accessed by a user (human user or
computer program) and generate information from it; and
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•

Data provenance is the description of the origins of data and the process by which it is
manipulated.

Jayawardene, Sadiq, and Indulska (2015) analyzed the dimensions stated above and
consolidated the overlap of the dimensions, concluding that some of the data quality
dimensions are interdependent. For example, the data quality dimension related to semantic
accuracy might depend on the timeliness dimension as the data may be accurate with respect
to time. However, the same value may be inaccurate at a different time. At the outset, a dataset
is considered to be of good quality when the measure of the dimensions listed are high, leading
to better inferences from the respective dataset.

2.2.2. Machine Readability
What constitutes machine-readable data? Data in a structured format that could quickly
be processed by computers are considered as ‘machine-readable’. Berners-Lee (2006) provides
a set of’ ‘rules’ for creating structured data so that it can be connected and interpreted easily
by machines.
1. The first rule is to index the data to make it digitally accessible by storing it on
online servers so that computers, as well as people, can easily access it. This rule
relates to the accessibility dimension of data quality. Indexing the data and storing
it online increases the accessibility as it is easy to find.
2. The second rule is to structure the data with relevant schemas for straightforward
interpretation by machines. This rule makes the data structured such that semantic
relations are embedded within it, resulting in better inferencing and, thus,
improving the syntactic accuracy of the data.
3. The third rule is to make the schemas public and machine-readable by using opensource schemas to describe the data model so that computers can make
interpretations without any proprietary data interfaces. Proprietary data formats
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limit data inferencing as the schema against which data is modeled is only
accessible to a few applications. Therefore, using an open format would increase
the measure of accessibility dimension as more applications can use the open
schema to derive the context of data for inferencing.
4. The last rule is to link the data with other datasets so that better inferences can be
made by deriving the context information. This rule improves the consistency
dimensions of data quality as the same data is linked to multiple datasets. Linking
would ensure that there are no conflicts in the data about a concept stored in
multiple databases.
Based on these rules, structured information can be classified into five types in the
increasing order of machine readability, as shown in Table 2.1. Increasing the machine
readability of the data, in turn, increases the data quality as the dimensions associated with
accuracy, consistency and accessibility are improved in the process.
Table 2.1: Levels of machine readability
Levels of machine readability

Principles for publishing a machine-readable dataset

1-Star

Data is available on the web

2-Star

1-star data structured in a proprietary format

3-Star

1-star data structured in a non-proprietary format

4-Star

3-star data that is published using open standards

5-Star

4-star data with links to other 4-star datasets

2.2.3. Need for ensuring data quality
Despite having different methods to make inferences from poor quality data, it is
resource-intensive (Hendler & Pardo, 2012; Wang, 2017; Quintero et al., 2015; Loshin, 2011).
The construction sector is becoming increasingly digital, such that most information is stored
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digitally and is accessible through servers or a CDE held in firms or projects (Preidel et al.,
2017; BSI, 2015). However, being digitally accessible does not mean that the information is
machine-readable as the semantics may not be embedded in the data (Hendler & Pardo, 2012).
Semantics could be derived from the data using advanced machine learning techniques such as
natural language processing and deep learning (Wang, 2017; Carrillo, Harding & Choudhary,
2011). Nonetheless, this is a resource-intensive process which requires training models to
achieve satisfactory accuracy and has costs associated with it. The result of this process may
also not be of high-quality (Wang, 2017). Despite the existence of data-cleaning algorithms
across sectors, poor data quality is a big problem in construction, as in other sectors of the
economy (costing $3.1 trillion in the United States (Quintero et al., 2015)). In addition, the
poor quality of data is increasing operational costs, decreasing revenue, and resulting in missed
commercial opportunities (Loshin, 2011).
Scholars have conducted studies on how poor quality data limits the application of
machine learning methods. Sacks, Ma et al. (2017) have described how the quality of input
information influences semantic enrichment of BIM when using machine learning. Moreover,
Farias, Roxin, and Nicolle (2018) had shown the effects of poor quality data resulting in wrong
inferences when they tried to extract building views using a rule-based method. Whyte, Stasis,
and Lindkvist (2016) articulated how a managing change in large datasets becomes a focus in
an era of ‘big data’ in which project information is increasingly characterized by volume,
velocity, and variety. Recent work further characterizes such data and also includes
characteristics of veracity and value (e.g. Younas, 2019). In construction, data is heterogeneous
(Tchouanguem Djuedja et al., 2019), and its veracity is not always known. Data cleaning
related to the variety (heterogeneity) and veracity characteristics of big data is especially tricky
when compared to data cleaning related to other characteristics such as volume and velocity
(Fan, 2015; Janssen et al., 2017). Therefore, there is a need to keep the good quality and in a
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machine-readable format (maintaining the data relationships) as far as possible to have the best
use of this data, such as using the data to generate LAS automatically.

2.2.4. Prior research on data quality issues in construction
What is limiting the generation of good quality machine-readable information within
the sector? It does not appear to be technical development as novel technical solutions are being
developed by construction informatics researchers and software vendors with a focus on the
integration of data in the sector, for example, through the use of data standards (Krijnen &
Beetz, 2017; Pazlar & Turk, 2008), cloud-based BIM (Beetz et al., 2010; Singh, Gu & Wang,
2011; Zhang et al., 2017b), and linked-data technologies (Kim et al., 2018; Pauwels et al.,
2015; Pedro et al., 2017; Zhang & Beetz, 2015). It does not appear to be policy interventions
either. Standards and public mandates have placed BIM at the heart of the information
management required to coordinate processes in project delivery and operation of
infrastructure, making BIM central to digital tools and workflows in projects (BSI, 2018; Sacks
et al., 2017a). Instead, the literature suggests that the issues may be both organizational and
technical in nature.
Prior research on data quality issues within the construction sector has studied data
quality issues in a model relating to accuracy, consistency and completeness. Solihin, Eastman
and Lee (2015) identify requirements for good quality for BIM in an Industry Foundation Class
(IFC) format. Building on this, Lee, Solihin and Eastman (2019) present a semantic rulechecking process to ensure data quality pertaining to semantic and syntactic accuracy is
maintained while BIM in an IFC format is exchanged. In another study, the quality of the
information in the design phase is assessed using a structured and quantifiable process based
on a BIM quality assurance (Donato, Lo Turco and Bocconcino 2017). Mirarchi and Pavan
(2019) analyze the data quality issues concerning accuracy, consistency, and completeness
dimensions of the BIM models created during the design. For facility management, Zadeh et
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al. (2017) propose a framework to assess the quality of BIM, focusing on the completeness
dimension. These studies advance the knowledge of data quality issues associated with
construction information stored in BIM models. However, construction information is not
stored as BIM models alone. Instead, construction information remains distributed in paper
documents and digital files too. A limitation of these studies is that they do not document the
data quality issues emerging due to the wider practice of using document-based information
sharing in the sector.
To identify the causes of data quality issues emerging due to such document-based and
model-based information-sharing practices and their implications, there is a need to study
information flow across project teams in detail. By better characterizing the practice, such
empirical work can then inform future technical developments (e.g. Hartmann, 2008) and
address challenges raised in prior work in areas such as automated scheduling (e.g. Han and
Golparvar-Fard, 2017). Previous research on the use of BIM in organizations articulates
antecedents to BIM uptake (Taylor, 2007) and identifies organizational issues which affect
BIM implementation, such as organizational divisions (Dossick & Neff, 2010). It describes
how practices are always ‘hybrid’, overlaying a range of old and new media and processes
(Whyte, 2011; Harty & Whyte, 2010), with the roles of construction professionals also
evolving (Akintola, Venkatachalam & Root, 2017; Jaradat, Whyte & Luck, 2013; Sebastian,
2011). Such work draws attention to the organizational factors associated with information use,
whereby technological integration cannot be assumed to foster closer collaboration across
companies (Dossick & Neff, 2010). This literature, which understands BIM use as a complex
socialized activity (Cao, Li & Wang, 2014), provides an approach that can be used to study the
codification challenges and data quality issues which emerge in leading practice due to
document-based and model-based information-sharing practices.
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2.3.

Modelling and validating construction process information
The previous section discussed the characteristics of good quality dataset and reviewed

prior research investigating data quality issues in construction information. This section
discusses the state-of-the-art in modelling detailing construction information, including
constraints and then validating it using BIM based constraint checking methods. Constraints
are important in look-ahead planning as it is critical to remove constraints during the lookahead planning phase to make sure the tasks assigned in the six-week window can be executed
as discussed previously in Subsection 2.1.1. Below, Subsection 2.3.1 presents the prior research
on modelling construction process information, and Subsection 2.3.2 presents the different
methods to validate detailed construction process information

2.3.1. Modelling detailed construction process information
Modelling detailed construction information into a machine-readable format allows
opportunities for the application of machine learning methods for data-driven decision-support
(Han, Cline & Golparvar-Fard, 2015; Belsky, Sacks & Brilakis, 2016; Dong et al., 2013a).
However, the current codification of construction process information is limited to precedence
relationships in the form of master plans and phase plans in the 4D BIM and other scheduling
software systems (Han, Cline & Golparvar-Fard, 2015). The model breakdown structures in
these knowledge bases do not match the work break down structures for construction site
activities (Han & Golparvar-Fard, 2017) and contain limited relationships between activities
and resources (Giretti et al., 2012). To address the lack of detail and semantics in the
information models, the construction process needs to be represented in detail with the
semantics embedded in the information model.
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2.3.1.1.

Modelling construction process information

To provide decision-support for look-ahead planning, detailed construction process
information can be modeled by different methods. Table 2.2 presents the prior research in the
area. Darwiche et al. (1988) have proposed OARPLAN to embed construction planning
knowledge into an information model by incorporating construction precedence logic and
hierarchical planning. The planning knowledge in OARPLAN is represented as constraints
based on activity constituents and their interrelationships. Activity constituents include objects,
actions, and resources. This work is a great first step to converting planning information into a
machine-readable representation using a generic framework. A limitation of this method is that
it doesn’t consider construction workspaces (the work areas required for construction activity
to be executed). Thabet and Beliveau (1997) and Akinci et al. (2002) have addressed this
limitation and proposed methods to model information to include workspaces and link them to
construction activity model such as the one mentioned in Darwiche, Levitt and Hayes-Roth
(1988). While Thabet and Beliveau (1997) present a specific model representing the
information model for a multi-storey building, Akinci et al. (2002) can be applied to generic
construction cases. Dong et al. (2013) has extended the construction methods model (Akinci
et al., 2002) and combined it with intelligent knowledge base system (Marshall, Barber &
Boardman, 1987) to model processes in LAS so that attributes related to the organization
(present in the intelligent knowledge base system) can be incorporated into the model. Dong et
al. (2013) model also consider a sequencing model to label the activities as TO-DO, CAN-DO,
DOING and ENDED which is favourable for decision-support systems for look-ahead
planning, as the activity status can also be inferred from the construction process information.
A limitation of this information model is that it is specific to finishing phase of construction
(RIBA Stage 5).
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Table 2.2: Methods to model construction process information
Work
Darwiche, Levitt and
Hayes-Roth, 1988

Method
OARPLAN
method

Advantage
Hierarchical planning
and precedence relation
codification

Disadvantage
Construction
workspaces are not
considered

Thabet and Beliveau,
1997

SCaRC method

Considers construction
logic, resource
constraints and
workspace constraints

Construction
methods are not
considered

Akinci et al., 2002

Extended
construction
method model

Considers the
construction method for
the activity

The process model
of construction is
not considered

Marshall, Barber and
Boardman, 1987

Intelligent
knowledgebased system

Divides model to
product, process, and
organization

Does not cater to
construction
domain

Dong et al., 2013

ALASG method Combines an extended
Specific to finishing
construction model and
phase of
Intelligent knowledgeconstruction
based system
projects
Different methods of modelling the construction process information was described in

the previous paragraph. These models provide a structure for representing construction
knowledge. However, they assume that the data can be stored and accessed from a single
database or a model. However, data remains distributed in multiple heterogeneous datasets
(Arayici et al., 2018; Tchouanguem Djuedja et al., 2019) over multiple servers, creating
problems of interoperability and data silos. Researchers have used linked-data methods to
address such problems associated with data silos in construction datasets (Pauwels, Zhang &
Lee, 2017).
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2.3.1.2.

Addressing data silos using linked-data

Researchers have attempted to use linked data to address the limitations of BIM, related
to structuring and querying product information (Liu, Lu & Al-Hussein, 2016; Beetz, Van
Leeuwen & De Vries, 2009; Zhang & Beetz, 2016a), facility management (Kim et al., 2018;
Terkaj, Schneider & Pauwels, 2017), and solving interoperability (Pauwels, De Meyer & Van
Campenhout, 2011). Pauwels et al. (2011) combined IFC and semantic web technologies to
develop a semantic rule-checking environment for BIM models. Pauwels et al. (2017) surveyed
the application of linked data in the construction sector and found that researchers have used
linked data to improve interoperability, to link across domains, and to generate logical proofs
and inference, thus demonstrating the use of linked-data for connecting construction

Figure 2.1: RDF triple
information.

Linked-data is a method for publishing data in a structured format so that the data can
be connected and then interpreted by machines (Bizer, Heath & Berners-Lee, 2009). Following
the linked-data method, information artefacts are modeled as concepts and are related to
associated properties in the form of a statement. Each statement has three resources (subject,
predicate, and object) modeled as a directed labelled graph (Figure 2.1). This graph structure
is referred to as a Resource Description Framework (RDF) graph, which is formed by applying
the logical AND operator to a series of information artefacts modeled as directed labelled
graphs. Each statement in an RDF graph is referred to as an RDF triple (Pauwels, Zhang &
Lee, 2017). The semantics of an RDF graph can be further improved using RDF vocabularies
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and ontologies. The RDF schema vocabulary is one such vocabulary that enables the
specification of classes, subclasses, data types, labels, etc. (RDF Schema 1.1, 2014.). OWL is
a more expressive way to improve the semantic structure of an RDF graph (OWL Web
Ontology Language Overview, 2012) and has RDF concepts as a subset. The graphs
constructed using OWL are termed OWL ontologies, which can be used as vocabulary when
constructing more complex RDF statements. Thus, RDF resources can be defined under a
specific class in an OWL ontology, ensuring that new information can be inferred through a
reasoning process. Publishing the construction process information following linked-data
principles as an RDF graph ensures semantic interoperability. Semantic interoperability is
achieved through the use of ontologies to define taxonomies and services to enable sharing and
reusing domain knowledge (Davies, Fensel & Van Harmelen, 2003; Ei-Diraby, Lima & Feis,
2005).

2.3.2. Validating construction process information using rule-checking
The previous subsection described how detailed construction process information can
be modeled using different methods and how previous research has used linked-data to address
the issue of data silos which might occur while modelling construction information. This
subsection discusses the different concepts for validating the construction information against
constraints to support look ahead planning. Business Rule Management System (BRMS) are
discussed first (Subtopic 2.3.2.1) as it provides a system to embed decision logic into an expert
system to support decision making. Discussion on BRMS is followed by a discussion on BIM
based rule-checking (Subtopic 2.3.2.2) reviewing how the rule-checking systems are combined
with BIM. These discussions provide an understanding of how construction logic, such as
construction constraints can be modeled and validated using an expert system.
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2.3.2.1.

Business rule management systems

Business rule management system is a system used to define, deploy, execute, and
monitor the results of the rule-checking process (Fish, & Taylor, 2012). BRMS is a sub-domain
of knowledge-based systems in the field of Artificial Intelligence. Knowledge in a BRMS
consists of logic and data. Logic refers to the rules that need to be satisfied for the rule-checking
process to happen. Data refer to the particular model that needs to be checked against the rules
defined in the logic. Data are case-specific, whereas logic is generalizable and can be used
across cases. Therefore, by separating logic from data, it is possible to manipulate both
independently, as people who model data may or may not be the ones who define the rules.
The advantages of using a BRMS instead of a custom hardcoded rule-checking software (Bali,
2009) are:
•

Separating the data from logic enables their independent manipulation

•

Rule languages are easier to understand than plain programming languages. Rule
language enables domain users who are not programmers to declare rules.

•

Inference machines are not locked to a specific data structure in a BRMS. Hence,
efficient solving algorithms could be used.

To achieve the above advantages, BRMS should have essentially two components embedded
in it: query languages and rule languages Query languages help the BRMS to retrieve data from
the knowledge bases/ information models, whereas rule language is used to define custom rules
against which the retrieved data is evaluated (Schwabe, Teizer & König, 2019).
a) Query languages
Query languages are an integral part of BRMS to query the knowledge base for facts
that need to be checked against the rules. Query languages such as Structured Query Language
(SQL) (ISO, 2016) have easy to understand syntax so that domain experts, who are not
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necessarily programmers, can retrieve data from the databases. Query languages would enable
the domain experts to formulate queries to create rules on the data. This relies on the principle
that inherent knowledge can be exhaustively described in the information models/databases. In
contrast, with other information models/databases, semantic knowledge about the data is not
stored in the data structure of BIM models. Instead, it needs to be derived or calculated using
semantic enrichment methods (Sacks, Ma et al., 2017). Therefore, when rule-checking is done
on information stored as BIM models, conventional BRMS cannot be used. Instead, there is a
need for dedicated query languages which has extra functions to derive/calculate knowledge
from the information model.
To address the challenge of the lack of semantic knowledge in BIM, there has been
work on query languages for BIM as well as semantic enrichment of BIM models. Mazairac
and Beetz (2013) develop a domain-specific query language BIMQL to select update and
extract information from BIM models stored as IFC format. BIMQL enabled the extraction of
partial models for rule checking. BIMQL still requires the knowledge of the underlying data
structure to perform meaningful queries. Researchers have also used a different approach to
enrich stored BIM data with additional information by performing operations on the existing
data to derive more information (Belsky, Sacks and Brilakis, 2016; Sacks, Ma et al., 2017).
Although this method brings more knowledge into the information model, it still requires the
domain expert to know the data structure to prescribe rules. Wülfing et al. (2014) introduced a
visual BIM query language to ease data access through visual elements. However, this query
language lacks semantic querying capability as it is designed to query for retrieving data and
not essentially for rule checking. Zhang and Beetz (2016) address this issue through the use of
linked-data to semantically query information from BIM models stored as RDF graphs. This
method shows the potential for deriving semantic relationships within the data for rule
checking. Zhang and Beetz (2015) use the concepts of linked-data to check and validate
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information stored in IFC files. Their work presents the potential of using linked data to derive
concepts which are not present in the existing model for rule checking. They do this by
converting the native IFC to ifcOWL and then deriving the knowledge by traversing over the
data represented in a graph structure (Gómez-Romero et al., 2015). Therefore, from this
review, the best approach for a query language for rule checking is to a have a visual interface
to access the data and using linked-data to enrich and derive information out of the existing
model.
b) Rule languages
Rule languages are the component in BRMS which checks the data retrieved through
querying with a set of rules defined by the users. Rule languages can be structured into two
parts: condition and consequence. In the condition part, the knowledge retrieved using query
languages is evaluated against a set of rules. If the evaluation is a success, the consequence is
executed (Schwabe, Teizer & König, 2019). There are rule languages developed to cater to
BIM, such as BIM rule language (BIMRL) (Dimyadi et al., 2016a). BIMRL was demonstrated
in the context of compliance checking. However, this method has not been used outside of
compliance checking, such as to check for constraint violations. Similarly, a domain-specific
rule language, Building Environment Rule Analysis was developed to automate building
design reviews (Lee, Eastman & Lee, 2015). This language has focused on the design
verification and concentrates on the space-based information stored in BIM and less on the
semantic construction information. Although these domain-specific rule languages assume the
information to be in a specific model and stored in a central repository, in construction practice,
it is distributed over multiple domains (Wang et al., 2016). Hence the rule languages used in
construction should have the flexibility to work together with query languages capable of
retrieving data from multiple sources such as linked-data based query languages. Therefore,
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for applications such as a rule checking for look-ahead planning, there needs to be an
investigation of rule languages built on top of semantic web technologies.
Some of the rule languages that are already available are Semantic Web Rule Language
(SWRL)(World Wide Web Consortium, 2004), Rule Interchange Format (RIF) (RIF, 2005)
and the Notation3 Logic (N3Logic) language (Berners-Lee et al., 2008). These languages
facilitate rule-based reasoning. In the current PhD, there is a particular interest in constraint
checking and less attention to other aspects of reasoning, such as deriving new knowledge.
Specifically, the focus is on identifying constraint violations in construction schedules and thus,
on validating the data about a construction process information against a set of constraints
(Wang et al., 2016). SPARQL inferencing notation (SPIN) (World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C), 2011) is a SPARQL-based constraint language which offers a way to do constraint
checking with closed world semantics leveraging the power of SPARQL ASK, and SPARQL
CONSTRUCT queries. It links class definitions with SPARQL queries to capture constraints
that formalize the behaviour of the classes. Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL), a data
modelling language to model such constraints recommended by W3C (SHACL, 2017), is a
successor to SPIN. Like SPIN, SHACL is a language for validating RDF graphs against a set
of conditions (Knoblauch, Allemang and Steyskal, 2017). However, SHACL offers greater
flexibility than SPIN in terms of defining the targets for constraints: While SPIN is limited to
classes, SHACL can be applied to classes or set of nodes defined by the different target
mechanisms, including custom targets using SHACL advanced features. Hence, SHACL can
be used as an effective language for modelling construction information and constraints as it
offers the power of linked-data and the flexibility in validating target constraints.
The use of SHACL to define construction scheduling constraints means that a dedicated
constraint-checking language does not need to be developed from scratch. Validating an RDF
model with a set of constraints using SHACL addresses the inherent issue of the open-world
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assumption in RDF graphs, as SHACL offers the opportunity to define structural constraints
(Ekaputra & Xiashuo Lin, 2016). Moreover, SHACL has two components:
•

Data graph: contains the data to be validated.

•

Shape graph: contains the constraints against which resources in the data graph are
validated (called shapes).

This follows the BRMS principle of dividing knowledge into logic and data. Data graphs and
shape graphs may be coded as a single RDF graph or multiple RDF graphs because the triples
in the data graph are validated against triples in the shape graph. There are two types of shapes
in SHACL: the node shape and property shape.
•

Node shapes are constraints that act on subject resources (or concept instances) of
a specific type (the type can be defined while modelling the constraints) in the data
graph.

•

Property shapes are constraints that act on the predicate resources (or attribute
instances).

An advanced feature of SHACL, SHACL SPARQL contains all the features mentioned of
SHACL and offers the expressive power of SPARQL to target specific instances of a subject
resource satisfying certain conditions (flexible in defining the conditions) (Knublauch,
Allemang & Steyskal, 2017). When a data graph is validated against a shape graph, the
resources in the data graph are checked against the applicable shapes in the shape graph. Then,
a validation report (in the form of another RDF graph) is produced, which details the resources
that have passed or violated the constraints. As mentioned in Eastman et al. (2009), this is
similar to how a rule-checking system produces a report as its output. The SHACL-based
constraint checking is ideal for validating construction scheduling constraints (which are
distributed across multiple servers), as SHACL uses the power of linked-data to traverse across
constraints distributed across heterogeneous data sources and to validate them.
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2.3.2.2.

BIM based rule-checking

Researchers have worked on integrating the BRMS concepts with BIM to perform rule
checking on BIM (Lee, Solihin & Eastman, 2019; Pauwels et al., 2011; Dimyadi et al., 2016b;
Solihin et al., 2017).This section discusses how BRMS is used in conjunction with BIM to
perform rule checking. BIM based rule-checking systems ensures that the data (detailed
construction process information) in BIM models conforms to the rules/constraints modeled in
the BIM based rule-checking system.
a) BIM based rule-checking concepts
Prior research on BIM based rule-checking has presented four classes of functionality
for rule-checking as well as introducing different complexities of rule-checking systems.
Eastman et al. (2009, p. 1016) provide four classes of functionality to perform BIM based rulechecking. They are 1) Rule interpretation: Textual rules are converted into a machineinterpretable format; 2) Building model preparation: Information in the form of models is
converted into a format required for the execution of the rules; 3) Rule execution: The prepared
model is checked against the defined machine-interpretable rules; and 4) Reporting: The results
of the rule-checking process are communicated to the user or raised to another system.
Each of these steps may be fully automated or semi-automated. Solihin et al. (2017) described
methods to automate each of the four steps. To automate rule interpretation, this approach
suggests distilling the rule content from written text using tools (e.g. LegalRuleML (OASIS
LegalRuleML, 2018), RASE (requirement, applicability, selection, and exception) markup
(Hjelseth & Nisbet, 2010)), transcribing the rule content into a rule language (e.g. Drools (Red
Hat Inc, 2019)). To automate building model preparation, the existing data models are
transformed into the required knowledge representation using converters (e.g. the conversion
of IFC to ifcOWL to process rules in the SWRL (World Wide Web Consortium, 2004)). Rule
execution is automated using BRMS. The results of rule-checking are taken from the BRMS
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and reported to the user after analysis. These approaches to automated BIM based rulechecking is of relevance to the current research problem aiming to develop constraint checking
systems to validate construction scheduling constraints.
Depending on how inferences are made from data, BIM based rule-checking systems
can be classified into four classes according to its complexity (Solihin & Eastman, 2015). The
complexity is regarded as Class 1 when the rule-checking system queries entities and attributes
against a value. For Class 2 complexity, the rule-checking system needs to calculate/derive
additional values for rule execution. In rule-checking systems classified as Class 3, the data
structure of the information model needs to be extended to perform rule execution. Finally,
new model objects are created from the existing data sets to perform rule execution in rulechecking systems with Class 4 complexity. Thus, to perform constraint checking on distributed
construction data, a rule-checking system with a complexity of Class 3 is needed as the data
structure needs to be extended to link data distributed in multiple servers.
b) Prior research on BIM based rule-checking
There is increasing interest in BIM based rule-checking to increase model quality and
to provide decision-support in the construction sector. Existing proposals use different
methods, such as using rule engines (Tan, Hammad & Fazio, 2010), query languages (Nawari,
2012), rule languages (Lee, Eastman & Lee, 2015) and machine learning methods (Bloch &
Sacks, 2018) for BIM based rule-checking. Prior research in this area has extended knowledge
on using BIM based rule-checking for ensuring code compliance (Martins & Monteiro, 2013)
and construction safety (Zhang et al., 2013), and for aiding design verification (Lee, Eastman
& Lee, 2015) and construction-site planning (Schwabe et al., 2016). These studies have
assumed that construction information is available as a BIM model in a single repository.
However, this assumption may not hold true in the case of construction information. Therefore,
the BIM based rule-checking methods focusing on the construction stage should be able to
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check for violation in data distributed over multiple databases. To address the issue of
construction information siloes, attention is now turned to the prior research on the use of
linked-data to model the knowledge required for rule-checking by exploiting the potential of
linked-data to link across domains to create semantic information models (Zhang, Boukamp &
Teizer, 2015; Zhong et al., 2012).

2.4.

Automating LAS generation
Previous sections in this chapter have introduced the data quality issues in construction

as well as methods to model and validate construction process information. This section
synthesises the prior work on scheduling and details the need of a new scheduling algorithm
for LAS generation.

2.4.1. Scheduling
Scheduling is the decision making process of assigning resources to a set of tasks over
a period to optimize one or more objectives (Pinedo, 2008). Early work on scheduling focused
on machine scheduling problems (Chen, Potts & Woeginger, 1998). Machine scheduling
problems are classified according to sources of demand, number of machines, complexity of
the production system, performance index, characteristics of a production environment,
processing characteristics of the operation and resource constraints (Lin et al., 2012; Graves,
1981). Most common types of machine scheduling problems are flow-shop problems (Minella,
Ruiz & Ciavotta, 2008) and job-shop problems (Zhang et al., 2017a).
The algorithms for solving scheduling problems are divided into exact optimisation and
approximate methods (Table 2.3). The exact optimisation algorithms include efficient rule
approaches, mathematical programming approaches, branch definition methods, and etc.
However, exact optimization methods can solve small scale problems only. Although, branch
and bound methods can obtain the optimal solution in theory, it is difficult to have real practical
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applications as it

takes polynomial time to solve it (Chen, Potts & Woeginger,

1998).Therefore, exact optimization methods are not recommended for large scale problems as
they cannot complete calculations in a good responding time. With the advancement of
computing powers and intelligent algorithms, the research methods related to scheduling have
gradually changed from exact optimization methods to the approximation methods (Rabadi,
2016).
Table 2.3: Classification of algorithms for solving scheduling problems
Classification
Efficient rule approach
Exact method Mathematical program approach
Branch and bound method
Priority dispatch rule
Constructive
method

Artificial
intelligence
methods
Approximate
method

Metaheuristic
methods

Insert algorithm
Bottleneck based
heuristics
Constraint satisfaction
techniques
Neural network
Expert system and
knowledge based
methods
Fuzzy logic
Genetic algorithm
Simulated annealing
Tabu search
Ant colony algorithm
Particle swarm
optimization
Differential evolution
algorithm
Firefly algorithm

Example
(Johnson, 1954)
(Wagner, 1959)
(Lomnicki, 1965)
(Barker & McMahon, 1985)
(Nawaz, Enscore & Ham, 1983;
Lian & Mesghouni, 2014)
(Liu & Kozan, 2012; Balas &
Vazacopoulos, 1998)
(Jain & Meeran, 1998)
(Akyol & Bayhan, 2007)
(Ju, 2007)
(Canbolat & Gundogar, 2004)
(Zhang et al., 2017c)
(Güçdemir & Selim, 2017)
(Glover, 1986; Li & Gao, 2016)
(Blum & Sampels, 2004; Huang
& Yu, 2017)
(Xia & Wu, 2005; Teekeng et
al., 2016)
(Storn & Price, 1997; Zhao et
al., 2016)
(Łukasik & Żak, 2009;
Khadwilard et al., 2011)

LAS generation problem falls under the class of project scheduling problems and it is
concerned with small batch production where limited resources are allocated to interdependent
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activities over time. Project scheduling problems varies from the classic machine scheduling
problems in the following ways.
1.

In machine scheduling problem, resource consumption of tasks and capacities of resources
(machines) are unitary. Whereas in a project scheduling problem, resource consumption of tasks and
capacities of resources may not be unitary. Thus, two tasks may share the resources.

2.

In a machine scheduling problem, one task (operation) requires only one resource (machine) to be
executed. Whereas in a project scheduling problem, one task may require several resources
simultaneously to be executed.

3.

Precedence constraints in machine scheduling are generally linear whereas the precedence
constraints in project scheduling can form any acyclic graphs.

Over the last two decades, there has been numerous studies looking at solving project
scheduling using Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem(RCPSP) (Karam &
Lazarova-Molnar, 2013). RCPSP and its generalization encompasses most of the complex
machine scheduling problems as special cases (Brucker et al., 1999). Look-ahead Schedule
generation under resource constraints can be classified as a resource-constrained project
scheduling problem (RCPSP)(Dong, 2012).

2.4.2. Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling Problem
RCPSP is one of the most studied optimization problems in project scheduling. It
consists of a single project which consists of n activities that are scheduled subject to
precedence and resource constraints, to reduce the makespan (i.e. minimize the time required
to complete all the activities) (Schwindt & Zimmermann, 2015). An RCPSP problem consists
of a series of activities V= {1, 2,..j} with precedence relations (finish to start) among them with
zero-time lag. For each activity i ∈ V, di represents the duration of the activity and 𝐹𝑖 represents
the finish time of the activity. Also, rik represents the number of the renewable resource of type
k ∈ K assigned to the activity i ∈ V for a unit time. The number of resources of type k
available at each unit time period is Rk . The parameters di, rik and Rk are all positive integers.
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These activities and resources are related by precedence and discrete resource constraints
(Christofides, Alvarez-Valdes & Tamarit, 1987).
Precedence constraints guarantee that each activity i ∈ V starts only after all the
predecessor activities (h ∈ Pi) have finished, where Pi is the set of predecessor activities for the
activity i. This constraint is denoted by the following equation:
𝐹ℎ ≤ 𝐹𝑖 − 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 = 2, … 𝑗; ℎ ∈ 𝑃𝑖
Here 𝐹ℎ is the finish time of the predecessor activity h, 𝐹𝑖 denoted the finish time of the activity
i, 𝑑𝑖 represent the duration of activity I, and 𝑗 represent the index of the last activity.
Discrete resource constraints ensure that the total amount of resource k required by all
activities A(t), A(t)=i| i ∈ V at a time period t do not exceed Rk. This is represented by the
equation:
∑𝑖∈𝐴(𝑡) 𝑟𝑖𝑘 ≤ 𝑅𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾, 𝑡 ≥0
Since, finishing a project in the shortest possible time and incurring the least possible
cost represents the success of a project, the objective of RCPSPs is to minimise the makespan
of the project Fj (finish time of the last activity j) and minimise the cost of the project.
In the case of look-ahead planning, the project can be composed by multiple subprojects, as there are independent workspaces within a project that draws from the same pool
of resources. Each workspace is relatively independent of other workspaces in terms of
activities; however, they are dependent on the use of resources and interdependent workspaces.
These problems come under a subset of RCPSP called as Resource-Constrained Multi-Project
Scheduling Problem (RCMPSP) (Chiu & Tsai, 2002).
The RCPSP has been classified as an NP-hard problem (a problem is of complexity
NP-hard if an algorithm designed for solving it can be translated into one for solving any
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nondeterministic polynomial time problem)(Brcic, Kalpic & Fertalj, 2012). Due to its
combinatorial nature, it is difficult to be solved using exact methods, such as constraint
programming, linear programming and branch and bound methods, when the number of
activities is more than 50 (Agarwal, Colak & Erenguc, 2015). Therefore, heuristics and
metaheuristics algorithms are used to obtain near-optimal solutions. A heuristic algorithm is a
problem-specific algorithm which aims to generate a valid solution (though the optimal
solution is not guaranteed) in a reasonable amount of time. Metaheuristics are problemindependent algorithms that can be applied to generate a solution. In this section, various
heuristics, and metaheuristics for the generation of RCPSP are reviewed.

2.4.2.1.

Heuristics

There are different heuristics to solve RCPSP based on priority rules such as minimum
latest finish time, longest finish time, etc. Priority rules are the rules which decide what activity
happens next at each step resulting in a unique activity list. An activity list is a list of activities
in a precedence feasible order. The order is determined by the chosen priority rule (Kolisch,
1996a). Given an activity list, a schedule is generated using a schedule generation scheme
(Kolisch, 1996b). The normal heuristic methods have lesser complexity when compared to
metaheuristics; however, they are not optimal (Kolisch & Hartmann, 1999). To reduce
optimality gaps, there are several improvement techniques proposed in the literature such as
schedule generation schemes , forward and backward scheduling and double justification.
a) Schedule generation scheme
A schedule generation scheme is used to develop an activity list into a schedule. There
are two types of schedule generation schemes. They are serial schedule generation scheme and
parallel schedule generation scheme. (Kolisch, 1996b).
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• Serial schedule generation scheme: Serial schedule generation scheme is an
activity-oriented schedule generation scheme. Activities in the activity list are
scheduled at their earliest start time in this schedule generation scheme.
• Parallel schedule generation scheme: In a parallel schedule generation scheme,
the clock is maintained at each unit of clock time and set of activities that are
precedence and resource feasible are determined. If the set contains one activity,
that activity is scheduled. Then the clock is incremented to the next time step. If
there is more than one activity in the set, priority is given to the activity which
occurs first in the activity list.
These two schedule generation schemes may produce different schedules. Dong (2012) has
used the serial generation scheme to generate a LAS. However, there are no studies which used
parallel schedule generation scheme to solve the LAS generation problem.
b) Forward and backward scheduling
Li and Willis (1992) introduced forward and backward scheduling in conjunction with
serial and parallel schedule generation scheme to generate multiple schedules. An RCPSP
Graph G= (V, E) where e V represents nodes and E represents arcs, or precedence constraints
can be calculated as a forward or a backward scheduling problem depending on where the
calculation is started. In the backward scheduling problem, the last activity node in the graph
is taken as the first node for the calculation and vice versa. Using the same schedule generation
scheme and same priority rules, forward and backward scheduling produces different schedules
of different makespan (Özdamar & Ulusoy, 1996).
c) Double justification scheme
After a schedule is created using a schedule generation scheme, there may be empty
spaces in the schedule. Valls et al. (2005) introduced a double justification technique to remove
these gaps in the Gantt chart to improve the optimality of the solution. This technique is
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performed by scanning the Gantt chart created from the schedule from right to left and shifting
the activities to the right to fill empty spaces. This procedure is called backward justification.
Once this is done, a similar process is performed by scanning the Gantt chart from left to right,
and then shifting the activities from right to left to fill the empty spaces. This double procedure
is called forward-backwards improvement or double justification (Valls, Ballestín &
Quintanilla, 2006).

2.4.2.2.

Metaheuristics

Metaheuristics are problem-independent methods to solve optimization problems.
Several metaheuristic algorithms have been applied to solve RCPSP (Munlin, 2018;
Servranckx & Vanhoucke, 2019; Das & Acharyya, 2011; Liu et al., 2020; Myszkowski et al.,
2015). Metaheuristics can further improve the optimality of the solutions after performing
heuristic methods such as forward and backward scheduling and double justification. Many of
the metaheuristics have been inspired by processes observed in nature. These algorithms
generate multiple solutions randomly within the search space aiming at finding a near-optimal
solution (Agarwal, Colak & Erenguc, 2015). Different metaheuristics use different strategies
to produce new solutions, in such a way that better solutions emerge as the search progresses.
The search in every metaheuristic aims at doing two tasks. The first task is to converge the
search for the best solution in a neighbourhood (local search, exploitation). The second task is
to steer the search to the best neighbourhoods in the overall search space (global search,
exploration). In addition to these, strategies should be developed so that the search is not stuck
in a non-optimal neighbourhood (Ratajczak-Ropel & Skakovski, 2018). Therefore, every
metaheuristic should have an element for local search, global search, and strategies to avoid
getting stuck in local neighbourhoods. The following subsections describe different
metaheuristics used for solving RCPSP.
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a) Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms, proposed by Goldberg and Holland (1988), is one of the most-used
metaheuristics to solve RCPSP. It is a population-based metaheuristic that uses the survivalof-the-fittest policy in evolution to converge towards an optimal solution. GA produced
improved sets of the solution after every generation, by the process of selection, crossover and
mutation. When GA is applied to RCPSP, activity list acts as an individual. From a given
population of activity lists, a new population is produced through the reproduction process
using crossover and mutation. Diversification of the population is achieved through the
crossover mechanisms. Intensification is achieved through the use of selection strategy in GA.
To promote escape from a non-optimal neighbourhood, a mutation operator is used.
Several variations of GA have been used to solve RCPSP by varying the 1) choice of
varying chromosomes. 2) crossover mechanism and 3) mutation strategies (Hartmann, 2015;
Gonçalves, De Mendes & Resende, 2015; Ortiz-Pimiento & Diaz-Serna, 2018). Scatter search
is a variant of GA with a heavy emphasis on diversification. To ensure diversity, the population
will be divided into a set of high-quality solutions and a set of diverse solutions. Scatter search
approach has been applied to RCPSP and has produced the best results.in the RCPSP literature.
(Mahdi Mobini et al., 2009). Electromagnetism like search is another variation of GA inspired
by Coulomb’s law which states that force between particles is inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between them (Debels et al., 2006). In the RCPSP, each activity list is
considered as a particle with a certain charge. The charge is the function of the objective
function. Each particle exerts a force (attraction or repulsion) on other particles. The principle
behind this algorithm is that inferior particles will move in a direction such that it gets attracted
to the superior particles. Debels et al. (2006) have detailed how charges are defined, and forces
are calculated.
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b) Simulated annealing
Simulated annealing (SA) is a metaheuristic that has been inspired by the process of
annealing used in metallurgy for hardening metals (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt & Vecchi, 1983). In
SA, a current solution is maintained at all times. The current solution is evaluated with
neighbourhood solutions. If a neighbourhood solution is better than the current solution, the
current solution is replaced with the neighbourhood solution. To escape a local neighbourhood,
the current solution may be replaced by a worse solution based on probability 𝜋 = 𝑒 (−∆/𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝)
. If 𝜋 is less than a random number 𝑢 ∈ [0,1], a worse solution is accepted. ∆ is the difference
between the value of the objective function in the current solution and new solution. Temp is a
parameter used to control the acceptance probability. The higher the value of Temp, the greater
the probability of acceptance is. A higher value of temp increases diversification as worse
solutions is accepted (van Laarhoven & Aarts, 1987). In a good SA, the algorithm should
incorporate strategies to improve the local neighbourhood as well as to escape the
neighbourhood to evaluate diverse neighbourhoods (Agarwal, Colak & Erenguc, 2015). Boctor
(1996) and Cho and Kim (1997) have applied simulated annealing to RCPSP. Their observation
states that SA is stronger for local search but not effective for global search. Hence, if the
solution space is smaller in the LAS generation, SA can be used.
c) Tabu search
Tabu search (Glover, 1986) is a metaheuristic which employs the intelligent use of
memory to exploit past experience. Memory is a list of previously visited solutions. There are
three lists used in Tabu search. The first one is a short-term Tabu list. It stored the recently
visited locations. This list avoids further search in a local neighbourhood and improves
diversification. The second list maintains poor solutions. This list is used to direct the search
away from neighbourhoods with poor solutions. The third list holds a good solution. This list
directs the search for optimal neighbourhoods (Glover & Laguna, 1998). Neighbourhood
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search is performed in a way similar to SA. Researchers have applied Tabu search to RCPSP
problem (Nonobe & Ibaraki, 2002; Thomas & Salhi, 1998; Poppenborg & Knust, 2016;
Skowroński et al., 2013). Their solutions suggest that the RCPSP does not produce results as
good as GAs. However, when implemented efficiently, Tabu search performs better than
Simulated annealing (Reeves, 1993).
d) Ant colony optimization
Ant colony optimization (ACO) metaheuristic is inspired by the behaviour of ants
discharging chemical substance pheromone along its path between its colony and the location
of food to guide other ants (Dorigo & Colorni, 1996). The stronger the concentration of
pheromone along a path means that more ants have passed through that path depicting a higher
probability of getting food if this path is followed. In an RCPSP, the ant selects an activity
order. The ant uses heuristic information and pheromone information to determine whether an
activity can be placed at a particular position in the activity lists. Heuristics follows the idea of
using a priority rule, whereas pheromone uses the information of the past experience of ants
using a path to find a good solution (Dorigo & Caro, 1999). Escaping a bad neighbourhood is
achieved by choosing a worse solution after accepting a predetermined number of good
solutions. Merkle et al. (2002) proposed an ant-colony approach to the RCPSP. This method
requires a good amount of computer memory as it tests out multiple paths before arriving at a
solution. Also, this method is good for local search and less effective for global search
(Agarwal, Colak & Erenguc, 2015).
e) Particle swarm optimization
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is inspired by how bees find flower patches for
honey, and this algorithm was proposed by Kennedy & Eberhart (1995). It is different from
ACO, as the flying pattern of bees is dependent on the direct flight route rather than a dedicated
route as in ACO. In a bee colony, scout bees are sent in a different direction to search for flower
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patches. The scout bees returned to bee colony and communicated the information about the
distance, direction, and quality of the flower patch back to the bee colony. Follower bees follow
the scout bees, which has reported good quality flower patches (Zhang, Wang & Ji, 2015). In
the PSO algorithm, a random initial set of solutions are created, and these serve as scout bees.
Each solution is then evaluated for quality. Scout bees which reported good quality solutions
are chosen for local neighbourhood search. Researchers have reported the use of PSO for
RCPSP (Fahmy, Hassan & Bassioni, 2014; Nasiri, 2012; Chen, 2011; Jia & Seo, 2013). Their
results suggest that PSO is more suitable for global search and less effective for local search.
f) Reinforcement learning
Finally, Reinforcement Learning is an area of machine learning, inspired by how
learning takes place in nature, wherein the actions taken by an entity are dependent on the
outcomes obtained from previous actions. Positive rewards would reinforce the behaviour or
give extra weight to that particular action and the actions leading to it and vice versa. RL is
built on top of Markov Decision Processes (Sutton and Barto 2018). RL differs from supervised
learning since it does not require labelled input-output pairs for learning to happen (Kaelbling,
Littman, and Moore 1996). RL has been used to solve RCPSP (Jȩdrzejowicz & RatajczakRopel, 2014). In RCPSP, ach action in RL determines what activity needs to be started next. If
the activities lead to a good solution, a higher reward is obtained. RL has shown the ability to
incorporate complex constraints in addition to the precedence and resource constraints in
RCPSP, making it an ideal candidate for LAS generation.

2.4.3. Limits of existing research
This section has detailed different heuristics and metaheuristics in the literature looking
at solving RCPSP, a class of problems of which LAS is a subset of. Unfortunately, these
methods cannot be directly applied to the LAS generation problem. In addition to the
precedence and discrete resource capacity constraints that are handled within RCPSP, LAS
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problems includes more construction site constraints such as disjunctive constraints (for
example blocking constraints such as limited accessibility) (Dong et al., 2013b) and logical
constraints (For example Matching resource capability with requirements) . In addition, one of
the assumptions in RCPSP is that multiple activities cannot share the resources at the same
time (Ratajczak-Ropel & Skakovski, 2018). However, at times in construction, resources such
as cranes and dump trucks may be shared between multiple activities. Hence the LAS
generation algorithm should be capable of processing these complex constraints. Furthermore,
unlike the common project networks in RCPSP, the LAS problem is characterized by a small
number of highly interdependent activities (Dong et al., 2013a). Thus, the metaheuristics need
to be adapted for solving LAS problems.
Dong et al. (2013) have developed a method to generate LAS for the finishing phase of
construction (RIBA Stage 5) automatically. They developed an information modelling
approach and LAS generation approach and implemented it on a six-room case. In addition to
the precedence and discrete constraints typically found in construction programmes, they
introduced blocking and zone constraints to accommodate activities that need to be performed
in parallel and ones which cannot be performed in parallel. Although their study shows positive
results, this study is specific to finishing phases of building projects and cannot be generalized
as the constraints are explicitly designed to cater to building construction.

2.5.

Summary: Research issues to be addressed
This chapter reviewed the prior work on codification challenges limiting LAS

generation, modelling and validating detail construction process information for automated
LAS generation and finally methods to generate LAS automatically. Here these results are
summarised and synthesized to identify the research issues to be addressed. Section 2.1
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introduced the topics related to the main aim such as constraints management, look-ahead
planning and data-driven methods to support look ahead planning. Section 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4
reviewed the relevant literature related to objectives O1, O2 and O3, respectively.
Section 2.2 discussed the existing research on data quality issues in the construction
sector. This section detailed the characteristics of a good quality machine-readable dataset
(Subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). Further, the need for ensuring data quality was also established
in this section (Subsection 2.2.3). Although researchers have studied the data quality issues
within the sector, the focus of their study was limited to model-based information sharing.
However, the literature has suggested that there is a combination of model-based and file-based
information sharing (Subsection 2.2.4). The influence of these practices (a combination of the
use of file-based and model-based information sharing) on data quality and how these issues
emerge is an area that is less explored in the prior literature. Data quality issues emerging due
to the broader practice of using document-based and model-based information sharing is
critical for the current study because good quality data is necessary to perform data-driven
decision-support for look-ahead planning. This limitation in the current literature has led to the
first objective of the PhD research (objective O1), which is addressed in chapter 4.
Section 2.3 discussed state-of-the-art in modelling detailing construction information
(Subsection 2.3.1) and then validating it using BIM based constraint checking methods
(Subsection 2.3.2). The existing research on BIM based rule-checking assumed that the
construction information remains stored as BIM models (Subtopic 2.3.2.2). The current stateof-the-art in BIM based rule-checking cannot handle this data silos in construction information.
Although researchers have used the linked-data method to address the data silos in construction
information (Subtopic2.3.1.2), this has not been applied in BIM based rule checking to validate
construction process information distributed in multiple databases. This limitation has led to
the second objective of this PhD (O2), which is addressed in Chapter 5.
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Section 2.4 presents the different methods to solve the RCPSP problem, which is a
superset of the LAS generation problem. Different heuristics (Subsection 2.4.2.1) and
metaheuristics (Subsection 2.4.2.2) used for solving the RCPSP problem are presented.
Although there are established methods to solve for RCPSP, these methods cannot be directly
applied to the LAS generation problem. LAS problem deviates from the conventional RCPSP
problem as the LAS has high interdependency between activities and complex constraint
relationship between them (Subsection 2.4.3). The present methods have not discussed how to
incorporate complex construction constraints into the RCPSP problem. This has led to the third
objective of the PhD study (objective O3), which is addressed in Chapter 6.
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3. RESEARCH DESIGN
3.1.

Introduction
This chapter presents the research methods that were followed to achieve the objectives

stated in Section 1.2. In the fields of construction engineering and management, there is a
tradition of research to develop technologies that support decision-making (Morkos, 2014;
Dong, 2012; Sacks et al., 2013). Researchers have done so using a method comprising of six
steps: 1) identification of the problem, 2) definition of the objectives of the solution, 3)
development of the solution, 4) demonstration of the solution, 5) evaluation of a prototype, and
6) communication of the results (Hinkka & Tatila, 2013; Sacks et al., 2017b; Ben-Alon &
Sacks, 2017; Arayici et al., 2018; Hevner et al., 2004). This thesis follows these steps. First,
problem identification is performed through a review of existing literature (Chapter 2) and
through an interpretive case study (O1: Chapter 4). Then, the objectives for the solution
development was defined on the basis of the identified problem and the knowledge of what is
possible and feasible (Section 5.1 and Section 6.1). Following the objective definition, a
prototype was developed to partially address the problems identified, and the developed
prototype was demonstrated using a public dataset (O2: Chapter 5 and O3: Chapter 6). This
prototype was then evaluated using real-world construction data (Chapter 7). Conclusions from
this research, its implications and the directions for future research are presented (Chapter 8),
constituting to the communication.
The previous paragraph described how the overall research is carried out. Table 3.1
presents the methods used to achieve each of the objectives of this research. The following
sections explain the research method adopted for each objective in detail.
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Table 3.1: Research methods to address objectives
Aim

Objectives

Method

Approach to ensuring
research quality/validity

To develop an
information
modelling
approach to
codify and
validate detailed
construction
process
information in
BIM-enabled
projects, in order
to support datadriven decisionmaking for lookahead planning in
construction

O1) To understand the
codification challenges in
the late-design and
construction phase of BIMenabled projects

M1) Interpretive
case study
research
(Section 3.2)

Theoretical sampling
(Subsection 3.2.1)

O2) To develop an
information modelling
approach to codify and
validate construction
process information
including dynamic
constraint information

M2) Prototype
development
(Section 3.3)

Prototype testing using
a public dataset
(Subsection 5.3.2)

O3) To develop a method
to generate look-aheadschedule for construction
projects automatically using
the codified process
information.

M3) Machine
learning model
development and
testing
(Section 3.4)

Prototype testing using
real-world data
(Section 3.5 and
Subsection 7.4.1)
Accuracy check of
model predictions for a
test dataset using
manual and automated
methods. (Section 6.5)

3.2.

Member checks for the
interview summary and
emergent
findings
(Subsection 3.2.2)

Accuracy check for
model predictions
using real-world data
and comparison with
real-world prediction
(Section 3.5 and
Subsection 7.4.2)

Identifying codification challenges in construction (M1)
This section presents the research design for achieving objective O1, which seeks to

understand the codification challenges in the late-design and construction phases of BIMenabled projects. As described in Section 2.4.3, this objective addresses the limitation of
existing research by documenting the data quality issues in construction.
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An interpretive case study approach (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007) was chosen for this
study. Case studies offer a framework for in-depth investigation of the emergence of data
quality issues within the construction projects through the analysis of multiple sources of data
(documents, the output of software tools, interviews observations etc.). This study follows the
tradition of research that uses a case study approach to study aspects of digital construction
(Hartmann & Fischer, 2007; Dossick & Neff, 2010).In the current work, the focus of the case
study is to identify the codification challenges causing data quality issues in the construction
sector. The starting assumption of this study is that there are data quality issues in construction
information due to the way digital tools and workflows are used in late design and construction
stages. However, the questions about how and why these data qualities emerge are investigated
through case studies.

3.2.1. Case selection
Approach to case selection follows theoretical sampling as it provides opportunities to
illuminate and extend relationships and logic among constructs (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007).
To understand the challenges of codification in construction, three construction projects are
studied qualitatively. These projects were selected as cases as they follow a level of digital
collaboration categorized as BIM Level 2. The study focuses on investigating the digital tools
and workflows used in the projects, structured and unstructured information flows in these
projects, and the problems associated with the information flow. These three construction
projects are a multi-storey residential student apartment block in the United Kingdom (Student
apartment), a metro rail infrastructure project in India (Metro project), and a major water
infrastructure megaproject in the United Kingdom (Water project). The Student apartment is
an exemplary project exhibiting the use of BIM in the United Kingdom, constructed by a
leading contractor, and using state-of-the-art offsite manufacturing approaches in construction.
The Metro project is pioneering BIM implementation amongst the metro projects in India,
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incorporating learning on digital implementation from global megaprojects. The Water project
is one of the biggest construction projects in the United Kingdom, using innovative
technological solutions to futureproof construction and deliver a physical asset as well as a
digital asset for operation.
BIM level 2 was mandated in Water project and seen as best practice in the Metro
project and Student apartment (BSI, 2018). Although the Metro project is constructed in a
country (India) which does not have a regulatory framework for BIM level 2, the owner
required the adoption of BIM level 2 as international best practice, which justifies the choice
for selecting the case. Information sharing across project teams in the late design and
construction phases of the three projects is studied qualitatively by visiting the projects,
analyzing internal and publicly available documents, observing meetings, and conducting
informal and formal interviews on the use of product and process information during the
construction stage.

3.2.2. Data collection
Within each project, there was an initial setup meeting to present the study and identify
interviewees. The interview protocol covered questions of communication, software tools used,
BIM, collaboration, and information flow. The data analysis phase overlapped with the data
collection phase. The taped interviews were transcribed, and field notes were typed up. These
were read and reread between the project meetings. Summaries of interviews were sent back
to the interviewees for member checks. All the data was organized into cases and stored into
the qualitative analysis software. These methods draw on a qualitative case study approach
(Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007), building insights across the three cases from multiple sources
(site visits, documents, field notes, and interview transcripts) (Hartmann & Fischer, 2007;
Dossick & Neff, 2010). The Student apartment was investigated first, followed by the Metro
project and finally, the Water project. The findings from the Student apartment informed me
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of the codification problems, and this information was used to direct the data collection and
analysis of the Metro project and the Water project. The complete details of the data collection
are provided in Appendix A, while data collection performed for each case is given below.
•

Student apartment: To study this case, I visited the construction site and offices of
the projects, had informal conversations with the digital and planning engineers,
examined construction documents and models, and studied the software tools used
to understand the information embedded in the BIMs, construction schedules, and
other reports such as design calculation, and method statements. These documents
were centrally hosted on a CDE, and I had access to it while being at the office.

•

Metro project: To examine this case, documents such as the BIM execution plan,
presentation documents for training, and press releases were studied to understand
digital information management practices. The project manager, chief site engineer,
casting yard engineer, and BIM consultants, who form a cohort of the key decisionmakers during the construction stage, were interviewed informally to get an insight
into the extent of codification in the information flow during their daily work
practices. Field notes were taken during the interviews. In addition to these
interviews, the casting yard, a viaduct construction site, and a station site were
visited to understand the on-ground practice of various activities. Further insight into
this case was obtained through a workshop with 40 participants, including client
representatives of six major Indian metro-rail projects along with technology
providers and delivery teams. The workshop provided a perspective on the
digitization of this project in the broader landscape of Indian metro rail construction.

•

Water project: To understand the codification challenges, in this case, eight semistructured interviews were conducted. All eight interviewees had more than ten
years of experience in the construction sector and had worked with different major
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projects in the United Kingdom and abroad. The interviewees’ areas of expertise
covered design, planning, project engineering, digital engineering, prefabricated
construction, and information management. All interviewees had teams working
with them on their areas of specialization and also interacted with the other
stakeholders in the project. These characteristics make them ideal for the study as
the interviewees were highly knowledgeable, and they viewed the information
sharing issues from diverse perspectives. Following a semi-structured approach
ensured participants would talk broadly on their experiences with information flow
using digital collaboration tools. This allowed the collection of data regarding
constructs, while unexplored issues could be explored. Seven out of the eight
interviews were recorded, and transcripts were made from the recordings. In
addition to the interviews, I conducted multiple visits over two weeks to the project
office, observing meetings and the work practice. I also had access to the CDE and
several documents such as a construction programme, LAS, and method statements.

3.2.3. Data analysis
A starting assumption of this study is that there are data quality issues caused by the
way digital tools and workflows are used in late design and construction stages. Building on
this assumption, the data analyses were conducted to identify the codification challenges
arising because of the different digital workflows and working practices across projects and
understand the implication of these codification challenges on the data quality. Drawing on the
six data quality dimensions-Accuracy, completeness, temporality, consistency, accessibility
and data provenance (Batini & Scannapieco, 2016) and five levels of machine readability—
one star to five stars (Bizer, Heath & Berners-Lee, 2009; Berners-Lee, 2006) explained in
Section 2.2, coding was done on the collected data to identify different issues related to
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codification. NVivo qualitative data analysis software was used to track the patterns emerging
from these data. The analyses steps are as shown in Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1: Data analysis steps

As mentioned earlier, the collected data was imported into a software package for
analysis. The data was read, re-read. Initial coding of the dataset was done using open coding,
an approach to identifying key ideas that reoccur across the dataset.
“We’re actually going to export that out of the CDE, we’re going to print it out, we’re going to
staple it together, we’re going to put our own cover sheet on the front of it, with the exact same
details on the back and we’re going to go off and go and get three signatures, scan it back in, put
it back into [CDE1] and submit it.” (Water project, Project engineer, C3I1)

For example, the quote shown above was coded1 as ‘export’, ‘printing and scanning’ and
‘signatures’. These codes were stored as nodes in the software. Similarly, the whole dataset
was coded. The resultant codes were then reconsidered, and similarly, named codes were
merged and renamed to a unique name. For example, ‘wrong-modelling technique’ and
‘different-modelling techniques’ were combined into ‘multiple-modelling technique’. During

1

In this chapter, coding is the process of analyzing qualitative text data by taking them apart
to see what they yield before putting the data back together in a meaningful way. This is
different from codification used in rest of the thesis. In the thesis, codification is defined as the
process of conversion of information into a structured and machine-readable format to support
the application of data science.
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this initial coding, 58 codes were identified. The data set was queried for the identified codes
using the software, which resulted in further coding of the dataset that was missed during the
manual coding. The automatically coded portions of the dataset using the queries were then
manually checked to ensure that the code matched the dataset. If not, the coding was removed
from that portion of the data set.
Once the whole dataset was coded using the 58 codes, then each of these codes was
interpreted based on the data quality dimensions and levels of machine readability. For
example, the code ‘printing and scanning’ were tagged with level 1 machine-readability. It is
categorized as level 1 as the document is available on the CDE and accessible as a scanned
image in PDF document. However, scanned document as an image stored in PDF format does
not have relevant information regarding the content in the image (e.g. an image of a table) in a
structured format. Similarly, printing and scanning would result in the loss of metadata from
the document and its origin information. Thus, the data provenance dimension of the piece of
information is affected and hence tagged to printing and scanning. These tags were stored as
another set of nodes in the software.
After the codes from the initial coding were interpreted based on the data quality
dimensions and machine readability, the analysis software NVivo was used to query the tags
(machine readability levels and data quality dimensions). This resulted in some of the codes
(saved as nodes in the software) occurring together in the dataset. For example, the codes
‘export’ and ‘loss of data’ came together in multiple instances when queried for level zero
machine readability. Thus, whenever these two instances came together, they were grouped
into a new code ‘loss of information during conversions. Similarly, querying for data
provenance resulted in ‘export’ and ‘multiple CDE’ in different instances. These were grouped
into the code ‘lack of process change’. By following multiple combinations of queries, nine
such codes were identified, which are interoperability, information loss during conversions,
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multiple modelling techniques, unstructured information sharing, drawing and file-based
sharing, document control bottlenecks, lack of process change, loss of constraints, and low
level of detail.
These nine codes were then categorised into broad themes based on the functionality
from which they emerged. For example, interoperability and loss of information during
conversions were always related to the use of the software. Hence those were categorised under
software usage. Similarly, file-based sharing and document control bottlenecks emerged
because of the process used for sharing the information. Hence, they were categorized under
information sharing. Such categorization resulted in three codification challenges: software
usage, information sharing and missing construction process information. The nine codes were
then compared across the cases (As mentioned in Subsection 3.2.2, the data collected from
each project was stored as a case in the software). Reasons for the occurrence of certain codes
in certain cases were also investigated. The results of the data analyses are presented in Section
4.2.

3.3.

Codifying and validating construction process information using

linked-data (M2)
This section presents the research design for achieving O2, to develop an information
modelling approach to codify and validate construction process information, including
dynamic constraint information. As described in Subsection 2.4.3, this objective is framed to
develop an information modelling approach to model detailed construction information and
validate it using BIM based constraint checking systems, taking it to account that the
construction information remains fragmented across multiple sources.
Following the research approach followed by researchers working on ICT to support
decision-making in construction (Schwabe, Teizer & König, 2019; Dave et al., 2016a; Sacks
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et al., 2013, 2017b), a prototype web application demonstrating the proposed solution was
developed to achieve this objective. This is done through the development of a linked-data
based constraint checking approach towards modelling and validating detailed construction
process information and developing a prototype web application to implement the developed
approach. Modelling of detailed construction process information, including construction
scheduling constraints, is described in Section 5.2. The development of the prototype web
application implementing the approach is described in Section 5.3.1.
After its development, the prototype needs to be evaluated to understand its capability
to solve the problems (Dave et al., 2016a; Sacks et al., 2017b; Peffers et al., 2007). Worked
example method has been used by researchers to demonstrate research prototypes (Clayton,
Kunz & Fischer, 1998; Schwabe et al., 2016). This method involves describing a plausible
scenario using the developed method in order to demonstrate that the ideas being promulgated
are applicable. This method was followed to evaluate the prototype developed in this study.
Following this method, the developed prototype was tested using an enriched public dataset
(Van Berlo, 2018). The testing was designed to check whether the developed approach could
identify constraints from construction information distributed over multiple sources. Accuracy
of detection of constraint violation was used as a metric for demonstration. The results of the
demonstration are presented in Section 5.3.2.

3.4.

Automating LAS generation (M3)
This section presents the research design for achieving objective O3 to develop a

method to generate LAS for construction projects automatically using the codified process
information. As described in Section 2.4.3, this objective is framed to develop a method to
extend the RCPSP problem to incorporate complex construction constraints using the method
developed to address O2.
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Following the research approaches towards solving of RCPSP problems (Lin, Zhu &
Gao, 2020; Jȩdrzejowicz & Ratajczak-Ropel, 2014; Dong, 2012), a machine learning model
was developed to generate LAS using the codified information. Different machine learning
methods for solving RCPSP, such as GA, SA, Tabu search, ACO, PSO and RL were presented
in Subsection 2.4.2. Of these metaheuristics, GA and RL were chosen for the current study.
GA was chosen as it has been widely acclaimed for solving RCPSP problem (Elbeltagi, Hegazy
& Grierson, 2005; Faghihi et al., 2015). Also, GA has been used to solve the LAS generation
problem for finishing phase of residential buildings (Dong, 2012). This makes GA an ideal
candidate metaheuristic for the current study. Similarly, recent research has shown RL to be
effective in solving highly constrained optimization problems (Koulinas et al., 2018;
Ratajczak-Ropel, 2018; Shi et al., 2020). Reasons listed above make GA and RL the candidate
algorithms for testing the use of codified construction process information to generate LAS.
Modelling the LAS problems using GA and RL to incorporate the method developed in Chapter
5 is described in Section 6.3 and Section 6.4, respectively.
Two different strategies were used for testing the selected candidate algorithm for
comparing their performance to generate LAS. These testing scenarios were so chosen to
emulate the differences between classic RCPSP and LAS generation problem. Influence of the
number of the resource type is selected as a scenario for testing because the LAS generation
differs from the conventional RCPSP problems as there are multiple shared resources.
Influence of the number of processes and activities are used as a scenario for testing the
performance as LAS has multiple interdependent processes and activities under them when
compared to conventional RCPSP problem (Dong et al., 2013a). The interdependencies are
codified as construction scheduling constraints, such as precedence constraints, discrete
resource constraints, disjunctive constraints (Morkos, 2014) and logical constraints.
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The ability of the developed algorithm to generate LAS was demonstrated using a
computational experiment. The computational experiments analyzed the ability of the
developed algorithms to converge to a solution. The metrics used to analyze the performance
are the minimum predicted project duration and the time required to converge to that solution.
The computational experiment compared how these algorithms behaved under varying
conditions. Conditions included an increasing number of activities in the project and an
increasing number of resource types in the project. The computational experiment evaluating
the performance of these algorithms to solve the LAS problem and the results of the experiment
are presented in Section 6.5.

3.5.

Implementation study
This section presents the research design for the evaluation of the developed prototype

to support look-ahead planning. The implementation study tests the applicability of the method
developed for codifying and validating constraints (presented in Chapter 5) and the methods
developed for using the codified information to generate LAS (presented in Chapter 6) on a
real construction project information.
In this study, a worked example method (Clayton, Kunz & Fischer, 1998; Sacks et al.,
2017b; Schwabe, Teizer & König, 2019) is used for evaluating the prototype. A worked
example describes a simulated scenario to test an innovative process to show the features of
the innovative process. However, worked example method can also be used to test an
innovative process replicating a real scenario. When testing the innovative process in a reallife situation, the worked example provides stronger evidence for the validity of the research
than a simulated problem. It also offers the opportunity to compare the innovative process with
the conventional process.
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For the case selection, purposive sampling (Creswell, 2007) was used to identify a
construction project, which uses 4D BIM intensively. Out of the three projects studied to
identify codification challenge (M1), a construction site belonging to the water project was
chosen for the current study This project was one among the finalists in the Bentley Year In
Infrastructure 2019 and is leading in terms of the use of 4D BIM for look-ahead planning.
These characteristics made it a suitable site for testing the implementation, as it provides an
opportunity to compare the innovative process with state-of-the-art in practice. Although this
site was part of the water project, it does not belong to the same section of water project studied
in method M1. Snowball sampling is used to recruit participants for this study. Initially, contact
was made with the digital engineer of the construction project. Based on the discussions with
the digital engineer, remaining participants who would be included in the weekly meetings
were added to the study.
In the 4D BIM review meeting of the project, I acted as a silent observer and captured
the information regarding construction scheduling constraints and site constraints. 4D BIM
models, method statements and construction programme used for these meetings were
collected from the construction project for analysis. 4D BIM was then imported to the
developed prototype (described in Section5.2). The information from the 4D BIM was enriched
with the data captured during the review meeting using the prototype. After the data is enriched
with all the information, constraint violations were identified using the prototype. The
identified violations were discussed with the digital engineer to understand the problems with
the developed prototype.
To test the LAS generation method, schedule data (start-time and end-time of activities)
were removed from the prototype, and the prototype was used to generate a LAS for the week.
The generated plan was then compared with the plan created by the engineers in the project.
Variances between generated plan and the one created by engineers were studied based on
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metrics such as time efficiency, and identification of constraint violation. The generated plan
and the observed variances were presented to the engineers in projects and feedback on the
limitations of the framework was collected from the digital engineer.
This study tests the efficacy of the developed prototype on a case and identifies the
opportunities and limitations of using the developed prototype. However, this study does not
claim that the developed prototype can replace the existing robust processes. The worked
example has been argued to be subjective (Clayton, Kunz & Fischer, 1998), as the researcher
who advocates the solution, collect the evidence for the study. To eliminate this threat to
validity, the analysis involved a comparison of the outputs produced by the prototype with the
outputs created by the practitioners. Thus, there is evidence from the systems that provides a
basis for the comparison. Also, the practitioners were requested to comment on, and discuss
the variations between the outputs produced by the prototype and the LAS developed by the
practitioner. This comparison brings the practitioner’s perspective of the prototype. This study
was conducted to test the efficacy of the prototype to solve the research issues and does not
focus particularly on the ease of use of the prototype.

3.6.

Summary
The overall research aim is achieved using different research methods, as summarized

in Section 3.1. The aim of the research is further subdivided into three objectives, and each of
these objectives is achieved using a different method. The first objective (O1), to understand
the codification challenges in construction, is achieved through an interpretive multiple case
study approach. The second objective (O2), to develop an information modelling method to
model detail construction process information and validate them), is achieved through
prototype development and demonstration method. The third objective (O3), to reuse the
construction process information to generate a LAS, is achieved through the development of a
machine learning model and a computational experiment to demonstrate its ability to generate
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LAS. The prototype developed for O2 and objective O3 was evaluated using an implementation
study. The implementation study is performed using a worked example on real data. The
trustworthiness and the authenticity of the research are ensured using different strategies. Using
multiple methods in the research design ensures that the disadvantages of using one method
are mitigated. This chapter has presented the different research methods to achieve each one of
the objectives. The findings of the research for the objectives are presented in the subsequent
chapters.
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4. IDENTIFYING CODIFICATION CHALLENGES IN
CONSTRUCTION2
4.1.

Introduction
Machine-readable information enables new forms of data science, including machine

learning and data analytics. These methods offer value to the construction sector through
resource optimization, data-driven design, prescriptive analytics for rule-checking, visual
analytics, performance predictions, operational analytics, and more (Bilal et al., 2016). In the
context of data-driven decision-support for look-ahead planning, these methods offer methods
to identify constraints and generate LAS. However, the construction sector has not been able
to take complete advantage of these developments, and data science is not widely deployed due
to poor data quality (Bilal et al., 2016).
This chapter contributes to objective O1 of the thesis, and it attempts to identify the
codification challenges, and reasons for poor data quality, in the construction sector by
qualitatively studying late design and construction stages of three construction projects. Section
2.2. provided a background for this chapter, including data quality dimensions (Batini &
Scannapieco, 2016), machine readability (Berners-Lee, 2006; Bizer, Heath & Berners-Lee,
2009), and the prior research in this area. Further, the justification for identification of the
codification challenges was explained in Section 1.3 and Section 2.5. Through the
identification of codification challenges, this chapter informs the technology development in

2

Parts of this chapter have been published as Soman, R.K. & Whyte, J.K. (2020)
Codification Challenges for Data Science in Construction. Journal of Construction
Engineering and Management. [Online] 146 (7), 04020072. and is available from:
doi:10.1061/(ASCE)CO.1943-7862.0001846.
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the later chapters of this thesis, about data quality issues in the sector and why these data
qualities occur.
In the context of this thesis, codification is defined as the process of converting
information into a structured and machine-readable format to enable data science (refer to
Section 2.2.2), and codification challenges are the factors that limit the codification of
information in the construction sector. The codification challenges are identified by examining
the information sharing across project teams that use BIM in the late design and construction
phase on three projects 1) Student apartment, 2) Metro project, and 3) Water project. The data
collection and analysis(Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). The data collection and analysis steps
used in this study are described in Section 3.2. The data analysis led to the identification of
nine codification challenges (interoperability, information loss during conversions, multiple
modelling techniques, unstructured information sharing, drawing and file-based sharing,
document control bottlenecks, lack of process change, loss of constraints, and low level of
detail). These codification challenges are further categorised into three themes. (software
usage, information sharing and missing construction process information).
The rest of this chapter is divided into four sections (as illustrated in Figure 4.1) to
present the codification challenges. An overview of the three cases studied (Student apartment,

Figure 4.1: Chapter overview
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Metro project and Water project) is presented in Section 4.2. Then, the identification of
codification challenges in these cases is presented in Section 4.3. Following the identification
of the codification challenges, a synthesis of the findings is presented in section 4.4. Finally, a
summary of the chapter is presented in Section 4.5.

4.2.

Overview of the cases
To identify challenges of codification in construction, three construction projects are

studied qualitatively to investigate the digital tools and workflows used in the projects,
structured and unstructured information flows in these projects, and the problems associated
with the information flow. The three projects studied are 1) Student apartment, 2) Metro
project, and 3) Water project. The project details and the digital strategy of these projects are
provided in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Details of projects studied
Case

Project characteristics

Digital information use

Student
apartment

Cost: >$ 75 Million
Location: United Kingdom
Project start and end: 2016-2018
Project type: Residential apartment

• The engineers and managers in the
project were exposed and trained in
digital engineering through the prior
projects.
• CDE had inbuilt workflows for
approval and publishing of drawings,
models, and other pieces of
construction information.
• Different
teams
within
the
contractor’s design division created
the architectural, structural and
Mechanical
Engineering
and
Plumbing (MEP) models.
• Models were aggregated and linked to
the construction programme by the
digital engineering team at the
construction side to identify clashes.
• Time sliced 4D models were used in
the planning and progress meetings.

• 34-storey residential tower to house
192 apartments.
• The construction of this building
used the Design for Manufacturing
and Assembly (DfMA) philosophy
and digital engineering to deliver and
assemble
structural
steelwork,
modules, risers, plant, and bathroom
pods efficiently.
• Different divisions did the design and
the construction in the same firm.
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Metro
project

Cost: >$ 1.2 Billion
• Engineers and managers in the project
Location: India
were not exposed and trained in digital
Project start and end: 2015-2020
engineering.
Project
type:
Urban
transit • A specialist team coordinated the
infrastructure
digital project management and
curated the models submitted by the
• Urban rapid transit system consisting
supply chain.
of 2 Corridors, with more than 40 km • Customized 5D BIM platform was
of elevated viaducts and 40 stations.
developed for project management and
• Megaproject with more than 190 subvisual project monitoring integrating
contractors.
the benefits of an Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) software with
• Separate firms did design and
construction.
construction design authoring and
review
software
and
project
• Uses digital information management
management software.
across the lifecycle of the project.
• Design review and approval process
are carried out in a CDE managed by
document controllers.

Water
project

Cost: >$ 6 Billion
• The engineers and the managers in the
Location: United Kingdom
project had prior experience in
Project start and end: 2016-2024
working with BIM-enabled project.
Project type: Wastewater infrastructure • The digital strategy comprises of
model-based design reviews.
• Major
sewage
infrastructure • Complete engineering data is stored
megaproject in the United Kingdom
and managed within CDEs, which
using
innovative
technological
utilizes BIM Level 2 workflows and
solutions.
has inbuilt approval and publishing
• The project involves the construction
processes.
of an underground sewer with a • CDE provided 1,200 users from more
length of 25km, and associated
than 45 stakeholders to manage more
infrastructure. The construction of
than 190,000 documents, as well as
the project was divided into three
4,500 drawings and more than 1,500
sections, each section handled by
models.
different joint ventures of leading • The design was handled through a
sub-contractors in the country.
design consultancy who created the
BIM models and drawings which was
later used by construction contractors.

I studied the information sharing across project teams in the late design and construction
phases of the three projects by visiting the projects, analyzing internal and publicly available
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documents, observing meetings, and conducting informal and formal interviews on the use of
product and process information during the construction stage.

4.3.

Codification challenges in construction
The data collected from the cases were compiled and analyzed to find the codification

challenges in construction. (See also section 3.2). Table 4.2 gives a high-level overview of the
dataset and the codes categories used for analysis. The occurrences of these issues are
supported with evidence from the dataset in the remaining part of this section.
Table 4.2: Code book for codification challenges used in the analysis
Codification
challenge
Software
Usage

Code

Example

Interoperability

“During conversion of files from the
Issues associated with the inability submitted file formats to the native file
formats of Bentley, there were issues of
of computer programs/tools to
distortion” (Metro Project, Request for
read the output created by other
proposal, C2D5)
computer programs/tools
“I am using this MicroStation, but sometimes
they were drafted from the client, let’s say, in
Autodesk. And transferring things from
Autodesk to MicroStation, you lose data”
(Water project, Technical manager, C3I5)
Loss of information during
“The drawings are converted into PDF when
conversions
uploaded to Asite” (Student apartment,
An issue associated with loss of
Digital engineer – Field notes, C1I1)
data when the output of one
“There’s a facility in [CDE1] that when you
computer program/tool is
upload a PDF, you can also upload a
converted into a different format
secondary file” (Water project, Information
in order to process further with
manager, C3I4)
another computer program/tool
Multiple modelling techniques
“if they use the wrong tool to model
Issues associated with different
something, you don’t have the appropriate
techniques to model the same
dataset to it “ (Water project, Digital
information
engineer, C3I3)
Information
Unstructured information sharing “Progress tracking is easily done over
sharing issues Issues associated with sharing of WhatsApp. We get updates and photos
information over channels that are immediately” (Metro project, Field notes –
not indexed and tracked such as
Project manager, C2I1)
telephone, meetings, email, face to “Then emails, meetings, usually types of
face conversation
communication.” (Water project, Project
engineer, C3I1)
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Drawing and file-based sharing
Issues associated with the sharing
of information as files instead of
model-based collaboration

Missing
process
information

“Lead reviewer assigns internal reviewers
depending on type of drawing” (Metro
project, Digital Project Management (PPT),
C2D2)
“Because I have to open up every drawing
individually and print them all, or even if you
do it the other way around, it’s very slow
anyway.”. (Water project, Project engineer,
C3I1)
Document control bottleneck
“there’s certain people who are responsible
Issues associated with the
for issuing information [...] high volume of
inaccessibility of information due these authorizations to do that it takes them a
to long processing time to publish lot of time to get through” (Water project,
the information
Project planner, C3I2)
Lack of process change
“the new technology had to be implemented
Issues associated with using
under circumstances where MS Excel, leave
conventional workflows in place alone MS Project, was used predominantly for
of digital workflows
planning” (Metro project, Report, C2D4)
“We’re actually going to export that out of the
CDE, we’re going to print it out, we’re going
to staple it together, we’re going to put our
own cover sheet on the front of it, with the
exact same details on the back” (Water
project, Project engineer, C3I1)
Low level of detail
“The schedules did not contain the required
level of details and attributes and thereby
Issues associated with lack of
could not be linked to the 3D model” (Metro
detail in the models for dataproject, Report, C2D4)
driven decision-support
Loss of Constraint
Issues associated with
inaccessibility to constraint
information in schedules limiting
data-driven decision-support

“we have to interpret engineering information,
whether it be drawing or written constraints,
written narratives and interpret those into a
Gantt chart” (Water project, Project planner,
C3I2)

Different codes observed in the cases have been categorized into three main
codification challenges in this study.
1) Software usage: relating to challenges arising from the use of these software tools
2) Information sharing: relating to the practices of sharing of information
3) Missing process information: relating to issues of the codification in construction
process information.
These findings are unpacked, and the rationale is explained in the following subsections. Each
subsection provides evidence for the codification challenges, describes its occurrence across
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the cases, its implication on data quality and machine readability, and situates the findings
within the wider literature.

4.3.1. Software usage
This section discusses the codification challenges related to software usages such as
interoperability, information loss during conversions, and multiple modelling techniques
during the late design and construction phase. It also explains how these challenges are
associated with data quality dimensions accuracy, completeness, accessibility, and data
provenance.

4.3.1.1.

Interoperability

Data interoperability is a significant problem when it comes to data quality and machine
readability. If the data is locked to a proprietary format, it limits the application of data science.
Software vendors provide a proprietary Application Program Interface (API) to access the data.
However, access to the data through APIs is limited, and information access is limited to
proprietary domain-specific programs. This issue was observed in the Metro project and Water
project but at different scales. Uneven distribution of tools would result in issues of data
interoperability.
In the Metro project, the request for proposal document which details how the BIM
implementation is intended requires the submission to ensure openness and not have vendor
locked submissions.
“The system will need to interface with multiple disparate systems from external partners, agencies
and contractors for bi-directional information flow. Openness comes from the use of open standards
and using.” (Metro Project, Request for proposal, C2D5)

Despite having taken measures to ensure submission in open formats, there are issues with
interoperability which requires the data to be converted to be used by the client.
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“During conversion of files from the submitted file formats (For example: rvt files) to the native file
formats of Bentley, there were issues of distortion” (Metro Project, Report, C2D4)

Although the request for proposal stated openness of construction information, the CDE was
set up by a software vendor which required the conversion of files into their proprietary format
to display the information in their view. This conversion resulted in the loss of information as
well as distortion of information.
Interoperability was raised as a central problem by the interviewees in the Water
project, especially when working with multiple CAD tools in projects, resulting in data loss
during format conversions. Even within the same software environment, there are problems
related to data compatibility while working between different software versions.
“Sometimes the drawings are in Bentley format I am using this MicroStation, but sometimes they
were drafted from the client, let’s say, in Autodesk. And transferring things from Autodesk to
MicroStation, you lose data […]2019 will open 2018, 2017, and 2016. But when 2020 comes into
play, then you cannot open it anymore with the 2019 files that are generated with the 2020” (Water
project, Technical manager, C3I5)

Here, the drawings are made using different CAD tools such as AutoCAD and MicroStation.
However, the data may not be opened (or edited) using the same tools with which they were
created. This creates problems of interoperability and loss of information when data in one
format is converted to another. Similar problems also occur when using multiple versions of
the same tool.
The Student apartment and the Metro project had predominantly used tools from a
single software vendor (Autodesk for the Student apartment and Bentley for the Metro project)
for executing most of their tasks, resulting in better interoperability when compared to the
Water project, which uses tools from different software vendors. The scale of the project
influences this diverse distribution of software use. The scale of the Student apartment was
smaller than that of the Metro project and Water project, with a leading firm involved in both
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design and construction, resulting in evenness of software usage ( Contractor office visit,
Student apartment-C1S1) resulting in having better interoperability. Even though the Metro
project had different firms engaged in design and construction, the information management
was handled by an owner support organization, resulting in evenness in the data resulting in
lesser interoperability issues (BIM consultant 1, Metro Project-C2I4). The Water project, on
the other hand, had multiple firms working on different phases of the projects with their own
sets of tools, resulting in issues of data interoperability at a greater scale (Digital engineer,
Water Project-C2I3).
Interoperability issue reduces the machine readability of the information to 2-star data
as the data is not structured using an open format. In addition, this codification challenge limits
application of machine learning algorithms as different systems cannot talk to each other and
derive the context from the information, thereby reducing the accessibility dimension.
Although there are open-data formats available for the exchange of information, these are not
often used in the construction phase and are only submitted at specific data drops. Evidence
also shows that there is a loss of information when converting between formats because of
inefficient exporters and importers. This problem reflects data quality related to the
accessibility dimension. If this data remains inaccessible, algorithms make inferences with
limited data, resulting in incomplete inferences.

4.3.1.2.

Information loss during the conversion

Information loss during the conversion was raised as a key problem by the information
manager in the Student apartment and the Water project. The CDE [Asite] used for
collaboration within these projects need the primary information to be in PDF format, as the
information in PDF format would ensure that information cannot be altered and remained
locked. These projects required the information to be converted to PDF format to be visible in
its viewer.
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“The drawings are converted into PDF when uploaded to Asite, Asite has a PDF viewer so that
drawings can be viewed in the browser. It can be printed from there too” (Student apartment, Digital
engineer – Field notes, C1I1)

The supporting documents in the native format may be uploaded as a supplementary file for
that submission.
“If we’re conveying CAD information, it’s being uploaded as a supporting file. There’s a facility in
[CDE1] that when you upload a PDF, you can also upload a secondary file.” (Water project,
Information manager, C3I4)

When structured information is converted to PDF format, they lose semantic information in the
native files. For example, when a drawing is converted to a PDF file, the vector information
embedded in the native file is lost.
This issue was observed in the Student apartment and the Water project. Both Student
apartment and Water project used similar CDE which required the files to be converted to PDF
to display the file in the CDE. The conversion from native formats to a PDF format results in
the loss of semantic relationships embedded in the file. The loss of the semantic relationship
between datasets means that the data structure associated with the data is lost, thereby reducing
the machine readability to 1 Star data. This aspect of the loss of information results in
incomplete information and lowers the data quality related to the completeness dimension.
Furthermore, during the conversions, the metadata related to the original file is lost. This lowers
the data quality dimension associated with data provenance. This also lowers the machine
readability of the construction information as the data structure associated with the information
is lost in the conversion.
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4.3.1.3.

Multiple modelling techniques

Software tools allow different methods for creation of information. However, not all
methods lead to the information being reusable. The modeled information would have multiple
uses, which may not be known to the creator of information, as stated by the digital engineer.
“So, if they use the wrong tool to model something, you don’t have the appropriate dataset to it [...]
when you go into your authoring tool, do I use a slab tool or do I go and use a generic solid modelling
tools then try and attach a dataset to it[…]if they’re not, therefore we have to go in there and say,
well I can’t just say there’s a slab now, that’s just a piece of geometry” (Water project, Digital
engineer, C3I3)

For example, a slab could be modeled as a generic solid model with a dataset attached to it or
as a slab component. From the user’s point of view, the information contained in both models
is the same. However, during automated quantity take-off, the slab modeled as a generic solid
would not be considered as the computer cannot classify it as a slab.
“For tunneling purposes, when you try to extract 2D drawings from 3D BIM models, those drawings
are not as correct and as detailed as they used to be. They have glitches, they have errors” (Water
project, Technical manager, C3I5)

The technical manager in the Water project also stated that the 2D drawings from the BIM
were less detailed than the required level for further processing. The modelling in the BIM
tools resulted in glitches and errors, which affects the analysis further down the lane.
This problem was observed in the Water project with a large supply chain.
Organizational divisions in large projects lead to lower machine readability and data quality
because of differences in modelling approaches and software tools used. Software tools offer
different approaches to model the same information at the same level of detail. Moreover,
modelling approaches used by the firms are guided by the norms and practices followed in the
firm. These norms may be different for the firms who use the data. Whilst examining the cases
of the Student apartment and Metro project, where the information modelling is performed by
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a single firm, the issues such as interoperability and improper modelling of information were
limited. However, in the Water project, where the information modelling spanned over
different firms, there was evidence of issues of interoperability of data and improper
information modelling. Therefore, the information created could be used as a digital
submission but limits further use. Even when the information exists in the model in the correct
format, the level of detail of the modeled information is less than desired, making the
information unfit for further use. This problem reduces the quality of the data concerning
accuracy and completeness. The fact that the data exists but not in the way it was supposed to
be, is a case of syntactic inaccuracy.

4.3.1.4.

Discussion

The findings on software usage show that, despite significant digitization of work
processes, data remains fragmented into different domains and formats because of the multiple
software tools in use across the organizations involved in construction. Work in the
construction information technology community is pioneering new data management solutions
to improve interoperability (Hu et al., 2016; Pauwels, De Meyer & Van Campenhout, 2011;
Pazlar & Turk, 2008; Redmond et al., 2012), and it is disappointing to find that construction
projects still suffer from poor quality data as a result of problems of interoperability caused by
the existence of multiple domain-specific tools and modelling practices. In their work, (Dossick
& Neff, 2010) have previously shown how the organizational and cultural divisions between
the designers and builders, contractors, and subcontractors stifle collaborative work. This study
shows that these issues are not resolved. In the projects studied, organizational and cultural
divisions between the firms involved in the late design and construction stages of projects cause
software usage problems (interoperability, information loss during format conversion, multiple
modelling techniques). Whilst there may be shared norms and tools within a firm for modelling
information, these norms differ across the firms which modeled project information. Multiple
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modelling techniques and data created using different software result in datasets which are not
interoperable and require format conversions, resulting in loss of information and low machine
readability. The Water project had multiple firms working on the data over different phases of
the project, with interoperability problems more prevalent in this case in comparison with the
student apartment, in which a single leading firm was involved with the creation and use of the
model. Although the Metro project had different firms over the different phases of the project,
digital data creation was handled through a single owner support organization, limiting the
impact of this problem. Software usage problems are found to lead to challenges of codification
for data science; hence, this work extends prior insights by Dossick and Neff (2010) to show
how organizational and cultural divisions between designers and builders not only stifle
collaborative work and joint problem-solving but also result in fragmented datasets in
construction, leading to data silos and data loss and, thus, resulting in poor data quality which
is more difficult to use in data science.
As it is relatively unusual and potentially undesirable to have one firm or owner with
overall control of the model, to enable more distributed working, developers of new tools or
digitally-enabled processes should consider the implication of organizational separation in the
sector in addition to the technical requirements. To achieve better-quality data in projects,
practitioners must focus beyond the individual scope of their firms towards the common goals
of the project.

4.3.2. Information sharing
This section presents the codification challenges in construction, such as unstructured
information sharing, drawing and file-based sharing, document control issues, and lack of
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process change. The implications of these challenges on the data quality dimensions are
presented in this section.

4.3.2.1.

Unstructured information sharing

Even when there are structured workflows for information sharing, project participants
find it easier to use the unstructured channels of communication. They often find structured
information flow through the CDE slow and complicated. Despite being more traceable and
accountable compared to unstructured information-exchange practices, the complexity of the
new structured methods for information sharing and the poor understanding of workflows
across the teams lead to the use of a combination of structured and unstructured channels for
information sharing.

Figure 4.2: Federated BIM model used for
discussion (Student Apartment- C1D2)
In the student apartment, although the formal submissions are communicated through
a common data environment, the day to day decisions are taken through a variety of methods
such as telephone calls, online meetings, interdisciplinary team meetings, emails etc. While
being at the construction site office, I was a silent observer in a meeting attended by the digital
engineering team, planning team and methods team. The meeting aimed to discuss a
construction method and the sequence to remove a tower crane from the construction site and
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do the finishing work of the part of the building where the hoist was anchored [Student
apartment-C1S1]. The meeting took place in the construction site office. A federated BIM
model was used to support the discussion (Figure 4.2).
“…after every 5 floors, the spider crane used for holding the panels should be taken to the next
location after it is used to support the cladding installation. Approximately, it would take half a day
depending on the availability of the tower crane…” [Student apartment, Methods engineer-Field
notes, C1S1]

The planner described the timeline of the events to be taken place, and the methods teams
described the resources required and the constraints. After the meeting, the output of the
meeting was coded into the construction programme as a sequence of activities to be
constructed by the planner. The construction programme had the activity details and
precedence relations between them. The methods team created a method statement. The
method statement contained the resources required, constraints such as equipment constraints,
safety constraints, operating procedures etc. This information was sent by email to the
participants of the meeting for their feedback. Based on this information, which was sent over
the email, the digital engineering team created a 4D model. The 4D model was used to create
an animation which informed the site team of the construction process. Once all the participants
approved the 4D model, the construction programme and the programme and method
statements were published to the rest of the users to view.
In the Metro project, CDE was set up in the project for structured sharing of information
to ensure that there is a single source of truth. However, the information was uploaded to the
CDE through coercive pressures. This resulted in changes at the construction sites not updated
in the CDE, thus resulting in incomplete information in the CDE.
“Daily progress and labor reports were regularly uploaded only through coercive pressures.
Whenever there were changes enacted in the site, the changes were not incorporated in the design
management platform” (Metro project, Report, C2D4)
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Although formal submissions are carried out in a CDE maintained by the client, the day to day
decisions are made over unstructured channels of communication such as instant messaging,
emails, telephone etc.
“Progress tracking is easily done over WhatsApp. We get updates and photos immediately” (Field
notes – Project manager, C2I1)

The project manager stated that they use instant messaging apps to get updates in the progress
as they enable the sharing of media and is accessible to everyone.
In the Water project, information was shared over modes such as meetings, reports, emails, etc., contains relevant data for decision-making, as shown in Table 4.3. This information
is embedded in documents, is shared in a human-readable format (reports, PowerPoint
presentations, drawings, etc.), and is in formats which are both human and machine-readable
(e.g. spreadsheet, BIM, etc.).
Table 4.3: Information sharing between teams in the water project
Media
Common Data
Environments
(CDE1, CDE2
from different
vendors)
Reports

Example evidence from the dataset
Formal submissions, drawing receipts, design and temporary works: “if it’s a
formal document submission, we do it through [CDE1] [...] When I receive
drawings from [design consultant], I get them through [CDE2]. And quite a lot of
the designers use [CDE2] and[...] Well, we try get all the design functions,
including temporary works to use [CDE2].” (Project engineer, C3I1)
Spreadsheets and documents: “There’s lots of reporting on the project[...] And then
that gets out into various outputs, so that could be just a schedule in Excel. Lots of
Excel outputs as well, huge amount of Excel outputs. And, if it’s a commercial
discussion there may need to be some narrative around it, so using Microsoft Word
to develop a narrative.” (Project Planner lead, C3I2)
Meetings Design review meetings: “You could do a design meeting, review something and
then say, write comment on that[...]to understand what information, they’re going
to require at a particular stage. So that may consist of meetings; that might consist
of face-to-face conversations, emails, etc.” (Digital engineering lead, C3I3)
Buildability meetings “attendance to buildability meetings and trying to get out of
them what sort of temporary works may be needed to build something” (Project
engineer, C3I1)
Client meetings: “I will be going off-site to attend meetings with the client”
(Information manager, C3I4)
Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DfMA) input: “I’m trying to attend
meetings and troubleshoot and try to help and provide technical input into the
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Email

Remote
conversations

design and assisting the designer and support team” (Technical manager/DfMA
coordinator, C3I5)
Highly used: “So, obviously we do use emails a lot.” (Project Planner lead, C3I2)
A normal type of communication: “Then emails, meetings, usually types of
communication.” (Project engineer, C3I1)
Provides remote precision: “If I’m communicating over longer distances or if I
think to myself, I’d better make a precise request, then it’ll be emails. We don’t
use a communicator-type facility in [CDE1]”. (Information manager, C3I4)
“Stakeholders, yes, it’s certainly meetings and emails. Most of our stakeholders
don’t want to use [CDE1], because of the admin that comes with that” (Principal
engineer, C3I8)
Online meetings: “Generally, like a Skype, conference calls, linked meetings”
(Senior digital engineer, C3I6)
Online communications and records of design logs, discussion points, online
forums: “Yes, so all the design data is held within a common data environment,
which was [CDE2]. And so, I managed that area and access to that area. Then all
communications were stored on SharePoint on Microsoft online, so everyone had
access to registers or design logs or discussion points, almost used as an online
forum where anyone could ask questions” (Senior digital engineer, C3I6)
Telephone calls with design consultants: “So, I'll start with between us and design
consultants: there's meetings, emails, and phone calls. I prefer meetings and phone
calls” (Principal engineer, C3I8)

The main limitation of the information shared through these unstructured channels is its
accessibility, which is limited to people involved in the meeting or e-mail conversation.
“A guy made a design on a spreadsheet for quantities. Some people knew about it; he logged it as
well. And I didn’t know that at all. So, at the very end of the day, on the eleventh hour when I have
finished everything, by the way, we have this spreadsheet, and it’s exactly what I wanted to do”
(Water project, Technical manager, C3I5)

In this case, the information required for a task was already available. However, it was not
accessible for the person who needed it, who was not part of the group within which the
information was shared. This led to the recreation of the information and loss of productive
time.
Unstructured information sharing reduces the machine readability. Also, this challenge
implies data quality, lowering it concerning the accessibility dimension since data is not
available in a common repository. Instead, it is distributed in different silos and e-mail
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databases, and the access is limited. In addition, it introduces inconsistency as the same
information is distributed amongst different databases which are not connected or
synchronized. Tracing the source of the data and its history is also difficult when using
unstructured channels for information sharing, thereby reducing the quality of data associated
with the provenance dimension. These issues limit the data science as the datasets for drawing
inferences are siloed and disconnected. This reduces the data quality dimensions associated
with consistency and data provenance

4.3.2.2.

Drawings and file-based sharing

Even though the projects follow BIM level 2, the engineers are more comfortable
performing submissions and approvals using drawings and files rather than model-based
information sharing. This is mainly because they find it intuitive to use drawings

Figure 4.3: Snap shot from design BIM models (Student apartment -C1D2)
a) Structural BIM model b) Architecture BIM model c) MEP BIM model
While examining the files in the CDE in the Student apartment, there were
predominantly four types of files. They are drawings, BIM files, reports (method statements,
design logic, etc.) and construction programme. The drawings include design drawings,
construction method drawings, site layouts etc. The drawings in the CDE are in both their
native (.DWG) format and in PDFs (when published). BIM files in the CDE are of five types.
1) Architectural BIM files which contain information (geometry and coordinated engineering
information) regarding the architectural components such as ceilings, curtain panels, doors,
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electric fixtures, floor, walls, etc. 2) Structural BIM file which contains information regarding
the structural components such as piles, floors, columns, beams, core etc. 3)Mechanical
Engineering and Plumbing BIM file contain information on ducts, pipes, heating ventilation
and air-conditioning components. 4) Federated BIM model contains an aggregation of the three
of the above BIM files within a common geometric coordinate system. This model is used for
checking clashes between disciplines and discussing the interfaces for construction [Student
apartment-CID3]. 5) 4D BIM files contain all the information in a federated BIM model linked
with schedule data imported from the Asta Powerproject. Most of the BIM files in the project
were created using a set of authoring tools from Autodesk. The respective design teams created
the first three types of BIM files. Figure 4.3 shows a snapshot from design BIM models
selection tree. The digital engineering team uses the BIM files published by the design teams
to create a federated BIM model and then further integrates with temporal data created by the
planning team to develop the 4D BIM model [Student apartment-C1I1].
Although BIM is mandated for design submissions in the Metro project, drawings are
still used for approvals and design checking.
“Drawings will be attached against placeholders” (Metro project, Digital Project Management
(PPT), C2D2)
“Lead reviewer assigns internal reviewers depending on type of drawing” (Metro project, Digital
Project Management (PPT), C2D2)

The digital project management PPT states have multiple references to the use of drawings in
the design check workflows.
Despite having a BIM coordination tool in the water project, Bentley Navigator, the
project engineers resort to using the CAD tool because they find it easier and intuitive to use
drawings.
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“I use [Navigator], I’m not very good at, but I use all the navigator tools that we’ve got here. But I
prefer to use AutoCAD because I find it a lot easier” (Water project, Project engineer, C3I1)

In the contractor’s offices of the projects studied, the engineers had drawings on their desks,
and the CAD software opened on the monitors. If they find errors in the drawings, they modify
and edit them first on paper and then on the computer.
“Because I have to open up every drawing individually and print them all, or even if you do it the
other way around, it’s very slow anyway. And then, once I’ve printed them, reviewed them all, you
could do it on there [computer], but it’s not the best way because we haven’t got the technology. I
haven’t got a big screen” (Water project, Project engineer, C3I1)

The engineers use laptops with small screens. Some of the hot desks have an additional screen;
however, these were also small (less than 23 inches). This is highly inconvenient when
reviewing large drawings as they pan and zoom to detect mistakes.
The file-based sharing impacts the data quality dimensions associated with temporality
and consistency. Most of the file-based manipulations happen within the computer and are
uploaded only when complete. Hence, there is a mismatch between the rate of the volatility of
data and currency of data. The volatility is high as the data is manipulated on the users’ desks
(for example, they are manipulating the information in a printed drawing). However, the
currency of the data is low as it is uploaded as a batch. That means the data is updated at a
lesser speed than it is varied. This has an implication on the data quality associated with the
timeliness dimension as the data in the CDE is not the latest version. File-based sharing impacts
consistency too. The files act as individual entities and have information from related files in
them. Unlike a model, this information is not connected. Therefore, when the source is updated,
the information in the file may not be updated, which introduces inconsistency problems.
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4.3.2.3.

Document control bottlenecks

Document control plays a vital role in the flow of structured information in the three
studied projects, and document control professionals are tasked with managing the access,
version control, and availability of documents. Before being uploaded to the CDE, those
documents must be approved by the relevant authority (depending on the document). In the
three projects, the number of documents uploaded to CDEs is enormous and thus processing
information becomes a significant task, with bottlenecks in the process leading to workarounds
and data quality issues. As the authorization of documents is limited to specific individuals,
they tend to get asked for a huge volume of authorizations, and this slows down the information
flow.
“So, there’s certain people who are responsible for issuing information or authorize certain
communications, and if they’re not available then things can stop. Or they may have a high volume
of these authorizations to do that it takes them a lot of time to get through” (Water project, Project
planner, C3I2)

This process of authorization means that multiple versions of designs can be circulating in
different parts of the project. For example, whilst one design is in use by the construction team,
in the meantime, the designers could have progressed the design, and the latest design is not
uploaded as it is in the queue to get approved.
“Design teams and checkers and approvers could be progressing designs but then it’d be held up
when someone says high up needed to actually approve the whole design” (Water project, Digital
engineer, C3I3)
“It’s just making sure that I’m getting the latest information and no-one’s updating it in the
background and then the right versions are going onto [CDE1] […] it’s no longer the most current
version anymore by the time I’m reviewing it” (Project engineer, C3I1)
“[…]when this revision has been updated from the designer to revision 10 and I sit here on my desk
checking the revision 1 and the designer has the revision ten, then that revision 10 is internal […]
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because he keeps on updating but he hasn’t he hasn’t put it on the [CDE1].” (Water project,
Technical manager, C3I5)
“the changes were not updated owing to the dual work repercussions that came along: the updated
2D and 3D drawings were to be first uploaded in Project-wise. After going through the chain of
approval processes, the updated drawings were required to be then taken to Asset-wise.” (Metro
project, Report, C2D4)

Although it seems to be straightforward from the outset, many users find document control
frustrating because submission ends up being a long process even when all the attributes are
correct. For example, engineers submit the packages to the document controller in their firm,
who sends it to the document controller in the other firm (receiving end), which is then sent to
the team leader and, finally, to the user who would get the useful information out of that
package. This is a long process with checks and iterative cycles involved in each stage. The
document controller makes sure that the files in the CDE have the relevant attributes before
they are published in the CDE. If there are missing attributes, the submission is rejected. In the
case of a Request for Information (RFI), if the document controller does not understand the
request, it gets rejected. At times, it takes more than two to three weeks for the document to
reach the recipient while following the document control workflow. This is essentially slowing
down the whole information flow by implementing a system which was supposed to speed up
the process.
“It took us three weeks to actually get the package with all the right documents and revisions in
there, and that’s a long time; again […] I gave it to my document control and my document control
sent it to the other company’s document control, the document control there sends it to whoever the
lead is, and the lead then sends it on to whoever’s doing the work – and that may take a week or
two. And that’s completely wasted time, and no one in the middle of that process has done any
work[…] And actually, by the time it gets to the people who are reviewing the actual technical data,
it may be three or four weeks later […] In fact, I did it yesterday, I sent a load of RFIs through to
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[designer] informally, five minutes after I'd sent it through my document control.” (Water project,
Principal engineer, C3I8)

To bypass this obstacle, workers send the information through an unstructured channel in
addition to the structured workflows. This is because of poor understanding of document
control workflows amongst the project participants regarding the requirement of these
structured workflows and the CDE. The slow processes and the need for completing the task
before deadlines force employees not to follow document control workflows.
“There is generally a poor understanding of document control requirements, certification
requirements […] we’re finding that general good practice that people should have brought with
them from other projects is being conveniently put to one side for the purposes of expediting the
work that people are being asked to do” (Water project, Information manager, C3I4)

In addition, the workflows in the CDE are complex and not intuitive, making it difficult for
users to follow the protocols for document control.
“Just because of the way they need to store it in certain places and stuff like that, and it can’t be
done… The way that [CDE1] is set up here, I believe it is not easy to use” (Water project, Project
engineer, C3I1)
“It seems very complex, you open them up, there’s lots of things going on […] I just want to know
where I can get my latest drawing” (Water project, Digital engineer, C3I3)

This has resulted in employees bypassing the workflow, which leads to system conflicts and
further delays in the processes and, at times, in the information being stored on the CDE.
“I think someone within the doc management system had obviously circumnavigated it somehow,
to get the drawings out. And then when we were trying to get the said revisions for our set out, the
system wouldn't allow it because directory hadn't been properly created.” (Water project, Technical
manager, C3I5)

When there are conflicts in the system, this reduces the accessibility of that information to other
stakeholders as well as limits the computer programs from accessing it. This challenge was
observed in the Metro project and the Water project. The Student apartment, which is of
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relatively lesser complexity when compared to other projects, did not show evidence of this
issue.
The complexity of workflows and document control measures has implications for data
quality. There are shared norms, values, and expectations for the users regarding the tools, such
as speed, easy communication, and transparency, which were developed based on their
previous experiences of collaboration. When the new tool does not meet the expected qualities,
it reduces their productivity, and users move back to the older ways of information sharing to
expedite the task. When users find it difficult to utilize the CDE for structured information
flow, they bypass the workflows to get the work expedited. This leads to the loss of metadata,
document trails, and information dependencies as these unstructured communication channels
offer limited or no codification. In addition, the document control workflow itself makes the
process slow. Not following the structured workflow, results in lowering the machine
readability of the information to be rated no-star as it is not indexed. Document control
bottlenecks have multiple implications for data quality. Firstly, the value for the timeliness
dimension is lowered as the data which is published might not be the latest. Hence, the
inferences are based on old data, which leads to false interpretations. Secondly, this lowers the
semantic accuracy of the data as its attributes might no longer be true. This also introduces the
problem of consistency. Depending on which database employees look at, they see different
values. For instance, one CDE to which the information was packaged would have the latest
value, whilst the one who must go through another document controller would have a different
value. This tampers with the idea of a ‘single source of truth’. In addition, when users
circumnavigate the workflow, there are more data quality issues related to unstructured
information sharing such as accessibility and provenance.
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4.3.2.4.

Lack of process change

Lack of process change is when the engineers follow a conventional workflow even
when they have a digital workflow for that task.
The CDE of the Student apartment was hosted on an online collaboration platform from
Asite, ensuring that the documents and files uploaded to this platform are shared across all the
stakeholders. Different stakeholders had different access permissions, granting them access to
the data necessary to carry out their responsibilities. Files in the CDE have two status codes 1)
Work in Progress (WIP) and 2) Published Documentation (CDE Access, C1D4). WIP
documents can only be viewed by the team who is working on that document. Members from
other teams can see the filenames in the CDE, but they cannot open or download these
documents. Once a WIP document is completed, it goes through an authorisation process,
wherein the team leader will check the completion of the work in the document and sent it to
the document controller, who changes the status of the document to published.
“Once the file is ready for sharing, it is reviewed by the designated team lead and then sent to the
document controller. It is the document controller who makes sure that the file has relevant
information so that I can share it in the CDE” (Student apartment, Digital engineer – Field notes,
C1I1)

A published document can be accessed by users of other teams with relevant permissions
[Student apartment -C1I1]. Most of the files in the CDE were PDF documents. These files
included design drawings, temporary works drawings, method statements, construction
programme, etc. The PDF drawings were linked to the source data in Autodesk DWG format
through placeholders. This is true for the construction programme where the construction
schedule created by the team using Asta power project was linked to from the PDF program
[Student apartment C1D1, C1D4]. The files in the CDE are uploaded using a certain naming
convention agreed between the stakeholders according to PAS1192-2:2013. The file names
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inform the user of the project location, the author, spatial relation of that file to the project, type
of the file, discipline which created the file and unique number [Student apartment C1D4].
In the Metro project, the client mandated the use of BIM and supporting tools such as
Primavera, RIB and SAP to integrate the data and provide meaningful insights. However, the
project manager has stated that the engineers could still use spreadsheets for design calculations
and project management as they are used to those tools in their daily workflows.
“the new technology had to be implemented under circumstances where MS Excel, leave alone MS
Project, was used predominantly for planning” (Metro project, Report, C2D4)
“The stakeholders found MS Excel to be very flexible to their needs and it was a one-stop solution
for all their problems” (Metro project, Report, C2D4)
“People still use spreadsheet – that’s what they are used to” (Metro project, Field notes- Project
manager, C2I1)

Although these tools are old, they are still robust for data handling in as they are embedded in
the familiar workflows followed by the engineers. These practices create issues associated with
data inconsistencies as the data is distributed in different files and not synchronized, as these
tools are not designed for collaborative data management as required in a complex project.
In the Water project, three CDEs were used for the project, which created issues such
as double handling and data inconsistencies. The presence of multiple CDEs in a project is
another example of the lack of process change. Multiple CDEs resembles the paper-based
workflows such as document flows between the designer and contractor, another set of
document flows within the contractor’s office, and another set of document flows to the clients
for approvals.
‘Our client prefers [CDE1], and we have the designer who stores things in [CDE2], so we have both
of those tools, and we have to balance between those two. That can be very confusing when we have
two platforms’ (Water project, Technical manager, C3I5).
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For the information submissions to the clients, CDE1 was used; for the information from the
design consultants to the contractor, CDE2 was used; and for internal file handling and sharing
with the contractor, CDE3 was used. CDE1 and CDE3 came from the same vendor. However,
CDE2 was from a different vendor.
“Everything had to be taken out of one data environment and pushed into another. One of the issues
with that is the consistency or the compliance or knowing the latest versions of information” (Digital
engineer, C3I6)
“As the contractor, then we have to deliver it to a completely separate, disconnected CDE […] we’re
double-handling” (Water project , Digital engineer, C3I3)

When the CDEs are disconnected, the document trail is lost when a document is moved from
one CDE to another, leading to the loss of traceability.
Even though structured information flow is digitized through the introduction of a CDE,
the process to enable information flow remains unchanged. For example, for a piece of
information to be approved, it must be printed, associated with a cover sheet, and signed.
“We’re actually going to export that out of the CDE, we’re going to print it out, we’re going to staple
it together, we’re going to put our own cover sheet on the front of it, with the exact same details on
the back and we’re going to go off and go and get three signatures, scan it back in, put it back into
[CDE1] and submit it.” (Project engineer, C3I1)

Printing and scanning the document results in loss of metadata. A scanned document in a PDF
format has little machine-readable information in it.
This issue was observed in all cases. Lack of process change means that conventional
workflows are followed even when a better digital workflow is available. Lack of process
change has implications on machine readability as printing and scanning removes the metadata
from the files resulting in 1-Star data as it removes metadata and data relationships from the
files. A scanned version of the file would also have very little machine-readable information
embedded in it and would require resource-intensive methods to extract insights from it. This
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reduces the data quality dimensions such as accessibility (as the metadata and data relationships
are removed), completeness (information is not complete), and provenance (document trail is
lost in the process). In addition, having multiple CDEs introduces the data quality issue
associated with provenance as files residing in multiple CDEs are disconnected, and the
relationships of that particular file with another file are lost in the transition process. There are
further issues with synchronization of the information when it is distributed in multiple CDEs.
This introduces the data quality issues associated with consistency, which limits the quality of
findings made by inference algorithms.

4.3.2.5.

Discussion

The analysis suggests that the construction sector has not yet made the transition from
document-based to model-based ways of organizing digital data. The use of drawings and filebased sharing, unstructured information sharing, printing, and scanning of documents, multiple
CDEs, and so forth in information sharing has a significant impact on the machine readability
of data. Paper-based practices are institutionalized in the sector, and while digital ways of
working are replacing them, this change is slow, with users of construction information still
conditioned to work with drawings and PDFs and unstructured information sharing. Even in
projects which are championing newer BIM based workflows using CDEs, this work finds it
is difficult to replace these practices, as evidenced by the problems associated with information
sharing. The complexity and long processing times involved in these workflows force users to
shift back to existing practices and workarounds to expedite their work. The findings from this
study also support the previous characterization of users in construction combining different
methods of information sharing, especially when they were hindered by bottlenecks in BIM
based processes, such as document control. Thus, we can characterize that project participants
use a range ‘hybrid practices’ (Harty and Whyte, 2010), for information sharing.
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4.3.3. Missing information
This section presents the codification challenges related to missing values in
construction process information. The data analysis shows that product information is
relatively well structured as BIM models, analysis models, and CAD drawings. However,
construction process information is relatively less structured and detailed when compared to
product information. Process information is codified as Gantt chart models in scheduling
software and then linked to the BIM model. The detailed process information is not structured
into a model. Instead, it is shared as method statements in less structured PowerPoint
presentations and PDF documents. Sharing information in these unstructured formats has
implications for data quality, which are presented in this section.

4.3.3.1.

Loss of constraints

In construction, the constraints for any activity execution are discussed during team
meetings as the constraints span between different teams. For example, logistics constraints
span amongst prefabrication, logistics, and site teams. These discussions lead to the removal
of constraints by rearranging the start and end times for the activities. These are then translated
to Gantt charts as an output. However, the constraints contributing to this translation are lost
as the Gantt charts contain only precedence relationships. The knowledge that there was a
constraint is not recorded, and thus the presence of that constraint is not codified. This means
such constraints are not machine-readable as the access to this information was limited to the
participants of a particular meeting. If an automatic scheduler is used to reschedule these
activities, this rescheduling activity would not have access to this information, resulting in an
unrealistic schedule.
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Figure 4.4: Screen shot of the hoist showing lack
of constraint details (Student apartment, C2D2)
In the Student apartment, the constraints related to the resources that were discussed by
the methods engineer was implicitly recorded into the method statements. The BIM model
contained the crane as well as the hoist. The properties of the hoist were limited to the geometry
in the 4D model. The semantic properties of the hoist, such as its car height, hoist height and
lifting constraints, were not recorded in the model, as shown in the screenshot (Figure 4.4).
The operating area of the tower crane was depicted as an extra geometric element in the 4D
model.
The Metro project follows a 5D BIM workflow (digital project management PPT—
C2D2), where the schedule is linked to a BIM model, Bill of Quantities (BOQ), and an
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system to compare the cost based on the quantities versus
the cost stated in the work orders from the subcontractors. The progress information is also
linked to this model to ensure that the work is done before sanctioning the bills for the work
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orders. This enables the project to do automated progress and cost updates to the models based
on the work order submissions from the contractor. However, the schedule linked to the BIM
and BOQ did not have relevant constraints defined between the activities. The BIM consultant
stated that the missing constraints resulted in conflicting reports.
“Work package for three spans were linked to a work order. Model showed the deck for a span was
completed before the pier supporting it was completed because the work package for the first span
was reported as completed.” (Metro project, Field notes- BIM Consultant 2, C2I5)

Figure 4.5: Visual representation showing the effect of the low level of detail in process
information. The deck is completed before the completion of the supporting pier

The deck of the metro can be completed only when the pier supporting it is completed.
However, the system recorded the deck assembly to be completed when the pier was not
completed (Figure 4.5). This was because work packages for the deck and pier were different
as different subcontractors did them, and the level of detail of the work package is low. A
subcontractor who dealt with deck assembly had a part of the work package completed.
However, the lack of detail in work packaging triggered the computer to record the whole work
package as completed, resulting in the error. This is a clear case of lack of constraint
codification in the model leading to wrong inferencing.
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Project planners convert the constraints discussed in a meeting into a precedence
relation in the Gantt chart for communication. However, during this process, many of the
constraints themselves, and thus context information for rearranging the activities, are lost as
the precedence relations only holds the sequence and duration of the activities.
“So, from an engineering perspective, we have to interpret engineering information, whether it be
drawing or written constraints, written narratives and interpret those into a Gantt chart. So, we
physically need that information to know what we’re building and what the constraints in building
it are.” (Water project, Project planner, C3I2).

For example, one of the meetings in the Water project had an issue with piling, where the piledriving equipment did not have access to the site for a specific date as there was another activity
going on which limited the width of the site access road. At the meeting, this was raised:
“Access chamber works will conflict with access road for pile work, piling work package has to be
moved back 2 weeks.” (Water project, Progress review meeting notes, C3M3)

Here, there is a dependency between access chamber works, and the piling work package as
the access chamber work would reduce the road width. Therefore, the piling activity was
delayed to a later date. The constraint was removed. However, the knowledge that there was a
constraint is not recorded, and thus the presence of that constraint is not codified. If there is a
change in the plans in the case of a disruption, the dependency would be identified as a
precedence relationship, but the real constraint would not be identified from the Gantt chart
model.
Loss of constraints was observed in all cases. This issue introduces data quality
problems associated with accessibility (information is limited to people who attended the
meeting) and data completeness (the model does not include any constraint information; hence,
it is incomplete). This also results in a Zero Star level of machine readability.
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4.3.3.2.

Low level of detail

The schedules need to be of a particular level of detail so that activities can be linked
with the BIM object and then used for data analytics. However, in practice, the schedules are
not codified in detail.
While examining the construction programme [Student apartment-C1D1] in the student
apartment, I observed that the details of the hoist uninstall and finishing up is coded at a low
level of detail (see Figure 4.6). The cladding installation was described as a lump of processes
for levels 1-5 in the programme. Each activity had a duration of 4 days in the programme.
“…after every 5 floors, the spider crane used for holding the panels should be taken to the next location

Figure 4.6: Extract from construction programme [Student apartment-C1D1]
after it is used to support the cladding installation. Approximately, it would take half a day depending
on the availability of the tower crane…” [Student apartment-Methods engineer-Field notes, C1S1]

However, in the meeting, where the researcher was part of, the methods team had discussed
processes related to the movement of spider crane from one floor to another, which takes at
least half a day. However, these details were not recorded in the construction programme.
In the Metro project, the contractor who was new to the idea of project management
had trouble submitting the schedules of required detail. This resulted in the schedules not linked
to the BIM models.
“Barring the schedules prepared by a few reputed contractors, the baseline schedules prepared by
other contractors was poor. The schedules did not contain the required level of details and attributes
and thereby could not be linked to the 3D model” (Metro project, Report, C2D4)
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The attributes were missing in the schedule, and those parts of schedule not linked to BIM or
BOQ remained inaccessible in the CDE and other model-based platforms. This leads to
decision-making with incomplete information.
This issue was predominantly observed in the Student apartment and the Metro project.
Schedules in the construction programme are made at a high level, and the detailed construction
programmes are communicated as PDF documents, PowerPoint presentation or 2D Drawings.
However, these are not always embedded in object-oriented machine-readable formats as 4D
BIM or in planning software. When the required amount of information is not embedded in a
machine-readable format, further tasks such as linking to a BIM model and ERP software
cannot be done, as seen in the Metro project. Also, it may cause problems with understanding
of the underlying activities (crane to lift to the next floor) in the student apartment. This
information may be available in a human-readable format or may be accessible to the respected
team members through unstructured media. However, the information remains inaccessible for
data science.
These issues are caused by low data quality due to incomplete information relates to
the completeness dimension and also results in Zero Star level of machine readability.

4.3.3.3.

Discussion

Regarding missing process information, this study shows that the process codification
is limited to the master planning or phase planning level and lacks the level of detail and linkage
required for the application of data science tools. While product information is relatively well
codified in BIM, process information is less detailed, and there is a lack of codification of
constraint relationship across all cases. These challenges are identified by researchers
implementing 4D BIM. For example, Han and Golparvar-Fard (2017) have stated that the
process modelling methods fail to document field issues to be made available for further
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analysis; for instance, the 4D BIM’s “Model Breakdown Structure typically does not match
operational details or require creating complicated namespaces which, without visual
representations, are difficult to communicate” (p. 1733). Giretti et al. (2012) have further
reported the lack of correlation between the resources employed hourly and work progress.
This led to the decomposition of tasks into sub-tasks to determine causal relationships between
the involved variables so the whole progress could be determined. This study suggests that to
overcome such reported issues, the methods for codifying construction process information
must be more detailed.
The practice of codifying planning information being limited to master planning and
phase planning, without the focus on codifying the rationale for granular planning such as lookahead planning and weekly planning, is causing this codification challenge. The lack of
semantic relationships embedded in the model limits the application of automatic schedulers
since the schedulers do not have access to the constraint relationship. These issues suggest both
a change in the modelling of process information in construction, with the need to develop
tools which support modelling of complex constraint information, and also a change in the
practice to codify the process information in greater detail so that data science could be
employed to augment decision making in construction

4.4.

Synthesis of the findings
The previous section presented the identification of the codification challenges by

analysing the data from the three construction projects based on the concepts drawn from the
prior studies on data quality dimensions and machine readability. Table 4.4 summarizes the
codification challenges observed from studying the projects. Low machine readability of data
is a significant challenge for codification, which was observed across the projects. Product
information is well codified through BIM, CAD drawings, analysis models, and so on in all the
projects. However, the codified information is distributed amongst different formats and
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databases, limiting the application of analytics. In addition, multiple modes of communication,
multiple CDEs, and lack of process change also limit the codification of information in the
projects studied Lack of codification of process information is identified as a critical issue
amongst all the cases.
Table 4.4: Codification challenges across the cases
Codification challenges
Software usage

Information sharing

Missing process
information

4.5.

Interoperability
Information loss during
conversions
Multiple modelling techniques
Unstructured information
sharing
Drawing and file-based sharing
Document control bottleneck
Lack of process change
Loss of constraints
Low level of detail

Student
Metro
apartment project
X
X

Water
project
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Summary
This chapter presented the identification of codification challenges in construction

which limited the application of data science, by qualitatively studying three construction
projects (Student apartment, Metro project and Water project. The identified codification
challenges are categorised into three themes: 1) software usage—interoperability, information
loss during conversion, and multiple modelling techniques, 2) information sharing—
unstructured information sharing, drawing and file-based sharing document control, and lack
of process change, and 3) missing process information—loss of constraints and low levels of
detail. This chapter shows how codification challenges arise because of the different digital
workflows and working practices across projects, and how these lead to fragmented data as a
result of the use of multiple software packages, poor information sharing and only partially
captured construction process information.
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The codification challenges identified in this chapter has implications for the
development of data-driven decision-support tools for look-ahead planning. For instance,
codification challenges such as low-level of detail and loss of constraints resulting in missing
construction process information limit the development of these decision-support tools as the
required data are not present in a machine-readable format. In addition, information sharing
issues such as file-based sharing, unstructured information sharing, document control
bottlenecks reduce accuracy, completeness, consistency, and accessibility of data resulting in
data-driven decision-support tools making incorrect inferences from the low-quality data. In
addition, information sharing issues such as file-based sharing, unstructured information
sharing, document control bottlenecks reduce accuracy, completeness, consistency, and
accessibility of data resulting in data-driven decision-support tools making incorrect inferences
from the low-quality data. Furthermore, software usage issues also limit the application of datadriven decision-support tools as the accessibility to the data is limited due to proprietary data
formats which are not interoperable and loss of information during conversion to open formats.
Although there are techniques to improve the quality of data using advanced machine learning
techniques such as natural language processing and deep learning (Wang, 2017; Carrillo,
Harding & Choudhary, 2011), this is a resource-intensive process, and the result of this process
may also not be of high-quality (Wang, 2017).
This chapter has provided a foundation for technology development in the thesis by
extending the knowledge on data quality issues in construction through the identification of
codification challenges, considering the wider practice of model and document-based
information sharing. Building on the findings from this chapter, the following chapter presents
a linked-data based information modelling method based the principles stated by Berners-Lee
(2006) to generate machine-readable construction process information by codifying by detailed
construction information including construction scheduling constraints. This novel information
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modelling approach addresses the issue of software usage such as interoperability and loss of
information during conversions leveraging the power of linked-data to link heterogeneous
datasets and making logical inferences from it. Linking of datasets would increase the data
quality pertaining to accuracy, consistency, and timeliness dimensions. The following chapter
describes the development and testing of this novel information modelling method.
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5. CODIFYING AND VALIDATING CONSTRUCTION
PROCESSES INFORMATION USING LINKED-DATA3
5.1.

Introduction
This chapter presents a linked-data-based method for codifying and validating

construction process information. The findings from the previous chapter inform that the
knowledge about construction processes is predominantly codified as precedence relationships
in the form of master plans and phase plans in 4D Building Information Model (BIM) and other
scheduling software systems. However, it was observed that this information was of low-level
of detail and lacking constraint codification (Subsection 4.3.3), thereby limiting the application
of data-driven decision-support tools. Codification of detailed construction process information
such as construction constraints is challenging, as they are highly dynamic and complex with
numerous interdependencies, making it difficult to be modeled using relational databases or
similar informational models (Wang et al., 2016). Linked-data-based method for codifying and
validating construction process information addresses these challenges to model detailed
construction information so that data-driven decision-support tools can be applied.
Recent research has used linked-data based modelling approaches to address the issues
associated with non-expressivity while modelling with relational databases and similar
technologies. Linked-data enables linking of data across domains and heterogeneous sources,
without being limited by the underlying schema. Therefore, linked-data can address the
problem of complexities and interdependencies in construction process information, by

3

Parts of this chapter have been accepted for publication as Soman, R.K., MolinaSolana, M. & Whyte, J.K. (2020) Linked-Data based Constraint-Checking (LDCC) to support
look-ahead planning in construction. Automation in Construction. (In press).
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enabling methods to encode the semantic description of the relationships of the constraints by
linking across heterogeneous datasets in different domains. Building on the research on linkeddata in the construction sector (Pauwels, Zhang & Lee, 2017), this chapter presents a method
for codifying detailed information about construction processes. A further contribution is the
ability to automatically check them for constraint violation using linked-data and Shapes Query
Language (SHACL). The process information is modeled in Resource Description Framework
(RDF) on top of the ifcOWL ontology, and constraints are modeled in SHACL. SHACL is a
language for validating RDF graphs against a set of conditions. I developed a software
prototype based on this framework to validate the process information in the model against the
modeled constraints, checking whether a schedule is feasible or not.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 outlines Linked-data based
Constraint Checking (LDCC), the method that combines linked-data-based approaches with
BIM based rule-checking to model and validate scheduling constraints. Section 5.3 presents a
prototype web application demonstrating this LDCC method. Section 5.4 discusses the results
of evaluating using an OpenBIM dataset. Section 5.5 presents the conclusions and implications

5.2.

Linked-data-based constraint checking architecture
The architecture for checking the dynamic constraints is shown in Figure 5.1. The LDCC

method is intended to be used at look-ahead planning meetings to aid decision-making.
Detailed construction information shared during look-ahead-planning meetings (including
subtasks and constraints) will be the input to LDCC. It will be linked to the 4D BIM, modeled
as an RDF graph, and checked for constraint violations using the SHACL processing engine.
This method for identifying constraint violation helps the engineers to make decisions during
look-ahead planning meetings. Thus, the LDCC method act as a decision-support tool during
look-ahead planning meetings. To provide decision-support functionalities, there are three
layers in this architecture:
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Figure 5.1: LDCC architecture

1 User interface (UI) layer: This layer is for interaction with the user. In an effort to

make the tool work along with the existing work practices for successful adaptation
(Hartmann, 2008), I designed the UI layer as an increment to a current 4D BIM UI
with three major inputs from the user. The first input is a BIM model with embedded
planning information (planning data at the master planning/phase planning level).
The second input contains information required to enrich the planning data
(including subtasks for main tasks/activities in master planning, renewable and nonrenewable resources needed for executing the tasks, etc.) The third user input
includes information on constraints and the relationship between activities,
subtasks, resources, approvals, etc. The output from this layer is the feasibility
report of activities scheduled using the information from the input layer.
2 Processing layer: This layer prepares the data for processing, processes the data,

and generates the validation report following three steps. The first step involves
extracting the planning data from the BIM model (using a parser and then
converting it to an RDF graph following a suitable ontology) and enriching it with
the detailed data input from the user (adding triples related to subtasks and
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resources). This enrichment should include describing the data using a suitable
ontology automatically, such as process specification language or LinkOnt
(explained in Subsection 5.2.1) as in this chapter. This step results in the generation
of a “data graph” in RDF for the look-ahead window. The second step involves
creating a “shape graph” from the constraint information taken as input from the
user. This step also imports the previous shapes generated from the prior meetings
into the shapes graph. The shape graph is generated using SHACL vocabulary. The
third step involves validating the data graph against the shape graph to identify
constraint violations. The resources in the data graph containing planning
information from the BIM and information added from the user during the lookahead planning meetings are validated against corresponding shapes (constraints)
in the shape graph. A validation report is generated as an output of this step.
3 Ontology layer: This layer holds the schema for different data (e.g., the BIM data,

resource data, or SHACL). The schemas are stored in a repository on the web and
published as per the principles stated by Berners-Lee (Berners-Lee, 2006). As this
layer is accessed during the execution phase, the latest updates to the ontologies
and constraint relationships introduce dynamicity in the LDCC architecture.
Schemas are referenced and not hardcoded.
This architecture enables the separation between the data graph and shape graph,
supporting re-evaluation with new information. In any case, constraints are not hardcoded into
the system but are modeled and edited during look-ahead-planning meetings. Modeled
constraints apply to the data in the data graph, enabling the capture of knowledge generated
during meetings to be codified into a machine-readable format and reused. For example, if
constraints (e.g., lifting capacity) related to a resource (e.g., crane) for an activity (e.g. lifting
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of modules) are discussed in a look-ahead-planning meeting and codified as a constraint using
the LDCC prototype, a SHACL shape is generated for the resource (e.g., a SHACL shape
containing information for the lifting operation, such as lifting capacity < weight of the
module). Because the shape is generated for this resource, the resource is validated against that
shape each time the resource is used. Hence, if the same resource is assigned to a similar
activity (lifting another module) in a subsequent meeting, the resource (crane) is validated
against the previously created shape (lifting capacity<weight of the module) for the new
activity, until the shape, is deleted from the shape graph. This means that constraints are always
automatically reused in further meetings, even when they are not explicitly mentioned.
However, if the nature of the activity changes completely, a new constraint needs to be
modeled.

5.2.1. Ontology for linked-data-based constraint checking
This section details the data sources, naming strategy, and associated ontologies used
for supporting LDCC. For LDCC to work, the data need to be published following the linkeddata principles. To do so, several tasks are involved, linked-data including identifying and
obtaining access to the data source, analyzing the data source, defining the resource-naming
strategy, developing the ontology, transforming the data source, and linking with another
dataset (Radulovic et al., 2015). Within the scope of the objectives of this study, the generation
of the linked-data is to support the look-ahead planning tasks and check the look-ahead
schedule by traversing across multiple datasets. Therefore, the sources of data include the BIM
model (including the construction site information), construction process data, resource
information, the approval information, etc. The next step is to analyze the data sources to
determine the relevant information necessary for performing look-ahead scheduling, including
the geometry of the construction site and resources, operating requirements of the resources,
and project management information (Dong et al., 2013a). Regarding the naming strategy for
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the entities, I chose the “hashtag” strategy to avoid redirection issues associated with the
“slash” format (World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), 2006). The relevant data are hosted
within the respective servers. Because the LDCC aims to support look-ahead planning, by
linking across domains and making logical inferences to perform constraint checking on
construction process information, existing ontologies are reused. Particularly, I use IfcOWL to
capture the model information, LinkOnt (a custom ontology detailed below) to capture the
resource information and links, and SHACL to model constraints.

Figure 5.2: Schematic of the LinkOnt ontology, showing its classes and relationships between
them

To perform dynamic constraint codification, we require several classes from IfcOWL
(ifcTask, ifcProduct, ifcResource and ifcTaskTime) to capture the project management and
model information. ifcTask describes a construction activity, and ifcResource describes the
associated resources required to complete an activity. In addition, ifcProduct represents the
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abstract concept of an entity related to the spatial or geometric context, whereas ifcTaskTime
captures the time-related information for the activity to be performed.
LinkOnt is the ontology I propose to support dynamic constraint checking using linkeddata. This ontology introduces classes that are missing from IfcOWL but are required to do
constraint checking. Because the ifcTask does not define the levels of the task (activity, sub
activity, and sequence), a new class TaskLevel class is used to define the task level. The three
task levels are MainActivity, SubActivity, and Sequence. To capture the URI of the geometry
and the operating requirements of resources, ifcResource is linked with the Resource class
using its Type property. The Resource class has a ResourceProp property that links it to the
ResourceType class (which holds the information about the resource) and OpRequirement
(which holds the requirements about the operating conditions of that resource). To link a
resource to a SubActivity, a property HasResource is used. In summary, the LinkOnt ontology
includes the following classes (Figure 5.2): TaskLevel, MainActivity, SubActivity, Sequence,
Type, HasResource, Resource, ResourceProp, ResourceType, and OpRequirement.

5.2.2. Modelling scheduling constraints using Shapes Constraint Language
(SHACL)
Scheduling constraints ensure that the activities in the construction program are
semantically linked to each other. This section describes how these scheduling constraints
(described in Subsection 2.1.1) can be modeled as SHACL shapes to perform linked-data-based
constraint checking. The constraints ensure that the relationship between activities, between
activities and the workspace, and between activities and resources assigned to the activities are
captured. The following subsections describe how these scheduling constraints are modeled as
SHACL shapes.
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5.2.2.1.

Cardinality constraints

Cardinality constraints (which are part of SHACL core) represent restrictions on the
number of values for a given property. This is important in scheduling, as different properties
required different property values. For example, all scheduled activities must only have one
start and one end date. Listing 5.1 contains the SHACL shape implementing this cardinality
constraint. Similar cardinality constraints can be defined for other properties.

Ifc:hasTaskTime
2. rdf:type sh:PropertyShape;
3. sh:targetClass Ifc:IfcTask ;
4. sh:path Ifc: taskTime_IfcTask ;
5. sh:minCount 1;
6. sh:maxCount 1.
7.
8. Ifc:hasDates
9. rdf:type sh:PropertyShape;
10. sh:targetClass Ifc:taskTime_IfcTask ;
11. sh:path Ifc:ScheduleStart_IfcTaskTime,
Ifc:ScheduleFinish_IfcTaskTime;
12. sh:minCount 1;
13. sh:maxCount 1
14.
1.

Listing 5.1: Cardinality constraints SHACL shapes

In Listing 5.1, lines 1-6 ensure that each target class Ifc:IfcTask in the data graph has a
property Ifc:taskTime_IfcTask. This is defined in such a way that the SHACL processing
engine identifies all the classes defined in target class defined by sh:targetClass (in this case
Ifc:IfcTask). Once the target class instances are identified in the data graph, the processing
engine searches for the property shape (because the current property is defined as a property
shape as shown in line 2 – rdf:type sh:PropertyShape) and the path for the property shape (as
shown in line 4: sh:path Ifc: taskTime_IfcTask). In addition, minCount and maxCount are
applied on that property path (in this case Ifc:taskTime_IfcTask). Similarly, lines 8-13 ensure
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that each target class taskTime_IfcTask has at least and at most one start and end date defined
by Ifc:ScheduleStart_IfcTaskTime and Ifc:ScheduleFinish_IfcTaskTime properties.

5.2.2.2.

Logical constraints

Logical constraints are used to represent the site constraints that need to be satisfied for
an activity to take place. These constraints might relate to space availability, resource
parameters, and activity relations. For example, the lifting capacity of a crane should always
be higher than the weight of the module to be lifted. Listing 5.2 defines the less than constraint
as a SHACL shape. These shapes can be reused when the crane is used to support another
activity.
1. LinkOnt:SubActivity
2. rdf:type sh:NodeShape ;
3. rdfs:subClassOf owl:Class ;
4. sh:sparql [
5. sh:message "Constraint LESS THAN is violated" ;
6. sh:prefixes < http://purl.org/ConstructLinkOnt/LinkOnt > ;
7. sh:select """SELECT $this
8. WHERE {
9. $this rdf:type LinkOnt:SubActivity.
10.
$this LinkOnt:HasResource ?<Resource1>.
11.
?<Resource1> LinkOnt:ResourceType <Resource1Type>.
12.
$this LinkOnt:HasResource ?<Resource2>.
13.
?<Resource2> LinkOnt:ResourceType <Resource2Type>.
14.
…..?<Resource1> LinkOnt:OpRequirement ?<Resource1Prop>.
15.
…..?<Resource2> LinkOnt:OpRequirement ?<Resource2Prop>.
16.
FILTER (?<Resource1Prop> <= ?<Resource2Prop>).
17.
}""" ; ];
Listing 5.2: SHACL shape for Less-than constraint

To model this constraint, we need to use SHACL SPARQL, an advanced feature of
SHACL that adds the expressive flexibility in targeting focus nodes. In Listing 5.2, the aim of
the shape is to detect constraint violations where the activities have two resources
(<Resource1> line 10, and <Resource2>line 12) of two types (Resource1Type> line 11, and
<Resource2Type>, line 13) and operating requirements (<Resource1Prop> line 14, and
<Resource2Prop>, line 15). The shape checks whether the value of <Resource1Prop> is less
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than <Resource2Prop>. The constraint is modeled as a node shape and applied to the
LinkOnt:SubActivity (Listing 5.2, lines 1-4). The LinkOnt:SubActivity is related to resources
assigned to it (Listing 5.2, lines 9, 10, and 13). Therefore, all the assertions of
LinkOnt:SubActivity, which has resources of type <Resource1Type> and <Resource2Type>,
are checked for the condition <Resource1Prop> is less than <Resource2Prop>. The assertions
of LinkOnt:SubActivity which does not have the particular resource type are ignored. The
properties <Resource1Prop> and <Resource2Prop> reside in the respective resource servers.
The SELECT queries filter all the LinkOnt:SubActivity assertions with the said resource
associations and filter the LinkOnt:SubActivity assertions where the condition is violated. This
raises the message sh:message “Constraint LESS THAN is violated ” to the user.

5.2.2.3.

Precedence constraints

Precedence constraints validate the sequence of activities. They are the basis of networkbased scheduling methods, such as the critical path method (Darwiche, Levitt & Hayes-Roth,
1988; Dong et al., 2013a). An example of a precedence constraint is that the roof must be cast
after all the columns are cured. Note that these constraints do not check the assignment and
availability of resources. The constraint is mathematically defined as follows:
Start date of the successor activity ≤ End date of preceding activity.
In IFC4, an IfcTask class is associated with the details of the activities and has the
IfcRelSequence as an inverse attribute. IfcRelSequence has attributes that define precedence
relations. RelatingProcess defines the predecessor, and RelatedProcess defined the successor
activities. The successor and predecessor activities have the taskTime_IfcTask class as an
attribute to hold the start and end times of the activities as described in Subsection 3.3.1.
1. Ifc:IfcTask
2. rdf:type sh:NodeShape ;
3. rdfs:subClassOf owl:Class ;
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4. sh:sparql [
5. sh:message "Constraint Precedence condition is violated" ;
6. sh:prefixes
<
http://www.buildingsmarttech.org/ifcOWL/IFC4#> ;
7. sh:select """SELECT $this
8. WHERE {
9. ?Sequence a Ifc:IfcRelSequence.
10.
?Sequence
Ifc:
relatingProcess_IfcRelSequence ?predecessor.
11.
?Sequence Ifc: relatedProcess_IfcRelSequence $this.
12.
?predecessor Ifc: taskTime_IfcTask ?predecessortime
13.
$this Ifc: taskTime_IfcTask ?successortime
14.
?successortime Ifc: ScheduleStart_IfcTaskTime ?start
15.
?predecessortime Ifc: ScheduleFinish_IfcTaskTime ?end
16.
FILTER( ?start <?end)
17.
}”””;];
Listing 5.3: SHACL shape for precedence constraint

Precedence constraint requires the expressive power of SPARQL to determine the
activities that have precedence relations associated with them. Hence, SHACL SPARQL is
used. Listing 5.3 presents the SHACL SPARQL definition of the precedence constraint Listing
5.3. It is assigned as a node shape on IfcTask (Listing 5.3, lines 1-3). During the constraint
checking stage, all the assertions of Ifc:IfcRelSequence in the data graph are filtered (Listing
5.3, line 9). The corresponding activities Ifc:relatingProcess_IfcRelSequence (predecessor)
and Ifc:relatedProcess_IfcRelSequence

(successor) are then identified and stored

to ?predecessor and $this, respectively (Listing 3, lines 10-11). The taskTime_IfcTask assertion
(which contains the time attributes) is stored to ?predecessortime and ?successortime (Listing
5.3, lines 12-13). The end date in ?predecessortime and the start date of ?successortime are
then stored to ?start and ?end, respectively (Listing 5.3, lines 14-15). A filter function of the
SPARQL is used to identify instances where ?start is less than ?end (Listing 5.3, line 16). If
the start date of the related process happens before the end date of the relating process, a
constraint violation is detected and a sh:message “Constraint Precedence condition is
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violated” is raised. This constraint can be reused across all the problems where the IFC process
data are defined using IfcOWL following IFC4.

5.2.2.4.

Disjunctive constraints

Disjunctive constraints ensure that processes do not overlap. Thus, if a disjunctive
constraint is assigned to two activities, they should not happen in parallel. These constraints
support the modelling of spatial constraints (Baykan & Fox, 1997) and safety constraints (e.g.
two activities corresponding to a unique space should not take place simultaneously) among
others.
To mathematically define this constraint, consider two activities: Activity 1 with start
time StartTime_1 and end time EndTime_1 and Activity 2 with start time StartTime_2 and end
time EndTime_2. The five conditions to check whether or not they overlap are as follows:
StartTime_1<StartTime_2<EndTime_1<EndTime_2;
StartTime_1<StartTime_2<EndTime_2<EndTime_1;
StartTime_2<StartTime_1<EndTime_1<EndTime_2;
StartTime_2<StartTime_1<EndTime_2<EndTime_1; and
StartTime_1=StartTime_2 && EndTime_1=EndTime_2.

These constraints can be represented as a single statement:
(StartTime_2<EndTime_1 && StartTime_1<EndTime_2)||( StartTime_1=StartTime_2
&& EndTime_1=EndTime_2)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ifc:IfcProduct
rdf:type sh:NodeShape ;
rdfs:subClassOf owl:Class ;
sh:sparql [
sh:message "Constraint Disjunctive condition is violated" ;
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6. sh:prefixes
<
http://www.buildingsmarttech.org/IfcOWL/IFC4#> ;
7. sh:select """SELECT $this
8. WHERE {
9. ?activity1 a Ifc:IfcTask.
10.
?activity2 a Ifc:IfcTask.
11.
?activity1 Ifc: IfcRelAssignsToProduct $this
12.
?activity2 Ifc: IfcRelAssignsToProduct $this
13.
?activity1 Ifc: taskTime_IfcTask ?activity1time.
14.
?activity2 Ifc: taskTime_IfcTask ?activity2time.
15.
?activity1time Ifc: ScheduleStart_IfcTaskTime ?start1.
16.
?activity1time Ifc: ScheduleFinish_IfcTaskTime ?end1.
17.
?activity2time Ifc: ScheduleStart_IfcTaskTime ?start2.
18.
?activity2time Ifc: ScheduleFinish_IfcTaskTime ?end2.
19.
20.
FILTER (!(?activity1=?activity2)).
21.
FILTER(
(?start2<?end1
&& ?start1<?end2)||( ?start1=?start2 && ?end1=?end2)).
22.
}”””;];
Listing 5.4: SHACL shape for disjunctive constraint

Listing 5.4 demonstrates a disjunctive constraint modeled as a SHACL shape. For this
example, a node shape is applied to the IfcProduct class, which replicates the space in which
an activity is performed (Listing 5.4, lines 1-3). An example of a disjunctive constraint is that
no more than one activity must happen on a particular object $this of class IfcProduct. During
the constraint checking stage, all IfcTask elements related to IfcProducts are filtered using the
expressive power of SHACL SPARQL and are stored into two activities: ?activity1
and ?activity2 (Listing 5.4, lines 9-12 ). To ensure that the activities are not the same, a filter
operator is used (Listing 5.4, line 20). The start and end times of ?activity1 and ?activity2 are
then stored to ?start1, ?end1, and ?start2, ?end2, respectively, through a set of code similar to
the ones mentioned in Subsection 3.3.3 (Listing 5.4, lines 13-18). Then, ?activity1
and ?activity2 are checked for overlaps using a filter operator (Listing 5.4, line 21). If there is
an overlap, the sh:message “Constraint disjunctive condition is violated” is shown (Listing 5.4,
line 5).
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5.2.2.5.

Discrete constraint

Discrete constraints model the resource availability constraints in construction
scheduling, which ensures that the allocation of resources is made according to the availability
at any time point. This constraint is frequently used in research studies on resource-constrained
project scheduling problems (El-Rayes & Jun, 2009; Hu & Flood, 2012). Because this
constraint is predominantly applied to resources, the IfcOWL classes Ifc:IfcResource,
Ifc:IfcRelAssignsToProcess, Ifc:taskTime_IfcTask, ScheduleStart_IfcTaskTime, and Ifc:
ScheduleFinish_IfcTaskTime are used to define it.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ifc:IfcResource
rdf:type sh:NodeShape ;
rdfs:subClassOf owl:Class ;
sh:sparql [
sh:message "Discrete constraint for the resource not
satisfied" ;
6. sh:prefixes
<
http://www.buildingsmarttech.org/IfcOWL/IFC4#> ; sh:select """SELECT $this
7. WHERE {
8. SELECT ?Resource (count(distinct ?activity1) as ?count)
9. {
10.
?Resource a Ifc:IfcResource.
11.
?activity1 Ifc:IfcRelAssignsToProcess ?Resource.
12.
?activity2 Ifc:IfcRelAssignsToProcess ?Resource.
13.
14.
?activity1 Ifc: taskTime_IfcTask ?activity1time.
15.
?activity2 Ifc: taskTime_IfcTask ?activity2time.
16.
?activity1time Ifc: ScheduleStart_IfcTaskTime ?start1.
17.
?activity1time Ifc: ScheduleFinish_IfcTaskTime ?end1.
18.
?activity2time Ifc: ScheduleStart_IfcTaskTime ?start2.
19.
?activity2time Ifc: ScheduleFinish_IfcTaskTime ?end2.
20.
21.
FILTER (!(?activity1=?activity2)).
22.
FILTER(
(?start2<?end1
&& ?start1<?end2)||( ?start1=?start2 && ?end1=?end2)).
23.
}
24.
FILTER (?count > <No of resource>)
25.
}""" ;
26.
] ;
Listing 5.5: SHACL shape for discrete constraint
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Again, SHACL SPARQL is used to model the shape graph for discrete constraints (see
Listing 5.5), following a logic similar to that of the previous disjunctive modelling constraint,
although now the constraint is defined as a node shape on the IfcResource class instead of
IfcProduct class (Listing 5.5, lines 1-3). Unlike the disjunctive constraint, there is a possibility
for several activities that use a particular resource type to be executed in parallel as long as it
does not violate the resource constraint (i.e., when more than one resource is available for
multiple resource types). Hence, a count is taken for the number of activities that use a type of
resource, and the measured count should be less than the total number of resources of that type
available at any point in time.
To achieve this, I use the expressive power of SHACL SPARQL defined as two nested
SPARQL queries. The inner query (Listing 5.5, lines 9-24) identifies two activities that use the
particular resource at a point of time. This loop is similar to the SPARQL query defined in
Subsection 3.3.4. The IfcTask elements with a relation assigned to IfcResource are filtered
using the expressive power of SHACL SPARQL. Then, these are stored into two
activities: ?activity1 and ?activity2 (Listing 5.5, lines 12-13 ). To ensure that the activities are
not the same, a filter operator is used (Listing 5.5, line 22). The start and end times of ?activity1
and ?activity2 are then stored into ?start1,end1 and ?start2, ?end2, respectively, through a code
similar to the one in Subsection 3.3.3 (Listing 5.5, lines 15-20). Then, ?activity1 and ?activity2
are checked for overlaps using a filter operator (Listing 5.5, line 22). The outer query (Listing
5.5, lines 7, 8, and 25) counts the number of instances of activities using resources in parallel
at a point in time, and these are then compared with the total number of resources at that point.
If the count is greater than the number of resources, a constraint violation is detected, and the
user is presented with a message “Discrete constraint for the resource not satisfied” (Listing
5.5, line 5).
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5.3.

Linked-data-based constraint checking implementation
After the description of the LDCC method and how constraints are modeled as SHACL

shapes in the previous section, this section presents its implementation (through a web
application) to validate the construction scheduling constraints in a look-ahead planning
environment. I tested the 4D model from the Schependomlaan OpenBIM dataset (Van Berlo,
2018). It contains construction-schedule information at the master planning level, and its
activities were enriched by adding further subtasks and constraints. I manually checked the
results from the LDCC application to confirm it was able to identify constraint violations.

5.3.1. Prototype web application
The LDCC architecture, discussed earlier in Section 5.2, was implemented as a
prototype web application, with its functional details shown in Figure 5.3. The information
required by the developed software is imported from an existing BIM model and enriched with
user inputs. Users can interact with the web application through the front-end, which contains
two UIs (see Figure 5.4):
4. Model interface – to interact with the geometric model; and
5. Task-edit interface – to interact with a Gantt chart to view task information, and to
further enrich the imported data with user inputs.
The back-end of the web application consists of a processing web application and its associated
data storage. Details of the different components are explained in this section.
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Figure 5.3: Functional details of the software implementing the LDCC method

5.3.1.1.

User interface

The UI presents the imported data to the user, which can be further enriched with user
inputs. The UI consists of the model interface and the task-edit interface, which were
implemented separately. The model interface was developed using the Unity game engine
(UnityTechnologies, 2019). The model interface enables 3D interaction with the construction
site model (e.g., selecting the geometry of the objects, moving the resources, etc.) and can be
deployed to any device, including augmented reality devices (e.g. Microsoft Hololens), virtual
reality devices (e.g. HTC Vive), or a computer screen through a web browser. To interact with
the model view, I used the 3Drepo.io unity plugin (Friston et al., 2017). The Unity game engine
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has an active physics engine which ensures that the model manipulations follow real-world
physics.
The task-edit interface was developed using Angular JS (Google, 2019). It allows users
to manage the project data (e.g., activities, sub-activities sequences, resources, and constraints)
and facilitates the enrichment of tasks with further subtasks, resources, and constraints. The
task-edit interface contains a Gantt chart, generated from the planning data that was embedded
in the BIM model. When a task in the Gantt chart is clicked, the right side of the interface is
activated. It shows existing task details, such as task name, resource details, and added
constraints. There are provisions to enrich the existing information with additional resources
and constraints. Imported data, as well as user inputs, are transformed into data graph and shape
graph using the processing web application.
Both interfaces in the UI are connected. When a task is selected in the task-edit
interface, that task could be manipulated using the model interface. All the manipulations in
the model interface are recorded and transformed into sequences in the task-edit interface.
Details on how this interface is used to perform constraint-checking are explained in Subsection
5.3.2 (Prototype evaluation).
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1

Clickable Gantt chart

Task

Task details

Edit

UI

Model Interface UI
Figure 5.4: User interface
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5.3.1.2.

Processing web application

The processing web application is the main application that stands between UI and data
storage. It processes the inputs from the users, converts them to RDF graphs, acts as a SHACL
processing engine, and displays validation results. The backend of the processing web
application is a Flask application (Flask, 2010) which uses the RDFLib library (RDFLib, n.d.)
to process the data modeled in RDF, and validate the constraints expressed as SHACL
SPARQL functions using the pySHACL library (pySHACL, n.d.). The construction
information was stored as RDF triples following OWL, RDF, ifcOWL (Pauwels & Terkaj,
2016; Beetz, Van Leeuwen & De Vries, 2009; Pauwels et al., 2017), LinkOnt and SHACL
ontologies. The ontology layer was handled through RDFLib, which accesses the schema
definitions over the internet to determine the relationships between data.

5.3.1.3.

Storage

Two pieces of storage are required. The first one is an FTP server that holds the
geometry of the resources and the construction site model. The model interface of the UI was
developed using the Unity game engine and required an AssetBundles file (UnityTechnologies,
n.d.) (AssetBundles are archive files that contain Unity-specific non-code assets, such as
geometry and textures, that Unity can load at run time). Asset bundles are downloaded from
the FTP server during the runtime using Unity API calls to the FTP server.
The second piece of storage is used for storing specific semantic information about the
construction, such as operating conditions of the resources, engineering information embedded
in the model, and the project management details. These are stored as RDF triples in a Jena
Fuseki server (Apache Jena, n.d.). The data are accessed by the processing web application
using HTTP requests. The Jena Fuseki server can also handle SPARQL requests from the
processing web application to fetch data.
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5.3.1.4.

Data

For the application to work, two sets of data are required. The first set includes
information required for managing the construction site, such as building information model,
construction-site characteristics, and project management details. The construction information
can be obtained from the BIM model exported in the IFC format. BIM model contains the
geometry of the structure, the coordinated engineering information, and the project
management details. The second dataset required by the model includes information for
resource management. This dataset should include the details about the resource, including the
geometry of the resource and its operating conditions. This needs to be obtained from
subcontractor servers (e.g., using an API to the subcontractor common data environment or
subcontractor enterprise resource planning systems).

5.3.2. Prototype evaluation
To evaluate the developed prototype, I used the Schependomlaan open BIM dataset (Van
Berlo, 2018) as-planned model from Week 26. These constraints were then evaluated using the
developed web application. This evaluation enabled us to demonstrate the potential of LDCC
to model and check complex and dynamic scheduling constraints in construction. Evaluation
is performed by testing LDCC to define and execute complex construction scheduling
constraints, such as logical constraints, precedence constraints, disjunctive constraints, and
discrete constraints.
Table 5.1: Task details used as inputs for the evaluation
Sub
Activity

Main
activity

Start date

End date

Resource
assignment

Object
assignment

S1

T1

21/08/2015

23/08/2015

R1, R3

O1

S2

T2

24/08/2015

27/08/2015

R2, R4

O2

S3

T2

28/08/2015

30/08/2015

R1, R3

O2

S4

T2

22/08/2015

25/08/2015

R2, |R4

O2

Precedence

S4
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Table 5.1 provides the data given as input to the application to enrich the information
from the Week 26 planning file of the Schependomlaan dataset (Figure 5.5). Two instances of
the IfcTask class were enriched (referenced as Tasks T1 and T2 in this study). Enrichment is
done by clicking the task in the Gantt chart window shown in Figure 5.4. Once a task is clicked,
the details of that task are displayed in the task details pane (Figure 5.6). Resources and
constraints are added using that pane. During enrichment activities, S1, S2, S3, and S4 were
added as SubActivities to tasks T1 and T2. S1, S2, S3, and S4 are lifting activities using cranes
R3 and R4 (from trucks R1 and R2) to lift modules O1 and O2, respectively. Moreover, R1,
R2, and R3 were assigned operating requirement values of 5 tons, while R4 was assigned an
operating requirement of 3 tons. All resources had a discrete constraint applied to them to
ensure the resources are allocated as per the availability. In addition, logical constraints were
assigned to the resources. Two module objects O1 and O2 (with an operating requirement value
of 4.5 tons) were associated with the activities S1, S2, S3, and S4, and disjunctive constraints
were applied to ensure that only one subtask is performed on an object at one point in time. R1,
R2, R3, R4, O1, and O2 were stored on external servers (to replicate the case of the
construction, where this information is hosted in subcontractor servers). A precedence
constraint was applied to activity S2 so that S2 can only start after S4. In addition, to
demonstrate logical constraints, a simple less than was applied for all the resources. The less
than logical constraint ensures that the value of the operating requirements of the resources is
less than that of the operating requirement defined in the object associated with that activity.
When the Validate Task button for an activity is clicked (Figure 5.7), the data associated
with the activity are checked against the shapes. Additionally, other activities happening at the
same time and their associated resources are also checked for conflicts. Table 5.2: shows the
results from the constraint checking process performed by the application.
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Table 5.2: Results after constraint checking
Subtask
S1
S2
S3
S4

Result
No constraint violation
Logical constraint violation, disjunctive constraint violation, discrete
constraint violation, precedence constraint violation
No constraint violation
Logical, disjunctive constraint violation, discrete constraint violation

Figure 5.5: Screenshot of the imported Schependomlaan dataset in an enriched site
environment.
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Figure 5.6: Task-edit interface for the imported dataset. The data shown refer to
SubActivity S1

Figure 5.7: Successful validation of S1 activity.
s
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Figure 5.8: Validation failure for S2 activity.
The prototype application developed based on LDCC was able to identify several
constraint violations using information distributed over multiple servers. There was no
constraint violation for S1 (Figure 5.7) and S3, but S2 violates all the constraints (Figure 5.8),
and S4 violates discrete and disjunctive constraints. In addition, S2 and S4 overlap each other
on 24 August 2015 (which violates the precedence constraint applied on S2). Moreover, S2
and S4 share resources R2 and R4, thus violating the discrete resource constraints. Similarly,
S2 and S4 operate on the same object O2, violating the disjunctive constraint, as two activities
cannot happen in the same space simultaneously. The logical constraint is violated for these
activities, as the operating requirement value of R4 is less than the operating requirement value
of O2.

5.4.

Implications of LDCC
The LDCC method follows the principles of BIM based rule checking. It follows the

approach for rule checking suggested in Eastman et al. (Eastman et al., 2009), discussed in
Subsection 2.3.2, where rules are translated into SHACL automatically by engaging with a UI.
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Construction information is converted to an RDF graph (machine-readable format) for easy
execution of constraints. The SHACL constraints are then checked for constraint violation
using a processing web application enabled by RDFLib and pySHACL. The results of
constraint checking are reported back to the user through the UI. Instead of automated distilling
of rules from the textual content, rules are defined as constraints by the user in LDCC. LDCC
reaches Class 3 complexity, as described by Solihin and Eastman (Solihin & Eastman, 2015)
because the data structure is extended and traversed to provide logical proofs for constraint
checking.
The evaluation I performed demonstrates the potential of the proposed LDCC to test
for constraint violations. In contrast with previous studies that used BIM based rule checking
(e.g., (Schwabe, Teizer & König, 2019; Chua & Yeoh, 2009)), the implemented prototype was
able to identify all the constraint violations and inform the user about them even when the data
are distributed over multiple servers. When a discrete constraint was applied to the resources
(R1, R2, R3, and R4), the resources do not have any schedule data associated with them in their
servers. The schedule data were stored in the activities, as shown in Table 5.1, and resources
and objects were in separate servers making the existing methods unsuitable for modelling this
complex constraint. Despite this, the LDCC query could crawl through the data to identify
relevant time data from the resource assignments and make logical inferences (also reported in
prior research (Pauwels et al., 2011; Pauwels, Zhang & Lee, 2017)), to identify whether there
were multiple assignments during the same period. This is possible because the ontology layer
is separate from the processing layer; therefore, queries need not have the know-how of the
whole data structure schema but only the attributes necessary for making the traversal. The
remaining semantics for the data traversal is handled through reasoning offered by the OWL
and RDF ontologies.
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Although example in the evaluation could have been done manually, the real power of
the proposed LDCC method emerges as the scale of the problem becomes larger. As the scale
of the problem increases (e.g., managing the resources and space allocation of multiple trades
working in a large construction site with numerous shared resources), manual methods to
identify constraint violations among multiple interdependent activities and resources becomes
difficult (Hamzeh, 2009; AlSehaimi, Tzortzopoulos & Koskela, 2009) and results in errors
(Lindhard & Wandahl, 2014). However, this would not be a problem in LDCC which uses
SHACL to identify constraint violations. Prior studies which uses SHACL to perform
constraint validation reported that SHACL can process the validation within reasonable time
even for very large data graphs, providing evidence for scalability of this approach (Corman et
al., 2019). Thus, using computer-based methods such as LDCC, the scale of the problem is no
longer a critical issue, as the computer can process these interdependencies as demonstrated as
the processing mechanism remains the same, and the speed restricted by only the processing
capability of the computer.
There are multiple benefits for using the proposed method in look-ahead planning. The
first benefit of LDCC is that it not only provides automatic constraint checks during the lookahead-planning meetings but also captures the construction knowledge generated and discussed
in them and codifies it into a machine-readable format, which can be reused later (as described
in section 3.1). This reduces the need for data input after a stage of saturation, as the shape
graph is populated during subsequent sessions. The second benefit of this approach is that it
can accommodate the dynamicity of constraints. Data and constraints are added to the
incrementally, and constraint checks can be performed automatically whenever there is a
change in data graph or shapes graph. For example, if the operating requirement of equipment
changes and if the new operating requirement is modeled as a new shape (constraint), all the
assignments of the equipment on activities, including the ones that had already been checked
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for constraint violation, would be re-evaluated for the new constraint. This enables stakeholders
to identify the effect of changes in the project variables as and when they arise. This feature
also enables multiple parties to make changes to the schedule while maintaining the integrity
of the schedules. When linked with other communication platforms, LDCC can inform the
people responsible for the activities of the violations, if any. Therefore, LDCC acts as a “unittest” environment for short-term schedule data.
This study is an important first step toward linked-data-based rule-checking for
construction scheduling constraints. The LDCC method demonstrates the effectiveness of the
approach to address the challenges existing in checking for construction-constraint violations.
The limitations of the prototype include that the ifcOWL ontology that is used for
demonstration is based on IFC, which is not designed to be used in linked-data applications
(Pauwels & Roxin, 2016). Hence, defining SHACL constrained by following ifcOWL
ontologies is complex and requires a good grasp of the structure of IFC. In addition, the SHACL
shapes are defined as snippets (for common scheduling constraints), which are then used to
create the exact constraints through the web application. This limits the definition of complex
constraints with the help of the UI. However, if necessary, the SHACL shapes can be manually
created and added to the shape graph with minimal effort by a trained engineer. In addition,
this work did not explore the use of semantic relationships within the geometry (Zhang &
Beetz, 2016b) to do more constraint checks, such as the ones demonstrated in (Schwabe, Teizer
& König, 2019). These geometry-based checks are possible; however, they need further
investigation before they can be defined as SHACL constraints. Evaluation of the developed
prototype and framework was done using a public construction dataset as a proof of concept.
There is a need to test this framework in actual look-ahead planning meetings to demonstrate
the effectiveness and understanding of the limitations. As discussed in the next section, this
opens up avenues for future research in the area of linked-data in architecture and construction,
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focusing on geometry-based constraint checks and simple ontologies to describe construction
process information.

5.5.

Summary
This chapter extends existing research on BIM based rule-checking systems and linked-

data technologies in the construction sector to develop a linked-data-based constraint checking
method to model and validate construction scheduling constraints. This novel method
addresses the inherent challenges in construction-constraint datasets, such as spanning across
multiple domains and being distributed among heterogeneous siloed datasets. LDCC does this
by leveraging the power of linked-data to traverse across the web of data created by linking
across the domains and datasets. Construction-scheduling constraints, such as cardinality
constraints, logical constraints, precedence constraints, disjunctive constraints, and discrete
constraints, were modeled using SHACL. The study contributes by demonstrating the potential
of this approach through the development and evaluation of a prototype web application based
on LDCC. This application could identify construction scheduling constraint violations for a
set of input data distributed over multiple servers. The LDCC demonstrated in this study is of
value to researchers working on the lean construction, BIM based rule-checking and linkeddata, as it demonstrates the power of the linked-data to check for constraint violations.
Further, the LDCC method can be combined with machine learning frameworks and
discrete-event simulation tools to reschedule the processes and aid decision making during
disruptions because the current state of work and the constraints are codified. In contrast with
prior studies focused on generating optimal construction schedules addressing constraints, such
as crew availability and material availability (Liu & Lu, 2018; Liu et al., 2020), LDCC method
does not require mathematical modelling of constraints to generate schedules. In addition,
LDCC eases this task by taking in construction constraints spanning multiple domains and
distributed over heterogeneous datasets from the user, converting them into a machine-readable
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format. The LDCC environment thus acts as a processing engine for simulations and machine
learning algorithms, where it is cumbersome to formulate numerous constraints
mathematically. For example, in the case of genetic algorithms, the LDCC environment can be
used to check the fitness value of the individuals when the constraints cannot be modeled a
priori. Similarly, for a reinforcement learning algorithm, LDCC can reside within the
environment to evaluate the reward for the actions taken by the agent. Thus, the proposed
LDCC can be used to automatically reschedule tasks to create a feasible look-ahead schedule
when there are disruptions, thereby supporting look-ahead planning. Next chapter describes the
development of two algorithms to generate LAS automatically, that makes use of the LDCC
method for constraint checking..
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6. AUTOMATING LOOK-AHEAD SCHEDULE
GENERATION
6.1.

Introduction
The previous chapter focused on codifying the construction process information using

linked-data principles and described LDCC to assist look-ahead planning. This chapter builds
upon those two pieces to generate LAS automatically using machine learning algorithms in
order to eliminate inefficiencies during the manual generation of LAS.
Look-Ahead-Scheduling is a type of RCPSP, that stand between overall project
coordination scheduling and planning for short-term weekly plans for crew-level
commitments, as explained in Subsection 2.1.2. Classic RCPSPs include schedules (at the
masterplan or phase plan level) characterized by a large number of activities, happening over
a long time (6 months to a few years) and constrained predominantly by precedence
relationships. On the other hand, LAS is characterized by a small number of activities
happening over a short time period (1 to 6 weeks) and constrained by a large number of factors
including but not limited to precedence relationships, workspace conflicts, logistic
requirements, and equipment operating criteria. In addition, the constraints in LAS are complex
and spans multiple domains which increase the complexity of the problem. Although there are
several algorithms to solve RCPSP (predominantly at masterplan and phase plan level), there
is a need to investigate the applicability of these algorithms to generate LAS, to accommodate
the differences between classic RCPSP and LAS generation problem.
In this chapter, I investigate two strategies to automate the generation of LAS. Exact
optimisation methods take a lot of time to solve fairly complex RCPSP such as LAS problem
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(Appendix L, Rodrigues & Yamashita, (2015)). Hence, they are not detailed in this chapter.
The first strategy employs a GA—a type of algorithm which has been effectively used to solve
RCPSP problems (Elbeltagi, Hegazy & Grierson, 2005; Faghihi et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2020)—
and it uses an activity-oriented serial generation scheme to generate LAS. The second strategy
makes use of reinforcement learning—recently used in solving highly constrained RCPSP
problems (Koulinas et al., 2018; Jedrzejowicz & Ratajczak-Ropel, 2014; Fonseca-Reyna et al.,
2019)—and takes a time-oriented parallel schedule generation scheme to generate LAS. Both
these strategies use the LDCC method described in Chapter 5 to evaluate the constraints,
thereby evaluating the applicability of using the dynamic constraint checking environment to
automate LAS generation. I compare these strategies to check their effectiveness in solving
LAS problems of increasing complexity through a series of experiments. By doing so, I can
compare the suitability of serial and parallel schedule generation schemes for LAS generation.
The rest of the chapter is divided into five sections. Section 6.2 defines the LAS
problem, Section 6.3 describes how to model it using a GA, and Section 6.4 describes how to
model it using reinforcement learning. In Section 6.5, computational experiments are
performed to test both approaches and compare them on the basis of the project duration and
CPU time. Finally, Section 6.6 summarizes the chapter.

6.2.

Formulating the LAS problem
The objective of the look -ahead planning is to the schedule the activities such that the

project execution time and the cost of the projects are minimised. The LAS problem can be
formulated as a maximisation problem as below:Maximise:
W1 x FA+ W2 x FR
Where:
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𝐹𝐴 =

1000
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑛

1
𝐹𝑅 = −
∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖
100
𝑖=1

Here W1 and W2 are weight determined for the time and costs respectively. These may be
altered as per the requirements of the project at the time of look-ahead planning. 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖 is the
cost of deploying a resource i.
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖 = 𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + (𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡)
∗ 𝑁𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑
Dtotal is the Total duration assigned, and Nassigned= Number of activities the resources are
assigned.
Subject to the constraints:
1. Precedence constraint: 𝐹ℎ ≤ 𝐹𝑖 − 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑖 = 2, … 𝑗; ℎ ∈ 𝑃𝑖 ;
2. Discrete resource constraint: ∑𝑖∈𝐴(𝑡) 𝑟𝑖𝑘 ≤ 𝑅𝑘 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾, 𝑡 ≥0 ; and
3. Other site-based constraint violations: Nc =0.
Here 𝐹ℎ is the finish time of the predecessor activity h, where Pi is the set of predecessor
activities for the activity i. 𝐹𝑖 denoted the finish time of the activity i ∈ V (V is the series of
activities to be scheduled), 𝑑𝑖 represent the duration of activity i, and 𝑗 represent the index of
the last activity. rik represents the number of the renewable resource of type k ∈ K assigned to
the activity i for a unit time. The number of resources of type k available at each unit
time period is Rk . The parameters di, rik and Rk are all positive integers. A(t) is the set of all
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activities which require the resource k at the time period t. Nc is the number of constraint
violations detected by the LDCC method.

6.3.

Solving LAS problem using a GA
Genetic algorithms are a type of metaheuristic algorithms which take a population-

based evolution strategy to solve optimization problems in large search spaces. It mimics the
biological evolution process in combinatorial optimization problems (Holland, 1992). The
basic steps of a GA are represented in Figure 6.1, and Figure 6.2 shows how these steps can be
used to generate LAS.

Figure 6.1: Genetic algorithm steps
The first step in a GA is to create a population of possible solutions. The solutions are
called individuals or chromosomes. A fitness value is calculated for each individual in the
population, by minimising or maximising an objective function. Once the fitness value is
calculated, the best individuals (those with the best fitness) are selected, and a crossover
operation is applied to them. This crossover operation combines the genetic information of two
selected individuals, known as parents, to generate a new individual called offspring which will
have some qualities of the parents. Multiple such crossovers are performed to create a new
population. Once the new population is created (forming a new generation), some of the
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individuals in the new population are altered in a step known as mutation. The goal of mutation
is to maintain the genetic diversity of the population from previous generations (i.e. given some
weight to exploration). The cycle then starts again with each individual in the new generation
being evaluated for fitness. Multiple generations are executed to ensure an adequate balance
between exploration and exploitation of most promising individuals is produced. The
procedure is said to converge if, after a certain number of generations, it is unable to find
solutions with a better fitness value. The rest of Section 6.3 will describe the different steps in

Figure 6.2 LAS generation using genetic algorithm
the GA (as shown in Figure 6.2) such as population initialization, fitness evaluation, selection,
crossover and mutation for LAS generation.
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6.3.1. Population initialization
Each individual in the population needs to be represented mathematically to prepare for
the use of GA. This representation is called a chromosome, and the process of representing the
information is called encoding (Goldberg & Holland, 1988). For encoding schedule
information for GA, previous research (Kolisch & Hartmann, 2006) has shown activity list as
one of the best methods followed by using a schedule generation scheme, and thus I will follow
this approach to generate the LAS. In an activity list scheme, each activity is placed at a position
before all its successors and after all its predecessors. In the LAS problem, there are multiple
trades working in a space, and each space has a process to be completed comprising of multiple
activities in a sequence. Therefore, the activity list matrix (A) is created with m rows as
processes and n columns as activities associated to that process, where the right column
comprises of an activity which is the successor of the activity on the immediate left in that
column.
𝐴1,1
𝐴=[ ⋮
𝐴𝑚,1

⋯ 𝐴1,𝑛
⋱
⋮ ]
⋯ 𝐴𝑚,𝑛

Each row in the matrix represents a process. Each column in the matrix represents an activity
in that matrix. Some of the processes might not have the same number of activities. In such
cases, the last empty columns of the process with a lesser number of activities are replaced with
dummy activities. For example, if Process 1 has ten activities, and Process 2 contains seven
activities, the last three columns of Process 2 would be replaced by dummy activities.
To create a schedule from the activity list, a schedule generation scheme is used. There
are two types of schedule generation schemes: Serial schedule generation scheme (that is
activity-oriented) and parallel schedule generation scheme (that is time-oriented). Usually, the
output of the parallel schedule generation scheme is a subset of the serial schedule generation
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scheme. An activity-oriented serial schedule generation scheme is used for the current
implementation as it removes the issue of getting into a local optimum (Kolisch, 1996b).
However, it is difficult to evaluate the time-oriented disjunctive and parallel constraints while
using the serial schedule generation scheme. This problem can be mitigated by including the
constraints in the fitness evaluation phase using the dynamic constraint checking method
developed in the previous chapter. An activity list is converted to a schedule by adding the time
increments to the activities in the list. Therefore, the activity list matrix A is converted to a
Schedule matrix S by adding the start time of activities in place of the activity.
Before generating the initial population, the earliest start time and latest start time of
each activity in the process is calculated using the critical path method. This would help the
reduction of the search space. The first population of schedules is created by randomly
choosing the start time of each activity which lies between the earliest start and latest finish
time, satisfying the precedence and resource constraint. The earliest starting time is calculated
by considering each process starts at the zero-time instance. However, since a schedule with
earliest finish time may not satisfy the resource constraints, the latest finish time of the project
is the earliest finished time multiplied by a factor. The factor is dynamically created by iterating
to make sure that a certain number of schedules satisfies the precedence and resource
constraints can be created. To do this, a factor of 2 is used initially, and a certain number of
precedence feasible schedules are created. These schedules are checked for resource constraint
feasibility, and the schedules violating this constraint are eliminated. The total number of
feasible schedules (Both precedence and resource constraint) are counted. If the count is less
than a certain population count, the factor is increased, and the process is repeated, until a
certain number of feasible populations. Each chromosome in the population is represented by
the following matrix where S,m,n is the start time of the activity where m is the index of the
process and n is the index of the activity.
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𝑆1,1
𝑆=[ ⋮
𝑆𝑚,1

⋯
⋱
⋯

𝑆1,𝑛
⋮ ]
𝑆𝑚,𝑛

6.3.2. Fitness evaluation
The fitness of the chromosome indicates how good or bad a solution is in terms of an
objective function, and as I have explained before, in the context of GA, this serves as the
criteria to select a chromosome for the next generation, thus determining how the search of a
suitable schedule is driven. For the current case, the domain of the function is (- ∞,∞).
Therefore, the fitness function should consider all factors necessary for the generation of a
good LAS in its formulation. The LAS problem focuses on scheduling the activities in such a
way that there are no constraint violations. In addition, LAS should ensure that the resources
employed should be utilized to the maximum (so that the cost is reduced), and the processes
and activities to be scheduled should finish in the least amount of time (thereby reducing the
total cost, as there are indirect costs associated with the additional time for process completion).
Therefore, the fitness function will depend on:
1. Constraint satisfaction
2. Completion of the projects within minimal time
3. Lowest resource cost.
The constraint satisfaction is evaluated by LDCC, the SHACL-based dynamic
constraint checking framework introduced in the previous chapter. Each chromosome in the
population (i.e. a generated schedule) is converted to an RDF graph and is validated against
the different constraints (precedence, discrete, disjunctive, and logical constraints). If no
constraint is violated, a value zero is returned. Otherwise, the number of violations Nc is
returned.
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As chromosomes that do not satisfy all constraints are not really ‘fit’, we apply a penalty
to their fitness score. This penalty is proportional to the degree of violation and is much higher
than the normal fitness value (Smith & Raphael, 2013). Therefore, the first component (Fc) of
the fitness function (accounting for constraint violations) is given by (note that with this
formulation, solutions with no constraint violation get a value of zero):
𝐹𝑐 = −1000000 ∗ 𝑁𝑐
Secondly, to promote chromosomes finishing the project at an earlier time, the fitness
function should be inversely proportional to the end time. The second component (FA) precisely
captures that:

𝐹𝐴 =

1000
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

Finally, to accommodate the cost of hiring resource and ensuring that the resources are
used in a uniform manner, the third component of the fitness function (FR) is associated with
cost. Every resource is assumed to be hired for unit time costing (for example, cost is calculated
per hour, per day or per week depending on the resource). In addition, there are costs for
resources mobilization and demobilization of resources for each activity. The cost of deploying
resources i is given as:
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖 = 𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + (𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡)
∗ 𝑁𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑
Dtotal= Total duration assigned, Nassigned= Number of activities the resources are assigned

FR is calculated by reducing the cost of total resource usage.
𝑛

1
𝐹𝑅 = −
∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖
100
𝑖=1

Therefore, the final fitness function is given by:
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F=FC+FA+FR
The relative weights on the equation can be changed to accommodate different scenarios in
which criteria have different importance.

6.3.3. Selection
Once the fitness value of each individual in a population is calculated, the next step in
the GA is to perform a selection. After going through multiple selection strategies such as
roulette wheel, rank selection, and tournament selection, I chose the elitist strategy (Goldberg
& Holland, 1988), a selection method which ensures that individuals with the best fitness are
selected to remain in the next generation. Those individuals with maximum fitness are
identified as elite individuals and directly transferred to the next generation. Remaining
individuals are placed in a mating pool, where crossover and mutation operators will be applied
to them in order to create offspring. Crossover and mutation add diversity to the population,
resulting in wider exploration of the solution space and thus in higher chances of creating an
offspring that will lead to higher fitness values in subsequent generations. The elitist strategy
ensures that the best individuals survive into the next generation, thus accelerating the
convergence rate.

6.3.4. Crossover
Crossover is a genetic operator to combine two parents to create an offspring. For the
LAS problem, one-point crossover operator, well suited for RCPSP problem (Hartmann, 1998;
Elbeltagi, Hegazy & Grierson, 2005) is used. Whether a crossover operator is used or not is
determined by a set crossover probability Cprob. To apply the crossover operator, two-parent
chromosomes are selected. Each chromosome is represented as a matrix of size m x n, where
m is the number of processes, and n is the number of activities. The crossover point c is
randomly generated where c satisfies 0<c<n.
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Two parents, 𝐽𝑝 = (𝐽1𝑝 , … … . . 𝐽𝑛𝑝 ) and 𝐽𝑞 =(𝐽1𝑞 , … … . . 𝐽𝑛𝑞 ) are used to illustrate the
crossover operator. After a crossover point, c is generated, start times of the first 𝑐 activities of
the child Jd are selected from 𝐽𝑝 for all the processes.
𝐽𝑖𝑑 = 𝐽𝑖𝑃 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑐
The start times of the remaining n-c activities of Jd are selected from 𝐽𝑞 .
𝐽𝑖𝑑 = 𝐽𝑖𝑞 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑐 < 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
Resource distribution in the offspring would satisfy the resource constraint as the parent
satisfies resource constraint. To make sure that the crossover operation results in a precedence
feasible schedule, the offspring is then checked for precedence feasibility within the process.
If offspring fails the precedence check, the offspring is not added to the next generation, else it
added to the population of the next generation. This is illustrated in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Crossover operation illustration
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6.3.5. Mutation
The mutation operator changes certain genes in a population to maintain the diversity
of the population. Instead of using a uniform mutation operator, I use a non-uniform resource
operator so that initial generations have a higher mutation probability (and thus promoting
exploration of the solution space at the beginning of the process). The mutation probability
𝑔𝑒𝑛

𝑃𝑚

of a generation, gen is given by:
𝑔𝑒𝑛

𝑃𝑚

= 𝑀𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏.

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑔𝑒𝑛−𝑔𝑒𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑔𝑒𝑛−1

, 𝑔𝑒𝑛 = 1, … … , 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑔𝑒𝑛 (Lin, Zhu & Gao, 2020).

Where Mprob= mutation probability used for the initial population, gen=current generation number,
maxgen= is the maximum number of generations

The mutation operator for a chromosome moves the genes a time step backwards. This
increases the fitness of the individual because, all other things remaining equal, an earlier
project finish leads to a better individual.

6.4.

Solving LAS problem using RL
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is an area of machine learning inspired by how learning

takes place in nature, wherein the actions taken by an entity (called an agent) are dependent on
the outcomes obtained from previous actions. Positive rewards would reinforce the behaviour
or give extra weight to that particular action and the actions leading to it and vice versa (see
Figure 6.4). RL is built on top of Markov Decision Processes (Sutton & Barto, 2018) and differs

Figure 6.4: Reinforcement learning model
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from supervised learning since it does not require labelled input-output pairs for learning to
happen (Kaelbling, Littman & Moore, 1996). This is ideal for LAS generation as the states of
a construction project are unique and a dataset of actions and consequences are non-existent,
thus, making it challenging to apply supervised machine learning. Formally a reinforcement
model consists of the following:
•

A discrete set of states, S;

•

A discrete set of agent actions, A; and

•

A set of scalar rewards.

For every state, an agent takes action based on the reward obtained when the same state was
visited previously. The role of an agent is to find a policy π, which maps states to actions such
that reward is maximized.
In LAS generation process, the project manager chooses a project strategy similar to
how an agent in RL algorithm takes action. At every time frame in a project, the state of the
project can be represented as a combination of a set of activities that are complete, a set of
activities in progress, a set of activities that can be done, and the number of resources available
to execute the task. The project state resembles the state in an RL problem. Based on this
information about the project state, the project manager iterates over multiple project execution
strategy. Each strategy is evaluated based on the advantages and disadvantages and scored
relatively, and the best strategy is taken. These scores are similar to the reward in an RL
problem. Thus, when LAS is modeled as an RL problem, the role of the agent would do the
tasks of the project manager.

6.4.1. Q-Learning
Q-learning is a subset of model-free reinforcement learning (i.e. it does not require a
model of the environment to operate). It is not possible to use model-based algorithms for the
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LAS problem, as the states and the transitions probabilities are not known in advance but are
generated during algorithm execution. Q-learning stores only states and actions to determine
the policy and discards the remaining information. Hence, Q-Learning is computationally
cheaper when compared to other reinforcement learning algorithms as it required less memory.
As in Reinforcement Learning in general, the goal of Q-learning is to learn a policy,
which tells an agent an optimal action to be taken for a state. The focus of the reinforcement
learning algorithm is to find a balance between exploration and exploitation. (Kaelbling,
Littman & Moore, 1996). There is a Q-value for every state-action pair denoted as 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎), and
it serves to determine what action would be taken for that state.
𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝑟 + 𝛾 max 𝑄(𝑠 ′ , 𝑎′ )
𝑎′

The Q-value is initialized randomly at first for all state-action pairs. Then it is updated
after every timestep using the Bellman equation, which tells us that the maximum future reward
is the sum of reward the agent received for entering the current state and the maximum future
reward for the next state s′. The main concept behind Q-learning is a value iteration update. On
a single state s and action a, we can express Q-value Q(s, a) of state action pair recursively, in
terms of the Q-value of the next state s′: The value of the current Q-value is dependent on the
reward of the future states that the action on current state would have. The discount factor γ
determines the relevance of future rewards. A factor of 0 for the discount factor would mean
that the agent is short-sighted and does not rely on the future rewards; whereas a factor of 1
means that the agent would strive for a long-term high reward. The Q-learning equation is
given by:
𝑄𝑡+1 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) = 𝑄𝑡 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) + 𝛼(𝑟𝑡+1 + 𝛾 max 𝑄𝑡 (𝑠𝑡+1 , 𝑎) − 𝑄𝑡 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ))
𝑎
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Where α is the learning rate that controls how big is the difference between previous and new
Q-value, the learning rate determines the extent to which the newly acquired information is
used. A learning rate of 0 means that the agent relies on exploiting the existing information,
whereas a value of 1 means that the agent relies on the latest information and completely
ignores any prior knowledge. Q-values are initialized randomly. Then, they are updated as the

Figure 6.5: Q-Learning steps
agent takes action, and the reward is obtained from the environment. In most cases, Q-values
start to converge after many iterations. Converged set of Q-values can be used for determining
actions for each state. The Q learning steps are represented in Figure 6.5.
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6.4.2. Modelling LAS problem
This section describes how the LAS problem is modeled using Q-Learning. To model
the LAS problem, the time-oriented parallel schedule generation scheme is adopted (Kolisch,
1996b) over activity-oriented serial schedule generation scheme. The parallel schedule
generation scheme is a time focused scheduling scheme consisting of N time periods. For each
time period, a set of activities is scheduled. This scheme is applicable for LAS problem as it
would cater to time-dependent constraints such as disjunctive constraint. In addition, it is

Figure 6.6 : Q-learning workflow for LAS generation
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suitable to model Q-learning using a parallel generation scheme as each time step can be
considered as a state. Figure 6.6 shows the workflow for modelling a LAS generation using Qlearning. State representation, Action representation, and Reward formulation are detailed in
subsections 6.4.2.1, 6.4.2.2 and 6.4.2.3, respectively.
The first step in the Q-Learning workflow is the initialization of the environment, which
is a simulation representing the construction site. Each state of the environment consists of
activities completed, activities in progress, activities that need to be scheduled and the
resources available at each time period. For the first initialization, the processes, their
associated activities, and resources available, are imported from the information model and
represented as a state matrix (to be detailed in 6.4.2.1). Processes are the major work packages,
and the activities are the operations that need to be performed as a sequence for that process to
be completed. The number of episodes Q-learning would run is also set during the initialization.
The second step is to generate the Q-table. Q-Table is a lookup table where the
maximum expected future rewards for action at each state is stored. Every row in the Q-table
represents a state. It is not possible to know the number of states that would appear during the
learning. Hence, the Q table is first generated with a single row representing the initials state.
A new row is added when there is a new state after an action is taken. The columns in the Qtable represent the combination of activities that could be scheduled. Hence, the first Q-table
would represent the initial state and possible action combinations. There would be 2n action
combinations hence 2n columns in the Q-table, where n is the number of processes. Every cell
is initialized to zero.
Once a Q-table is generated, the environment gives the agent possible action
combinations for the initial state. The agent takes action based on the Q-values of the state. In
this context, an action is the activity combination that would be executed in this time period.
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Based on the action, the environment returns the reward (detailed in 6.4.2.3), the next state and
increments the time period. Once the reward is obtained, the Q-table is updated based on the
returned reward and the Q-learning equation. The agent then takes action (schedules a set of
possible activities) for the new state. This cycle is continued until all the activities are
scheduled. Once all the activities are scheduled, an episode is complete. At this stage, the Qtable would be populated with a certain number of rows, with respect to the number of states
visited in this episode. Once an episode is completed, every activity would be assigned a start
time and the required resource constituting to the LAS. However, this LAS is not the optimal
LAS.
After an episode is completed, the environment is reset, and the next episode is started
reusing the Q-table from the previous episode. By doing so, the agent learns from actions in
past episodes and keep updating it with new actions. New states might be added to the Q-table
as the agent might have visited a new state in the second episode, as the Q-learning not only
exploits the existing knowledge but also explores the state space for new knowledge. This
means that the agent gains a little more knowledge with each episode. This cycle continues
until a set number of episodes are completed. The LAS generated as the result of the last
episode is reported back to the user.
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6.4.2.1.

State

Reinforcement learning algorithms use an incomplete Markov Decision Process
framework to derive optimal strategies. Hence, every state in the reinforcement learning
problem should be a Markov state (Sutton & Barto, 2018). This means that all the future states
should depend on the current state and not on the events which occurred before. For the LAS
problem, each state would correspond to the construction site characteristics at a time period.
Therefore, each state (S) represents the outcome of previous actions, and comprises of the

Figure 6.7: State in a LAS- Q-Learning problem
following piece of information (refer to Figure 6.7):
1. Possible activities: These includes activities that can be started. All the
preceding activities in the process needs to be completed for an activity to be
started.
2. Available resources: The current availability of the resources should be
present in the state information as it would be required to assess which actions
can be performed later.
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3. Activities in progress: The state would give information on the activities in
progress. Future states need this information to assess the activities that can be
scheduled next.
The state (S) of the LAS problem can be represented by the following.
𝑆 = [𝑋, 𝑅]
Where X is a m x n matrix representing the activity state with m processes and n activities, and
R is 1 x k matrix representing resource availability of k resource types.
𝑋1,1
𝑋=[ ⋮
𝑋𝑚,1

⋯
⋱
⋯

𝑋1,𝑛
⋮ ]
𝑋𝑚,𝑛

Rows in X denote processes. Columns in X denote the activities under each process. Value of
each cell in X denotes the state of that activity.
𝑋𝑚,𝑛 = -1(if the task has not started)
𝑋𝑚,𝑛 j = -2(if the task need not be visited)
𝑋𝑚,𝑛 = duration m,n (if the task has ended)
0<𝑋𝑚,𝑛 j< duration I,j (if the task is in progress)
Matrix X gives information on activities in progress as well as activities that can be started.
The activities that can be started are the ones whose preceding activities in the process are
completed. As in the chromosome of a GA, the number of activities might not be the same for
all the processes. Hence dummy activities are added to the last few columns to make the matrix
rectangular. Dummy activities are marked a random negative value to inform that the algorithm
that it may not be visited. In the current formulation, such dummy activities were marked as 2.
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Array R represents the resource availability in each state and is represented as a 1 x k
matrix, where each cell represents the number of items available of a resource type j € k.
𝑅 = [𝑥

0 …

0]

𝑅𝑖=0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
𝑅𝑖=x, 𝑖𝑓 x number of that resource type are 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

6.4.2.2.

Action

At each state, the agent takes action from the available ones, which depicts the
combination of activities that can be executed at that time period. There might be multiple
combinations that can be performed, as shown in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8: Action combinations
To model the action, there is no need to represent all the activities. As the activities
happen only in a sequence, giving a binary value to the process would determine whether the
next possible activity in that process is executed. Consider matrix Ai that represents an action
combination
𝐴𝑖 = [0 1

… 0]

Each column in Ai represents the process at that index. A value of 1 means that the next activity
corresponding to the process needs to be executed and zero means that the activity need not be
executed.
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𝐴𝑗 = [1

1 … 1]

Similarly, Aj means that activities under all the processes, which are to be executed next should
be started.
𝐴𝑘 = [0 0 …

0]

Also, Ak means that activities no activities should be started. So, the action space is a
combination of all these action combinations. Therefore, since each column is binary, every 2n
possible combinations that can be performed in every state, where n is the number of processes,
hence, the action space can be presented as a matrix A.
0
𝐴 = [⋮
0

⋯ 0
⋱ ⋮]
⋯ 𝑜

Rows denote a list of action combinations. There would be 2n rows. Columns denote the
process whose next possible activity must be started. The agent takes action by choosing one
of the action combinations that can be executed (as reported by the environment).
Despite several action selection methods have been proposed in literature, I chose to
follow an adaptive ε-greedy method (Richard S. Sutton, 2008) as this is a straight forward
algorithm that aims at attaining global optimum by making locally optimal choices. In the εgreedy method, the agent behaves greedily by selecting an action combination with the
maximum Q-value for most of the time. However, to promote exploration, with a small
probability ε, the agent selects a random action. To choose an action, the agent looks up the Qtable. The number of columns in Q-table equals number of rows in the A. Therefore, each
column in Q-table is mapped to a row in the A. The agent chooses a combination by referencing
the Q-table entry with the highest value for that state or by random. If the row corresponding
to the Q-table entry is not found in the list of rows returned from the environment, a negative
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reward is instantly given so that in the next iteration of the state, that particular value is not
chosen.

6.4.2.3.

Reward

The reward in Reinforcement Learning problems determines how good or bad the
action was taken by the agent is, thus influencing its future behaviour. The LAS problem
focuses on ensuring the works are scheduled in such a way that there is no constraint, the
resources employed should be utilized to the maximum (so that the cost is reduced), and the
processes and activities to be scheduled should finish in the least amount of time (thereby
reducing the total cost, as there are indirect costs associated with the additional time for process
completion), and the cost for hiring resources. As the reward determines how the agent chooses
the next action, in the context of the LAS problem and similarly to the fitness value in the GA,
the reward is a function of
1) Constraint satisfaction
2) Completion of activities and processes
3) Resource cost
Constraint satisfaction is determined by the linked-data based constraint checking
algorithm determined in the previous chapter. Every time the agent takes action, the constraint
checking module in the environment checks for constraint violations (precedence, discrete,
disjunctive, logical constraints), returning 0 if no constraint is violated, and the number of
violations Nc otherwise. Although there are provisions to determine the severity of constraint
violations, I have opted for not implementing them and consider all violations equally severe.
Again, to ensure that the agent does not choose solutions with constraint violation, a penalty
function is applied. The penalty is proportional to the degree of violation and is much higher
than the reward function (Smith & Raphael, 2013) so that the agent refrains from taking actions
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resulting in a constraint violation. Therefore, the reward component for constraint violation Rc
is given by:
𝑅𝑐 = −1000000 ∗ 𝑁𝑐
More processes and activities completing in a time period means that the productivity
in the time period would be higher. To ensure that productivity is higher, a positive reward is
given to the activities that are progressing and completed. This reward is computed after every
action. This is obtained by adding all element in matrix (X’), where X’ is obtained by
subtracting the Activity state matrix (refer to 6.4.2.1) after taking action (Xt+1) from the activity
state matrix before taking action (Xt ). Here we are assuming that the activity durations are the
same. Therefore, the cost of activity would remain the same and the indirect cost would be the
dependent factor in the cost computation. The reward component for activity completion Ra is
given by:
𝑅𝑎 = 1000 ∗ 𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 (𝑋𝑡+1 − 𝑋𝑡 )
The last reward component to be modeled for LAS is the cost for resources. The logic
for the resource cost mentioned in the fitness evaluation of GA (refer to 6.3.2) is used here.
Every resource is assumed to be hired for unit time costing. In addition, there are costs for
resources mobilization and demobilization of resources for each activity. The cost of deploying
resources i is given as:
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖 = 𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + (𝑀𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 + 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡)
∗ 𝑁𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑
Dtotal= Total duration assigned, Nassigned= Number of activities the resources are
assigned
The reward for Rr is calculated by reducing the cost of total resource usage.
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𝑛

1
𝑅𝑟 = −
∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖
100
𝑖=1

Therefore, the total reward for the agent is given by:
𝑅 = 𝑅𝑐 + 𝑅𝑎 + 𝑅𝑟
As in the case of GA, the relative weights on the equation can be changed to
accommodate different scenarios in which criteria have different importance.

6.5.

Computational Experiments
This section presents the results obtained from a series of experiments to measure the

efficiency of both the proposed GA and reinforcement learning algorithm to solve the LAS
problem. The algorithms were coded in python and executed on a workstation PC with the
configuration shown in Table 6.1
Table 6.1: Details of the computer in which the experiments were run
Category
System model
Processor
Available OS memory

Details
HP Z440 Workstation
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz (16 CPUs)
32GB RAM

Table 6.2 lists the values used in the different experiments for all parameters for the
genetic and reinforcement learning algorithms. These parameters were obtained by testing the
developed algorithms with various cases and scenarios and choosing an optimal value.
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Table 6.2: Parameters for the computational experiment
Algorithm
GA

Reinforcement Learning

Parameter
Crossover probability
Mutation probability
Population size
Number of generations
Learning rate
Discount factor
Number of episodes

Value
0.8
0.2
100
100
0.4
0.6
30

6.5.1. Comparison with traditional methods
To compare the performance of the developed algorithm with the traditional methods,
a test case was prepared with three processes containing four activities each, as shown in Table
6.3. Precedence constraints, resource constraints and disjunctive constraints were present in the
test case. Four strategies were used to generate the LAS for the data specified in Table 6.3.
These strategies are:
1. Critical path method
2. Critical path method combined with the manual method
3. Automated method using developed GA
4. Automated method using developed RL

Table 6.3: Input parameters
Process
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
C
C
C
C

Activity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Duration
3
4
2
4
2
1
5
3
1
4
3
2

Precedence Resource constraint
R1
1
R2
2
R3
3,11
R3
R3
1,5
R1
6
R3
7
R2
R1
9
R2
6,10
R1
11
R3

Disjunctive
8

2,12

8
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Gantt charts developed using each of these methods are presented in Figure 6.9. Table 6.4
compares the results of the LAS generation process using different strategies.

Figure 6.9: Gantt chart developed using different strategies

Table 6.4: Comparison of the results

Critical path method
Critical path method + Manual
method
GA
RL

Project
duration
13
25

Time taken
2 seconds
15 minutes

Number of constraint
violations
6
0

22
20

15 seconds
2 seconds

0
0
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The best project duration was obtained using the critical path method. However, this
LAS generated using critical path method had a number of constraint violations requiring
manual intervention. The manual removal of constraints from the LAS generated during the
critical path method took a long time even for the small problem. LAS generation using GA
and RL resulted in automatically generating a LAS without any constraint violations. GA took
15 seconds to compute it and RL took just 2 seconds.

6.5.2. Influence of the number of resource types
Unlike a classic RCPSP, the LAS problem has a huge number of resource types
(equipment’s, crews, workspaces, objects, etc.), meaning that they have a considerably higher
number of constraints that need to be solved. This section explores the performance of the
proposed algorithms with respect to an increasing amount of resources as shown in Table 6.5 .
The inputs specified in Table 6.5 were fed into the developed GA and RL algorithm and the
results are presented in Figure 6.10.

Table 6.5: Input data
Number of
Resource
type
5
10
15
20
50
100

Number of
Processes

Number of
Activities

Number of Constraints
Precedence

Discrete

Disjunctive

Logical

10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10

113
105
102
103
115
101

10
20
30
40
100
200

2
2
5
12
19
90

2
5
7
10
25
50
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Table 6.6 compares the project duration and processing time of the GA and the
reinforcement learning algorithm for different resource types. It is clear from the results that
the reinforcement learning algorithm fares better both in terms of the project duration (i.e. the
best solution found) and the processing time (i.e. time taken to find it). Project duration of the
GA for the number of resource type= 5 is similar to the reinforcement learning algorithm.

Reinforcement learning episodes
Project duration (Hours)

0

10

20

30

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Genetic algorithm generations
GA-5

GA-10

GA-15

RL-5

RL-10

RL-15

Reinforcement learning episodes
Project duration (Hours)

0

10

20

30

1200
1000
800
600

400
200
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Genetic algorithm generations
GA-20

GA-50

GA-100

RL-20

RL-50

RL-100

Figure 6.10: Influence of increasing number of resource type
However, as the complexity increases, the RL approach tends to find better solutions (in terms
of shorter project durations) than the GA.
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Table 6.6: Comparison of Genetic and Reinforcement learning algorithms
Number
of
resource
types
5
10
15
20
50
100

Project duration (hours)

Processing time (s)

GA

Reinforcement Learning

GA

Reinforcement
Learning

208
357
401
700
707
829

205
244
179
245
275
297

515
743
961
670
1773
1384

27
23
19
26
41
65

6.5.3. Influence on the number of processes and activities
LAS problem has a huge number of interdependent activities. To emulate the
dependence on the number of activities, the GA and the reinforcement learning were tested for
performance against the number of increasing processes and an increasing number of activities.
Eight scenarios were created manually to test the dependency of the algorithms on an
increasing number of processes and activities. Scenario S1 has the least number of process and
activity, whereas scenario S8 has the highest number of activity and process. The scenarios and
the inputs are given in Table 6.7. The inputs specified in Table 6.7 was fed into the GA and
RL, and the results of convergence are shown in Figure 6.11.
Table 6.7: Input data to the algorithm
Scenario

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

Scale

25
50
75
100
50
100
150
200

Number
Number Number
of
of
of
Processes Activities Resource
type
5
5
10
5
10
10
5
15
10
5
20
10
10
5
10
10
10
10
10
15
10
10
20
10

Number of Constraints
Precedence

Discrete

Disjunctive

Logical

26
57
81
107
58
102
152
206

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

2
5
8
3
1
6
2
3

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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As the scale and complexity of the problem increases, the time for convergence is longer,
as shown in Figure 6.11. For GA, the number of generations required for convergence increases
as the scale and complexity of the problem increases. When the scale and complexity are lower
(S1, S2, S5), the solutions converged in 20 generations, however for the scenarios with
medium-scale and complexity (S4, S7, S6) the solutions converged around 60 generations. For
scenario S8, GA did not converge to a solution even after 100 generations. For RL, the
scenarios S1, S2, S3, solutions converged around the 3rd episode whereas S7 converged around
the 6th episode. Scenario with the highest number of activity and process combination S8
converged around the 10th episode. In the case of S6, the solution converged to a solution that
did not have the lowest duration. This is because the reward is not just comprised of the project
duration but also resource availability. When comparing the processing times for generating
solutions for different scenarios of increasing scale and complexity, the reinforcement learning
algorithm fared significantly better than the GA in terms of CPU time, as shown in
Table 6.8. However, when comparing the project duration for activities with lower scale
and complexity (S1, S2, S5), GA fares better than the reinforcement algorithm. However, as
the scale and complexity increase, the GA loses its efficiency and ends up with worse solutions,
whereas reinforcement learning algorithm shows a better capacity at finding good solutions.
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Figure 6.11: Influence on number of processes and activities

Table 6.8 : Comparison of Genetic and Reinforcement learning algorithms
Scenario
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

Project duration (hours)

Processing time (s)

GA

Reinforcement Learning

GA

31
77
240
404
112
396
820
2703

63
114
177
196
118
205
309
304

54
138
457
753
138
848
2060
6323

Reinforcement
Learning
3
6
11
15
14
22
52
105
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6.5.4. Discussion
Traditional methods for the generation of LAS was compared against the automated
generation of LAS using GA and RL developed in this chapter. The results from the
comparison reveal that the developed algorithms can generate a constraint-free LAS within a
short duration in comparison with manual LAS generation. This demonstrates the capability of
the developed algorithms to support look-ahead planning by generating LAS for different
scenarios in near real-time, thus helping the engineers to assess the influence of different
strategies and constraints on the project duration. When integrated with a costing software,
these methods can be used to generate different cost profile to perform a cost-benefit analysis
of different scenarios.
Also, experiments in this section have compared the results of the computational
experiment conducted to solve the LAS problem using the LDCC method to evaluate the
goodness of candidate solutions. From the results of these experiments, it can be concluded
that the GA performs better than the reinforcement learning algorithm when the number of
constraints and the scale and complexity of the problem is lower. However, when the number
of constraints and the scale and complexity of the problem is higher, the reinforcement learning
algorithm fares better than GA. As the number of resource types increases, the number of
constraints increases, and the GA is slower as well as prone to produce a schedule with longer
project duration.
The lower performance of the GA can be attributed to the convergence to a local
optimum primarily due to the lack of diversity of the initial population. If the search space is
relatively small (when the constraints are fewer) the initial population can cover most of it, and
the GA converges to a good solution (often better than the one from the reinforcement learning
algorithm). To define a good initial population, all the constraints need to be mathematically
defined. However, this is not possible as the constraint definition takes place during the look182
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ahead planning phase by trained engineers who may not be an expert in mathematical
modelling. Instead, the constraint creation is supported by a prototype described in Chapter 5.
The framework is designed to check for the violation of constraints by traversing over
heterogeneous datasets. This aspect of constraint checking is embedded into the fitness function
to guide to solutions with constraint satisfaction. However, this phase takes place after the
initial population generation and does not help in the generation of a good quality initial
population. This limits the efficiency of the GA.
Although GA is dependent on the initial population, reinforcement learning does not
have this issue. Unlike GA, reinforcement learning is not a population-based method. In
reinforcement learning, learning takes place as in nature, wherein the actions taken by an entity
is dependent on the results of the rewards and punishments obtained from the previous actions.
These types of algorithms are suited to work with the constraint checking mechanism
mentioned in the previous chapter as the reward is obtained from the response of the
environment, and actions are based on the environment. The constraint checking environment
will act as the environment in the reinforcement learning setup, and the reward includes
information about constraint violations. Therefore, each action will make use of the power of
the constraint checking environment in RL, whereas GA uses the power of constraint checking
environment only after obtaining a full solution. This results in faster convergence than the
GA.
In contrast with GA using serial schedule generation scheme, using a parallel schedule
generation scheme enables RL to construct the LAS incrementally. The constraints in LAS are
predominantly time-oriented such as disjunctive constraints. Also, the activities in the LAS are
highly interdependent. Therefore, an algorithm which uses parallel schedule generation
scheme, which in this case is reinforcement learning would have better efficiency than the one
which uses serial schedule generation scheme, as the parallel generation scheme allows
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incremental construction of LAS leveraging the power of LDCC method using each increment.
This reduces the number of inefficient full solutions being developed.

6.6.

Summary
This chapter focused on generating LAS automatically with two different

computational techniques. The LAS problem was modeled using both an activity-oriented GA
and a time-oriented RL. Both these methods used LDCC method developed in Chapter 5 to
evaluate complex construction constraints. The developed methods could generate constraintfree LAS automatically faster than the manual methods. Further, the influence of the number
of resource types and the scale of the problem on these algorithms were evaluated through a
series of experiments and the results were presented in this section. The experiments showed
that the GA fared better than reinforcement learning algorithm for problems with lower scale
and complexity. However, as the scale and the complexity increased, the reinforcement
learning algorithm has higher performance over the GA.
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7. IMPLEMENTATION STUDY
7.1.

Introduction
This chapter presents the implementation of the data-driven decision-support tools

developed in the previous chapters on a real construction project. The implementation study is
conducted to investigate the applicability and limits of both the LDCC method and LAS
generation methods when they are applied in a real project environment. This study focused on
determining the accuracy of constraint violation identification for the LDCC method and the
ability to generate a conflict-free LAS for the automated LAS generation methods.
A worked example of a real case (the water project, introduced in Chapter 4) followed
by the feedback from practitioners, was used for demonstrating the capability of the developed
methods. The LDCC prototype was used to import planning information from the 4D model
and collate it with 1) process information generated during look-ahead planning meetings and
2) the process information recorded in method statements. The construction planning
information imported from the 4D model was enriched with the information from the meetings
and method statements, using the developed prototype web application. Construction process
information, including constraints, was among the collected information.
After the import, a LAS generated by the practitioners was checked for constraint
violation using the LDCC method and execution times for the tasks were removed from the
codified information manually. The machine learning methods (GA and RL) discussed in
Chapter 6 were used to automatically generate a LAS each, using the codified information.
These two LAS were analyzed manually to check for constraint violations and then compared
against the LAS generated by the practitioners. Deviations between both LAS were studied and
then presented back to the practitioners to collect their feedback.
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The rest of the chapter describes the testing in detail and is divided into five sections:
Section 6.2 describes the case used for the study and informs the reader about the processes
and sub-activities scheduled during the period, and the resources associated to these activities.
Section 6.3 details how the data is imported into the LDCC to perform constraint checking.
Section 6.4 presents the results of constraint checking using LDCC and describes the feedback
from the practitioners on the results. Section 6.5 presents the results of the LAS generation,
and Section 6.6 presents the summary.

7.2.

Case study description
The Water project introduced in Chapter 4 was used as a case study for the evaluation.

In Chapter 4, I studied several sites in the central section of the Water project to identify
codification challenges. However, for the implementation study, a site from the east section of
the Water project was selected because this section uses state-of-the-art 4D BIM based
collaborative process to validate the construction programme. . The digital strategy followed
in this section, one of the finalists in the model-based planning competition in Bentley’s Year
in Infrastructure 2019, has helped to manage logistics of the highly congested construction site
situated within a dense residential area resulting in better productivity. Using this case for the
implementation of the LDCC and the LAS generation method would enable a comparison with
the state-of-the-art in practice, as this case pioneers the use of 4D BIM for look-ahead planning.
For the implementation study, the focus was on a 30-day period for the treatment plant site in
the Water project, which housed construction activities for a slurry treatment plant. During the
30-day period, two main construction processes were planned to be carried in the treatment
plant site.
1)

Muck bin construction: Muck bins are the components in the slurry treatment plant
which collects the sludge from the slurry. The work package related to muck bin
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construction includes work required for the construction of three muck bins (Bin A,
Bin B and Bin C).
2)

Slurry Treatment Plant (STP) foundation: The Slurry Treatment Plant (STP)
foundation process is associated with building the reinforced concrete foundations for
the plants.

Figure 7.1 shows the areas for construction for these activities in the construction site.
Activities associated with Muck bin construction and STP foundation processes that are
planned for the period of focus are given in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.1: STP foundation and Muck bin construction areas
Resources (Plants and equipment) that are available for the construction processes and
their assignment are shown in Table 7.2. Resources are shared between the processes Muck bin
construction Bin B and Bin C. However, the processes Muckbin construction A and STP
Foundation have resources available to them exclusively. The next section describes how this
information is imported to the LDCC prototype.
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Table 7.1 Processes and sub-activities
Process
Muck bin
construction

Bin A

Bin B

Bin C

STP foundation

Sub-activities
Steel Delivery Bin A, Excavate to Prop Level & Create sump,
Crop Piles and Cut Steel, Install River Wall Connection,
Install Prop, Excavate to Base Level, Crop Piles - Ensure reo
left for slab tie ins, Pour Blinding, Final Trim Piles - Integrity
Test - Prep Base
Steel Base and Wall Starters, Inspection, Bin B Pour 1 - Base,
Formwork for Kicker, Bin B Pour 2 - Kicker, Curing time
(strike shutters), Remove Propping, Steel Walls
Final Trim Piles - Integrity Test - Prep Base, Steel Base and
Wall Starters, Inspection, Bin C Pour 1 - Base, Formwork for
Kicker, Curing time (strike shutters), Bin C Pour 2 - Kicker,
Remove Propping
Placing Bottom Matt Steel (Outside Tanks), Concrete
downstand Beam, Install Recess B6-3 + Levelled, Install
Recess B6-2 + Levelled, Install Recess B6-1 + Levelled,
Install Perimeter Shutters, Concrete Curing (To Strike
Shutters), Placing Steel Top Matt B6-3, Placing Steel Top
Matt B6-2, Placing Steel Top Matt B6-1, Strike Shutters (All
bases and Perimeter), Steel delivery, Install Screed Rails +
Levels, Prep area and blind southwest near siltbuster, Pour
Watertight Concrete in Recess (Following Tank Install),
Placing Top Matt Steel (Outside Tanks), Install Screed Rails
+ Levels, Concrete Curing, Placing Steel Bottom Matt B3-2,
Placing Steel Bottom Matt B4, Placing Bottom Matt Steel
(Outside Tanks), Excavate and surface prep for civil works
(750mm Trench for recess), Strike Shutters (All bases and
Perimeter), Prefabrication of Recess B5, Blinding, Placing
Steel Top Matt B3-2, Placing Steel Top Matt B4, Placing Top
Matt Steel (Outside Tanks), Install Perimeter Shutters,
Excavate WTP Temporary Slab LA, Steel delivery, Pour,
desanding building slab, place steel for desanding building
slab, Concrete Curing, steel delivery, Blinding WTP
Temporary Slab LA, Strike Shutters (All bases and Perimeter),
placing steel for b5 Beam
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Table 7.2: Equipment assignment
Equipment
Quantity STP foundation Muck Bin construction
22t excavator + breaker
1
X
6t dumper
1
X
40T crawler crane
1
X
ABI TM 14/17 Leader Rig
1
X
Forklift
2
X
8t excavator
2
X
Roller
1
X
25t excavator
2
X
40 T telescopic crane
2
X
Pile cropper
2
X
5t Excavator
2
X

7.3.

Data import and enrichment
In the state-of-the-art practice in the construction site, schedule data for the 30 days was

collated in the form of a 4D BIM file. The planners created the schedule in a planning software
which was imported to the 4D BIM package by the digital engineer at the construction site.
The BIM was linked to the schedule within the 4D BIM package to create a 4D model. This
4D model is used in the look-ahead meetings for decision-support. During the look-ahead
planning meetings, planned activities for the look-ahead window are discussed with
subcontractors and project engineers to check for feasibility. Construction sequence and
requirements for sub-activities of a process are developed during this meeting. Based on the
discussion, 3D elements, including resources and formwork, are added onto the 4D model to
replicate the construction process. The construction sequence is then codified into a
construction programme in the 4D BIM model. In addition, the constraints and requirements
for the processes are recorded and developed in the form of method statements for planned
processes. However, only the 4D BIM model is in a machine-readable format and used for
applications such as BIM based rule-checking. The requirements and constraints are recorded
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as method statements in PDF format. These PDF documents are intended to be used as a
reference for the engineers on the site. The lack of semantics in the machine-readable
construction process information greatly contributes to the codification challenge discussed in
Chapter 4.
The proposed LDCC method has a significant advantage over the conventional method
as it codifies the constraints and requirements in the construction process information into a
machine-readable form so that BIM based rule-checking can be applied. To import the codified
information into the prototype web application, the workflow discussed in Chapter 5 was
followed. Geometry and project information in the 4D BIM model was converted to IFC using
the inbuilt IFC exporter of the 4D BIM package. Then, the IFC file was converted to ifcOWL
schema using the IFC2RDF converter (Vu Hoang, Nam Törmä, 2015) and stored as an RDF
graph. Finally, construction process information in the form of RDF graph was imported to the
prototype web application. The model UI after the import is shown in Figure 7.2. Sub-activities
and constraints were added to the processes from the method statements manually. User
interface outputs after adding sub-activities are shown in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.2: Data imported to the LDCC prototype
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Figure 7.3: Task edit UI showing sub activities details added to the processes
Five activities can be seen in the left panel, of which BIN A is selected and their finer details
and sub-activities shown in the right panel
The dates of the sub-activities were added as per the information in the method
statements and construction plan. A total of 81 sub-activities for four processes (Slurry
treatment plant foundation, Muck Bin A, Muck Bin B and Muck Bin C) were added.
Information concerning the processes and sub-activities are stored as RDF graphs in the
prototype web application. Triples in the RDF graph are stored in the triple store.
Constraints were added to the sub-activities and the resources. A discrete resource
constraint (ensuring that used resources do not exceed the number of resources available at any
point) was added to each type of resource. Finish-to-start precedence relationships were added
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Figure 7.4: Task edit UI showing resource details and constraint details added to the
processes for BIN C
to the sub-activities in the processes. Some activities, such as STP foundation process subactivities Concrete downstand Beam and Install Recess B6-3 + Levelled, Install Recess B6-2
+ Levelled, Install Recess B6-1 + Levelled and Install Perimeter Shutters had start-to-start
relationships. These were modeled as SHACL shapes. Disjunctive constraints were added to
inspection and curing sub-activities in Muck bin construction for Bins B and C, and also to the
curing sub-activity in STP foundation. Disjunctive constraint ensures that no other activities
take place during these sub-activities in that space. Logical constraints were applied to the 40T
crawler crane (assigned for STP foundation process) and the 40T telescopic cranes (assigned
for the Muck bin construction processes). The operating requirement of the cranes was set as
40 T. The material resources for each activity was taken from the RDF graph. The weights of
steel, prop, formwork, perimeter shutters, steel top matt, screed rails, steel bottom matt and
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others were added to the operating requirement value of the respective objects. Thus, the
assigned logical constraints will check the operating requirement value of an object against the
operating requirement value of the crane resource. In addition to the discrete, precedence,
disjunctive and logical constraints, cardinality constraints were also applied to the schedule
data to ensure that the schedule contains all the required parameters such as start-date, enddates, and object assignment.
In contrast to the practice, the LDCC prototype codifies the constraints and
relationships into a machine-readable format. Codification of constraints would enable
automated constraint checking to be applied to the codified information. To do the constraint
checking on the codified process information, the validate button is clicked on the task edit UI.
When the validate button for a process is clicked, each process is checked for constraint
violation. The results of the constraint checking are presented in Subsection 7.4.1.
Diverging from the current best practice, which requires the manual generation of LAS,
I proposed here the possibility of automating the generation of a LAS for the time-period by
taking advantage of the codified information in the LDCC prototype. The start-dates and the
end-dates of the activities of sub-activities were removed from codified information. Then the
detailed construction process information (in the form of an RDF graph) and the modeled
constraints (in the form of a shapes graph) were submitted as an input to the RL and GA
algorithms. Two LAS was generated respectively using these algorithms with the parameters
shown in Table 7.4 (also described in Chapter 6).
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Table 7.3: Parameters for the LAS generation
Algorithm
GA

Reinforcement Learning

7.4.

Parameter
Crossover probability
Mutation probability
Population size
Number of generations
Learning rate
Discount factor
Number of episodes

Value
0.8
0.2
100
100
0.4
0.6
30

Results
This section presents the results of constraint checking using the LDCC prototype

(Subsection 7.4.1) and LAS generation using GA and RL (Subsection 7.4.2). The constraint
checking detected violations for five sub-activities. Also, the two LASs generated by the
algorithms were broadly like the one generated by the practitioners. The results were presented
to the digital engineer to get the practitioner feedback. The following subsections discuss the
results in detail.

7.4.1. Constraint checking using LDCC
Table 7.4 presents the results of the constraint checking. Out of the 81 sub-activities
belonging to four processes, LDCC detected constraint violations in five sub-activities. Of the
five constraint violations, two sub-activities had cardinality constraint violations, and three
sub-activities had precedence constraint violation. End-dates were not present in the subactivities that had cardinality constraint violations. The constraint violation reported for Muck
bin construction Bin A is shown in Figure 7.6. The violations detected by the software were
presented back to the digital engineer responsible for maintaining the 4D models and the digital
engineer was requested to comment on the constraint violations.
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Table 7.4: Violations detected in the LDCC prototype
Process
Muck bin
construction Bin A
Muck bin
construction Bin A
STP foundation
Muck bin
construction Bin C
STP foundation

Sub activity
Crop Piles

Constraint violated
Precedence constraint

Final Trim Piles-Integrity test –
Prep base
Pour
Bin C Pour 2 - Kicker

Precedence constraint

Concrete downstand Beam

Cardinality constraint

Precedence constraint
Cardinality constraint

Figure 7.5: Constraint violation for Muck bin construction Bin A
The digital engineer compared the results of the constraint checking with the 4D BIM
model and method statements, and the provided reasons for the constraint violation from a
practitioner’s perspective.
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7.4.1.1.

Precedence constraint violations

For the precedence constraint violation in sub-activity MuckBin Construction Bin A
crop piles, the digital engineer was able to detect the error in the 4D BIM, where a precedence
constraint was assigned. However, the manually created LAS did not conform to this condition.
“So initially the excavation was excavation done first, and then when this was finishing, the next
one was starting out. […] However, we were able to excavate, and while we were excavating, we
were cropping some piles at the same time. So basically those [excavation] and cropping take took
place at the same time.” Digital engineer

Although there was a precedence constraint assigned to the Crop piles activity, the crop piles
could be done in parallel with the excavation activity. Ideally, a start-to-start relationship could
have been assigned. However, this was not done in the model. The site team realized the
possibility for doing the parallel execution, and they adjusted the start-date on the look-aheadschedule. However, the precedence relationship was still embedded in the model. Since the
LDCC method extracted the constraint from the ifcOWL file, this was raised as a violation
during the constraint checking. Similarly, there were precedence constraint violations for subactivities Muck Bin Construction A Final Trim Piles-Integrity test – Prep base and STP
Foundation: Pour.

7.4.1.2.

Cardinality constraint violations

There was a cardinality constraint violation detected in the sub-activities Muck bin
construction Bin C: Bin C Pour 2 – Kicker and STP Foundation: Concrete downstand Beam.
The end-dates of these activities were not present in the schedule.
“This is a start key date[…] it has a lot of predecessor and successor, but in the program, it has zero
duration […] When we are updating project in [BIM package 1] and then importing to [BIM package
2], some activities get converted to start key date, and the duration is converted to zero, and the enddates are removed. We have to manually add the end-dates to such activities after the import ” Digital
engineer
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In this case, the construction programme was exchanged between two BIM packages and
during the export and import process, some activities were converted to start key date activities.
Start key date activities does not have a duration or end-date. However, the start key date
definition does not apply to the IFC schema. Hence the prototype filtered out these activities
for constraint violations. If it were not for the prototype, the digital engineer would have to
filter out these inconsistencies manually.

7.4.2. Look-ahead-schedule (LAS) generation using GA and RL
This section presents the results of the LAS generation using GA and RL for the set of
activities studied. GA came out with a LAS within 423 seconds, and RL obtained another LAS
within 11 seconds. Both LAS were broadly similar to the LAS prepared by the practitioners.
Out of the 81 sub-activities, LAS generated by both algorithms deviated from the LAS prepared
by practitioners for 11 sub-activities. Remaining 70 sub-activities were scheduled identical to
the manually developed LAS. The sub-activities which had deviations are presented in Table
7.5.
LAS generated by both algorithms conformed to all the modeled constraints leading to
deviations from the LAS prepared by the practitioners for certain activities. In the LAS
prepared by practitioners, cardinality constraint violations were detected for two sub-activities
Muck bin construction Bin C: Bin C Pour 2 – Kicker and STP Foundation: Concrete downstand
Beam as the end-date was not assigned for these sub-activities. However, in the LAS generated
by the algorithms, end-date was assigned to these activities. Assigning an end-date to that
activity resulted in the change in start-dates of the downstream sub-activities Install Recess B63 + Levelled, Install Recess B6-2 + Levelled, Install Recess B6-1 + Levelled, Install Perimeter
Shutters and Concrete Curing (To Strike Shutters) for the STP Foundation: Concrete
downstand Beam. Similarly, a precedence condition violation was identified for the Muck Bin
Construction Bin A:
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Table 7.5: Schedule deviations
Process

Subactivity

Muck Bin Construction Bin A
Muck Bin Construction Bin A

Crop Piles
Pour Blinding
Final Trim Piles
- Integrity Test Prep Base
Bin C Pour 2 Kicker
Concrete
downstand
Beam
Install Recess
B6-3 + Levelled
Install Recess
B6-2 + Levelled
Install Recess
B6-1 + Levelled
Install Perimeter
Shutters
Concrete Curing
(To Strike
Shutters)
Pour

Muck Bin Construction Bin A
Muck bin construction Bin C
STP Foundation
STP Foundation
STP Foundation
STP Foundation
STP Foundation
STP Foundation
STP Foundation

Planned by engineers
Start date
End date
16/04/2019 24/04/2019
25/04/2019 25/04/2019

Predicted by GA
Start date
End date
24/04/2019 2/5/2019
2/5/2019
2/5/2019

Predicted by RL
Start date
End date
24/04/2019 2/5/2019
2/5/2019
2/5/2019

29/04/2019

3/5/2019

18/5/2019

3/5/2019

18/5/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

3/4/2019

3/4/2019

4/4/2019

3/4/2019

4/4/2019

14/01/2019

3/4/2019

4/4/2019

4/4/2019

5/4/2019

4/4/2019

5/4/2019

4/4/2019

5/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

4/4/2019

5/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

4/4/2019

5/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

5/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

6/4/2019

6/4/2019

6/4/2019

23/04/2019

23/04/2019

24/04/2019

24/04/2019

24/04/2019

24/04/2019
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Crop Piles sub-activity in the LAS generated by practitioners, and this violation was
not present in the LAS generated automatically. Rectifying it resulted in a deviation that was
further propagated to start and end-dates for Pour Blinding and Final Trim Piles - Integrity
Test - Prep Base sub-activities in the same process. Likewise, precedence violation detected
for STP Foundation: Pour was not present in the LAS generated by the algorithms.
The LAS generated by the algorithms were presented to the digital engineer. The results
from the automated LAS generation algorithms were broadly similar to the LAS prepared by
the practitioners. Hence the results self-validate themselves. Because deviations in the LAS
generated emerged as a result of correcting the constraint violations, the digital engineer did
not comment on it.

7.5.

Discussion
The implementation study presented in this chapter demonstrated the potential of the

LDCC method to detect constraint violation in the LAS stored in 4D BIM models. In particular,
the software was able to automatically detect cardinality constraint violations in the model.
These violations were present in the LAS generated by the practitioners primarily due to the
loss of information during conversion from one BIM package to another. In state-of-the-art
practice, these violations should be manually searched by the practitioner. However, using
LDCC, these violations can be automatically identified by the prototype, thereby saving the
time and effort in manually identifying these constraints. Information loss during the
conversion of formats reinforces the observation related to software usage made in Chapter 4,
and the current LDCC method helps identify these inconsistencies in the dataset.
The software also detected precedence constraint violations in the model. However, the
feedback from the digital engineer suggests that these were not constraint violations. Instead,
these were last-minute changes that were not wholly incorporated back into the model, causing
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LDCC to raise a constraint violation. This piece of information points to the fact that LDCC
will be only as accurate as the data and constraints are given as an input. When the input is of
low quality, LDCC may produce conflicting results. This also means that there would be social
processes in the construction site that optimizes plan of work. Digital tools cannot replace these
social processes.
The similarity of the LAS generated by the algorithms with the one generated by the
practitioner demonstrates that it is indeed possibly to automate the generation of LAS, and that
both GA and RL are suitable algorithms. When compared with the practice of creating LAS
manually, the automated LAS generation creates the schedule accurately in a short time. The
computation time required for generating LAS was minimal (423 seconds for GA and 11
seconds for RL) when compared with manual methods (a few hours of the practitioner).
However, the LAS generated by the automated methods strictly adhere to the inputs of the
model. This is evident from the deviations caused by correcting the precedence constraint
violations, even when they are not constraint violations. Thus, the LAS generated is only as
accurate as the inputs given into the model.
The implementation study presented in this chapter focused on testing for accuracy and
speed. The study did not test the ease of use of the developed method in real practice as the
worked example was done by me, the same person who developed the tool. When deployed in
practice, the practitioners should be trained to use the tool, and they should have basic
knowledge of modelling constraints in SHACL. However, the focus of this study was to
demonstrate the potential of the method and not the software prototype. Future work needs to
be done to improve the usability of the software to develop it into a production package. Despite
these limitations, the effectiveness of the LDCC method and LAS generation method in terms
of accuracy and speed was validated in this research.
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7.6.

Summary
This chapter presented how the LDCC method developed in Chapter 5 and the

automated look-ahead-schedule generation algorithms presented in Chapter 6 can be applied
to a real project to assist look-ahead planning. Implementation was done at a site in the Water
project. When the schedule prepared by the engineers was enriched with construction
constraints and checked for constraint violations, violations were detected for five subactivities. These constraint violations were discussed with the digital engineer to make sure
that the detected violations were indeed true positives. Further, the LAS generation methods(
GA and RL) predicted an LAS each for the 30-day period consisting of 81 activities. The
predicted schedules were identical to the ones planned by the engineers for 70 out of 81
activities. There were deviations for 11 activities. Deviations are justified as they emerged from
correcting the five constraint violations. Thus, this chapter demonstrated the applicability of
the LDCC method and LAS generation method using a worked example on real project data.
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8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1.

Research summary
This thesis has achieved its aim of supporting data-driven decision-making for look-

ahead planning in construction by developing an information modelling approach to codify and
validate detailed construction process information in BIM-enabled projects. Prior research that
studied the implementation of look-ahead planning in construction had identified inefficiencies
such as late identification of constraints violations (Hamzeh, 2009) and errors in constraint
analysis (Nieto-Morote & Ruz-Vila, 2012; Lindhard & Wandahl, 2014) resulting in error-prone
LAS that are non-reliable. Although, data-driven approaches to look-ahead planning can
address these inefficiencies, these require detailed construction process information to be
codified into machine-readable formats. A key contribution of this thesis is the development
of the LDCC method that can codify and validate detailed construction process information
distributed across heterogeneous sources.
To understand issues of codification of construction information in late-design and
construction stages, three construction projects were studied qualitatively (Chapter 4).
Software usage, information sharing practices and missing construction process information
were found to cause data-quality issues limiting the application of data-driven decision-support
systems. Building on the understanding of these data quality issues in construction, a novel
LDCC method was developed to codify detailed construction process information including
complex construction constraints (Chapter 5). To support data-driven decision-making, the
developed method checked the codified construction process information against the set of
constraints to identify constraint violations. A key advantage of this method is that it could
check for constraint violation even when the information is distributed over multiple servers in
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heterogeneous formats. Further, to reduce the errors that might occur during the manual

Table 8.1: Summary of the research
Objective
O1) To understand
the codification
challenges in the
late-design and
construction phase
of BIM-enabled
projects

Research method
M1) Interpretive
case study research
(Section 3.2)

Key findings
Codification challenges
are identified to be 1)
software usage—
interoperability,
information loss during
conversion, and multiple
modelling techniques, 2)
information sharing—
unstructured information
sharing, drawing and filebased sharing document
control, and lack of
process change, and 3)
missing process
information—loss of
constraints and low levels
of detail (Chapter 4).

Contribution
Extended the
understanding of
the data quality in
construction
information by
identifying the
codification
challenges
emerging from the
broader practice of
using model-based
and documentbased information
sharing

O2) To develop an
information
modelling approach
to codify and
validate
construction process
information
including dynamic
constraint
information

M2) Prototype
development and
testing (Section
3.3)

LDCC method using
SHACL can be used to
model complex
constraints spanning
multiple domains and
identify constraint
violations to perform
data-driven constraint
checking (Chapter 5).

Extended the
knowledge on
linked-data and
BIM based rule
checking to
support datadriven decisionsupport for lookahead planning

O3) To develop a
method to generate
look-aheadschedule for
construction
projects
automatically using
the codified process
information.

M3) Machine
learning model
development and
testing (Section
3.4)

LDCC method can be
integrated with GA and
RL to generate LAS.

Extends the
methods to solve
RCPSP to include
complex
RL that used parallel
construction
schedule generation
constraints in
scheme generated LAS
addition to the
faster than GA that used
precedence and
serial schedule generation discrete resource
scheme, and RL
constraints
produced LAS with
shorter project durations
for complex scenarios
(Chapter 6).
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development of LAS, automated methods to generate LAS were also developed (Chapter 6).
These automated methods reduced the time and effort required to create the LAS. The
developed methods were tested using data from a live construction site (Chapter 7). The
methods were able to identify constraint violations and generate a constraint free LAS for a
look-ahead window, thus demonstrating the efficacy of the method. Table 8.1 presents the
summary of the research.
The main contribution of this thesis is that it addresses the implications of data silos in
construction process information by developing a novel information modelling method to
codify detailed construction process information distributed over multiple sources and using
the codified information to provide data driven insights for look ahead planning. Further, the
practical implication of this research is that it reduces the errors in manual look-ahead planning
through the development of the novel LDCC method by performing data-driven constraint
checking to identify constraint violations and using it to generate conflict free LAS
automatically. In addition, the research presented in this thesis extends the body of knowledge
concerning automated look-ahead planning as described below.
•

This PhD study adds to the trajectory of research focusing on the development of
decision-support systems to aid look-ahead planning (Dave et al., 2010; Dong et al.,
2013a; Sacks et al., 2013; Laine, Alhava & Kiviniemi, 2014) by presenting the LDCC
method to model and validate complex construction constraints spanning multiple
domains.

•

The LDCC method extends the knowledge on BIM based rule-checking (J. Choi et al.,
2014; Dimyadi et al., 2016; Schwabe et al., 2019; Zhong et al., 2012) as it demonstrates
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the use of linked-data based methods to perform rule-checking without the need for the
construction information to be stored in one model or database.
•

This research adds to the understanding on the applications of linked-data to
construction applications (Pedro et al., 2017; Pauwels, 2014; Pauwels & Terkaj, 2016;
Lee et al., 2016) by documenting the use of SHACL to perform constraint checking to
identify construction schedule violations. Evidence from this shows that this method can
be used to validate semantic and syntactic accuracy of digital information for model
checking.

•

This study extended the knowledge on automated projected scheduling methods (Bruni,
Beraldi & Guerriero, 2015; Munlin, 2018; Pellerin, Perrier & Berthaut, 2020) to include
complex construction constraints such as disjunctive constraints and logical constraints
(in addition to precedence and discrete resource capacity in traditional RCPSP). Also,
this study demonstrated how RL could be used to solve heavily constrained LAS
problems.

•

This work extends the knowledge on data quality issues in construction information
(Mirarchi & Pavan, 2019; Zadeh et al., 2017) by documenting the codification
challenges emerging from broader practice of information sharing using both file-based
and model-based methods.
Th rest of this chapter presents the discussion of the combined findings (Section 8.2),

main conclusions (Section 8.3), implications to the practice (Section 8.4) and directions for
future research (Section 8.5).

8.2.

Combined discussion of the findings
This section describes how the LDCC method and LAS generation method aids the

data-driven decision-making in look-ahead planning and thus contribute to achieving the
overall aim of the research. In conventional look-ahead planning, the activities that are
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supposed to take place in the look-ahead window are taken from the master schedule and then
analyzed to understand whether the activity can take place in the look-ahead window (typically
six weeks). (Ballard, 2000; Sacks et al., 2017a). Constraint identification and removal is a vital
step to determine whether the activity can take place or not and it is manually done in
conventional look-ahead planning. However, the constraints are complex and interdisciplinary
(Wang et al., 2016). Identifying constraints require inputs from different project participants
and participants are often less transparent about the constraints (AlSehaimi, Tzortzopoulos &
Koskela, 2009), resulting in sluggish removal of constraints (Hamzeh, Zankoul & Rouhana,
2015) and often releasing the tasks that are not ready to be executed into the LAS (Lindhard &
Wandahl, 2014; Nieto-Morote & Ruz-Vila, 2012).
In contrast with manual identification of constraints, the LDCC method offers a datadriven method to automatically identify the constraints from the codified information. It uses
linked-data principles to link multiple datasets across disciplines and model the constraints
spanning these domains. The constraint identification happens automatically using the SHACL
process engine. Thus, identifying the constraint violation becomes an automated data-driven
exercise and results in lesser errors. Also, by integrating the LDCC method with machine
learning methods, the practitioners are equipped with error-free LAS based on the codified
constraints. Thus, through the development of LDCC and LAS generation method, this study
contributes to the prior studies focusing on using computer-based tools to support look-ahead
planning (Sacks et al., 2013; Dave et al., 2010). These methods can be integrated with Internet
of Things (Dave et al., 2016a) and ADC technologies (Cheng et al., 2010) to further aid the
practitioners in aiding look-ahead planning and generating error-free LAS.
This PhD study also extends prior information modelling approaches to codify
construction process information (Darwiche, Levitt & Hayes-Roth, 1988; Akinci et al., 2002b;
Dong et al., 2013a) and then use it to generate LAS. It addresses the limitation of the existing
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studies which assumes that all the construction information is available as a single model.
However, findings from this thesis (see Chapter 4) contests this assumption and gives evidence
that the construction information is siloed and distributed in multiple heterogeneous datasets.
This PhD study addresses these limitations and develops a method to codify and validate
construction process information, including construction constraints such as disjunctive
constraints and logical constraints. By doing so, the developed method also addresses the three
main codification challenges (software usage, information sharing and missing process
information) identified in Chapter 4. How these challenges are addressed through the
development of the LDCC method and machine learning methods such as GA and RL to
generate LAS automatically are discussed in the following subsections.

8.2.1. Software usage
The findings from the case studies reinforce the observations reported in the literature
about construction information remaining siloed and distributed in multiple heterogeneous
datasets due to software usage issues (Dossick & Neff, 2010; Abanda et al., 2015;
Tchouanguem Djuedja et al., 2019). In their study, Dossick and Neff (2010) showed that the
organizational and cultural divisions between designers, builders, and subcontractors stifle
collaborative work. My own findings show that these organizational and cultural divisions also
lead to the use of multiple tools and data formats leading to software usage issues, as discussed
in Subsection 4.2.1. Although each stakeholder in the project may have a shared norm for
modelling information, and they use a set of tools to do that, these norms differ for other
stakeholders. Differences in shared norms for modelling information results in datasets which
are not interoperable and require format conversions, resulting in loss of information and low
machine-readability, thus limiting the application of machine learning algorithms. Even when
using CDE in the projects—this siloed information now resides in an accessible cloud-based
repository—the information is still stored as individual files which are not interoperable, thus
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reducing the machine-readability of the information. In the case of construction information
during the late design and construction stages, this is evident from the use of planning tools
such as Microsoft Project, Asta Powerproject, and Oracle Primavera P6, CAD tools such as
Autodesk AutoCAD and Bentley Microstation, BIM-review tools such as Autodesk
Navisworks, Bentley Navigator, Bentley Synchro pro in combination with Microsoft Office
tools such as Excel, PowerPoint and Word for communication. The siloed information limits
the application of conventional BIM based rule-checking systems (Lee, Solihin & Eastman,
2019; Nawari, 2012; Schwabe, Teizer & König, 2019) to support look-ahead planning and also
limits the application of machine learning algorithms to generate LAS.
To address this issue, I adopted a linked-data based approach (Berners-Lee, 2006) in
my study. By doing so, this study extends the knowledge on the use of linked-data (presented
in Subsection 2.3.3.1) in the construction sector by modelling construction processes as RDF
graphs, with OWL being used to provide a semantic structure to these graphs. OWL enables
the creation and sharing of domain-specific ontologies (Terkaj and Pauwels, 2017). They
provide opportunities to store the context of the data specific to a particular stakeholder while
maintaining links to the information required by other stakeholders in a machine-readable
manner (Pauwels, Zhang & Lee, 2017; Ei-Diraby, Lima & Feis, 2005). Instead of proposing a
completely new ontology for construction process information, the current study uses the IFC
description of construction information, as it promotes a vendor-neutral description of
construction information supported by most of the software vendors. The ifcOWL(Beetz, Van
Leeuwen & De Vries, 2009; Pauwels & Terkaj, 2016) representation of IFC was used to
leverage the semantic expressivity of OWL in the current study. As the ifcOWL ontology could
not describe the data to the extent required for look-ahead planning, I developed the LinkOnt
ontology (described in Section 5.2) to add the context information.
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This study demonstrated the power of linked-data using a public BIM dataset and
enriching it with further data required for look-ahead planning. The enriched data was used for
constraint checking. The data, together with its context, were in the form of RDF graphs and
resided in multiple servers; despite this, the proposed method could make the inferences from
the siloed data (Subsection 5.3.2). Thus, this study provides practical evidence for the use of
linked-data to solve the interoperability problems in the construction sector as the data
published as RDF graph contains the context of the data embedded in itself while following
linked-data principles.
By following the linked-data approach, different companies involved in a project are
not required to follow a single modelling methodology or a single tool. Instead, they can use
their preferred tool and modelling methodology. However, they need to use a domain-specific
ontology to describe their data in a machine-readable format. Their domain-specific ontology
should also be linked to the other standard ontologies so that semantic query languages can
derive the context from the modeled information. In the current study, LinkOnt was designed
as a domain-specific ontology for supporting look-ahead planning, while ifcOWL was the
standard construction ontology. In this way, specialized tasks were performed without affecting
the rest of the data required for the tasks by other teams. This method also avoids the need for
converting between formats as the data is stored as triples. The format lies in the description of
the ontologies and not in the data structure itself. As the same data can be described using
multiple ontologies, there is no need for format conversions.
The current study provides a technical solution to the issue of construction information
siloes and offers a solution to do that without affecting the individual activities of different
project participants. In contrast with the conventional method of using multiple tools and
converting between formats, the current method offers the ability to separate the data and
context. For effective use of this method, some of the roles in look-ahead planning phase—
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such as the role of the digital engineer—require adaptation. They should ensure that the detailed
construction information, previously documented in the form of method statements should also
be codified. In agreement with Akintola, Venkatachalam & Root, (2017) observations, there
may be new roles created for this purpose in the beginning owing to the expertise required to
model construction information using RDF and SHACL. However, these roles would fall
within the scope of traditional functions of creating method statements, however being carried
out using the LDCC method.

8.2.2. Information sharing
Participants in the investigated cases use a combination of different practices of
information sharing, as discussed in Subsection 4.5.2 resulting in reduced data quality. These
information sharing practices include drawings and file-based sharing, unstructured
information sharing, printing, and scanning of documents, multiple CDEs. Even though the
projects studied championed the BIM use and followed BIM based workflows using CDE, the
findings from case studies give evidence that the existing robust practices of file-based
information sharing exist alongside the BIM based workflows. This observation from the case
studies is in agreement with the observations from Harty and Whyte (2010), where they
observed the coexistence of paper-based drafting and computer-aided drafting practices in
design and drafting offices. The project participants are accustomed to traditional practices of
information sharing, and these practices are intuitive to them. However, the BIM-based
information sharing workflows are not comfortable to the project participants, and they are not
as robust as the prior information practices; this leads to the circumnavigation of workflows
and results in unstructured information sharing. Unfortunately, the combination of different
practices for information sharing reduces the data quality and limit the application of machine
learning algorithms to support look-ahead planning.
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Although it is impossible to replace the existing robust workflows to BIM-based
workflows, Hartmann (2008) have recommended that the technologies that suite the existing
workflows are more likely to be adopted by construction teams. Building on Hartmann (2008)
argument, the LDCC method I developed for this study attempts to situate itself within the
look-ahead planning workflow. In contrast with the conventional method of producing method
statements in PDF format, LDCC method captures the decisions taken during the look-ahead
planning meetings and codifies it into a model-based machine-readable format as described in
Section 5.2. Thus, by developing the LDCC method, this study addresses the issue of
document-based sharing of detailed construction process information, especially construction
constraints. However, the LDCC method does not replace conventional methods for look-ahead
planning. Instead, it supports look-ahead planning by checking for constraint violations, which
if done manually, is a tedious process. The LDCC method is anticipated to be used in
coexistence with other tools such as 4D planning tools and BIM review tools in look-ahead
planning meetings to address the existing limitation of 4D planning tools to model complex
construction constraints. However, it is necessary to acknowledge that there would always be
coexistence of LDCC methods with conventional methods for documenting detailed
construction processes.

8.2.3. Missing process information
The findings from the interpretive case study indicated that the product information is
well codified in the form of BIM models and drawings, whereas construction process
information is relatively unstructured often limited to the precedence relationship between
activities at master plans stored in the planning tool. This observation is aligned with prior
research (Han & Golparvar-Fard, 2017; Giretti et al., 2012), that reported that the codified
process information lacked necessary details to compute progress or productivity at an activity
level. Also, constraint relationships between activities, resources and workspaces are not
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codified in a machine-readable format (refer to Subsection 4.4.3). In the context of look-ahead
planning, the lack of detailed information and semantic constraint relationships embedded in a
model limits the application of BIM-rule-checking systems and automatic schedulers.
The LDCC method addresses the issue of lack of codifying detailed construction
process information, including complex construction constraints. LDCC uses linked-data to
model construction information that can be stored in several places. This method, when
deployed during the look-ahead planning meeting, can encode the construction knowledge
generated and discussed in the meeting. The developed prototype can codify the details about
the relationship between the subtasks and resources, between the resources and constraints,
between the constraints and subtasks, and between the subtasks and subtasks into a machinereadable format. The codified knowledge on the relationships and constraints can be reused to
aid look-ahead planning by checking for constraint violations, as discussed in Section 5.4. The
constraint checking follows the principles of BIM based rule-checking. It followed the
approach for rule-checking suggested in Eastman et al. (2009) and reached the complexity of
class 3, as stated in Solihin and Eastman (2015).
In Chapter 6, the LDCC method was combined with two machine learning methods
(GA and RL) to automatically generate LAS, giving us evidence for the reuse of codified
construction process information for automated look-ahead scheduling. What is more, the LAS
generated in this way was broadly similar to the ones created by the engineers (Chapter 7).
Previous studies to solve RCPSPs (Hartmann & Briskorn, 2010; Brcic, Kalpic & Fertalj, 2012)
considered only discrete resource capacity and precedence constraints. Unlike them, the
proposed method considers construction scheduling constraints such as disjunctive constraints
(Morkos, 2014) and logical constraints necessary for LAS.
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8.3.

Thesis conclusions

Four conclusions drawn from this PhD study are presented in this section.
Conclusion 1) The partial codification of information in machine-readable formats is
based on a range of challenges in late design and construction phases of BIM-enabled
projects, related to software and information sharing, with a particular lack of process
information.
While all studied projects were BIM-enabled, information sharing issues and software usage
issues emerge within these projects because of their document-based—and sometimes workbased—practices. Project-wide standards and policies are created to streamline information
sharing through structured workflows, and these workflows are aimed at improving
collaboration, but the process of document control raises issues. Also, this study identified
inefficiencies (such as long processing times, complexity, etc.) in these workflows, which
pushes the users to bypass the structured methods in the existing workflows. These
inefficiencies force the users to revert to older methods or use a combination of old and new
methods, resulting in the generation of unstructured information. In addition, the data from the
case studies suggest that the level of detail of the scheduling is still at a macro-planning level.
Besides, the constraint relationships between resources and processes, resources and the site
conditions, and site conditions and the processes discussed in weekly meetings are not codified
into a model. These cause data quality issues relating to inaccessibility of data, completeness,
timeliness of data, and data consistency.
Conclusion 2) The issue of data siloes in construction information can be addressed by
leveraging the power of linked-data to traverse across the web of data created by linking
across the heterogeneous construction information datasets.
The prototype evaluation of the LDCC method developed in this study has demonstrated the
power of linked-data to traverse across the web of data and make meaningful inferences.
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During the prototype evaluation (Subsection 5.3.2), the information stored in one server was
automatically accessed through the discrete resource constraint applied on a resource stored on
a separate server automatically. Thus, the current study has demonstrated the advantages of
publishing construction process information to address inherent problems of interoperability
associated with construction information. By storing the domain knowledge in the form of
ontologies in a machine-readable format using OWL, the implicit knowledge and context
concerning data can be inferred as the description logic is embedded in the ontology. The
ontologies can be linked to each other to share the information necessary for common tasks.
By doing so, each project participant can share the modeled information without causing
software usage issues such as interoperability and loss of information during the conversion.
By publishing the construction information as RDF graphs, the data quality related to
accessibility, accuracy and consistency are improved as the data, and the context of data is
available online and linked to other datasets.
Conclusion 3) LDCC method using SHACL can be effectively used to model and validate
construction scheduling constraints distributed over multiple datasets, thus supporting
look-ahead planning.
This study presented a novel method using linked-data technologies to model and validate
complex scheduling constraints using LDCC. Construction-scheduling constraints, such as
cardinality constraints, logical constraints, precedence constraints, disjunctive constraints, and
discrete constraints, were modeled and validated using SHACL. SHACL leverages the power
of linked-data to query information by utilizing the semantic information stored in the
respective ontologies. This work contributes by demonstrating the potential of this approach
through the development and evaluation of a prototype web application based on LDCC. The
developed application could identify construction scheduling constraint violations for a set of
input data distributed over multiple servers. The identification of constraint violations using
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LDCC for a public dataset as well as real construction data demonstrates the capability of
LDCC to model and validate construction scheduling constraints using SHACL.
Conclusion 4) Construction information codified using LDCC can be reused to generate
LAS by incorporating LDCC within the machine learning framework.
The thesis also presented how the developed LDCC method can be integrated with machine
learning frameworks such as GA and RL to generate LAS automatically. Integration of LDCC
with machine learning frameworks removes the need for mathematical modelling of complex
construction scheduling constraints. Instead, the constraints can be modeled in SHACL, and
they will be automatically used while generating LAS. This separation between the modelling
of constraints from the machine learning framework brings modularity to the LAS generation
as all the constraints do not need to be previously known. LAS generation methods were tested
on simulated data as well as a real construction case, and the results from the testing show that
the method can produce LAS similar to the ones prepared by the engineers.

8.4.

Limitations of the research study
The current study has achieved the objectives set out using different research methods.

Although the research methods followed are rigorous, there are limitations to the current
research which need to be addressed through future studies.
•

To identify the codification challenges in construction, the current study has focused on
late design and construction phases. However, the codification challenges may arise from
the practices set out in the earlier stages of the project. The current study does not explain
the influence of the information creation and uses on the data quality issues.

•

The LDCC method has demonstrated how construction scheduling constraints can be
modelled and validated using SHACL. However, the current study does not demonstrate
how geometrical constraints can be modelled using SHACL. ifcOWL, the ontology used
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for representing geometry in the current study are not expressive enough to describe and
make inferences from geometric data, thus limiting the modelling of geometric constraints
using SHACL.
•

The prototype developed in the current study uses ifcOWL as the base ontology for
representing construction information. However, the ifcOWL is based on the IFC schema,
and IFC schema was not created for semantic web applications. This makes modelling
SHACL constraint using the ifcOWL ontology difficult since the user needs a good grasp
of IFC schema to model the SHACL constraints.

•

The LAS generation method developed in the study is a proof of concept to demonstrate
how LDCC can be integrated with GA and RL. However, this study was not aimed at
arriving at an optimal machine learning method for the generation of LAS. Therefore,
there are opportunities for improvements in the GA and RL methods through the finetuning of parameters and Objective function.

•

LDCC method and LAS generation methods were validated using a worked example
method. The focus of the validation study was to test whether the developed methods work
well with real-world data. However, the testing was done on the look-ahead planning data
for only one construction site in the project. To ensure generalizability, the same has to be
tested in multiple projects. In addition, the method was tested within the project wherein
the PhD researcher modelled the SHACL constraints. Thus, the validation study does not
test the ease of modelling the constraints when a practitioner is performing the modelling.

8.5.

Implications to practice
The PhD presented LDCC method to codify construction process information,

including dynamic constraints in a machine-readable format to address the issue of lack of
detailed construction information. When combined with ADC technologies, LDCC mitigates
the difficulty to track and monitor the prerequisites and validate constraints in complex
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construction projects through data-driven constraint checking. In contrast with manual methods
of constraint identification, LDCC method provides a faster and accurate identification of
constraint violations. Thus, the LDCC method provides decision-support during look-ahead
planning meetings by identifying the constraint violations automatically. Also, the LDCC
method offers the opportunity to capture the construction knowledge created during look-ahead
meetings. Captured construction reduces the need for redundant input from the stakeholders in
subsequent meetings, as the stakeholder requirements and constraints are codified into a
machine-readable format. Furthermore, this method acts as a “unit-testing” environment for
detailed construction process information. Unit testing fosters model-based collaboration
among stakeholders, because every time a change occurs, one can evaluate the consequences
of change to the program and check for constraint violations using the codified construction
information. Unit testing is possible because the collective construction scheduling input of all
the stakeholders is codified as detailed construction process information and constraints.
Besides, when the LDCC method is combined with machine learning frameworks, it offers the
ability to generate LAS automatically using the codified information. Automatic generation of
LAS is of relevance to the practitioners as the manual generation of LAS is time-consuming
and prone to errors. Thus, integrating the LDCC method and LAS generation within the lookahead planning workflows would augment the decision-making in look-ahead planning
meetings resulting in generating an error-free LAS.
How might codification challenges be overcome to enable higher uptake of data science
in construction? The evidence from this work points towards a need for change in the policy
and practice to ensure machine-readability and better-quality construction information. The
current policies on information modelling are aimed at improving collaboration amongst the
project participants. Building on the existing policies, newer policies should ensure that the
machine-readability and quality of the data are maintained during information sharing. Care
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should be taken to ensure that newer policies suit the existing work practices in construction
so that the workflows recommended by such policies are not bypassed by the users. Newer
policies also ensure the transition from file-based information sharing to model-based
information sharing, where the model data is shared based on the principles stated by BernersLee (2006) to ensure machine-readability. Standards under development, such as ISO/DIS
21597—information container for data drop, exchange specification parts 1 and 2—are moving
in this direction, where linked-data technologies are used to define the relationships between
documents and datasets, thereby automating the document control processes (International
Organization for Standardization, 2019). These standards would have a positive impact on data
quality pertaining to dimensions, timeliness, accessibility, and consistency.
Thus, in addition to the policies, it is, therefore, necessary to adopt newer methods in
practice to make construction information machine-readable. Despite having advanced
workflows and innovative approaches to ensure structured information in the studied projects,
lack of process change after digitization of workflows was evident in the datasets, which
included multiple CDEs, printing and scanning of documents, need for wet signatures, and
such. These practices continue to occur due to the lack of trust in digital workflows; thus, there
must be a change in this mindset, and trust in digital data must be developed in the construction
practice. There is also a need for a shift to model-based information sharing from the file-based
information sharing between teams. To address this issue, related to a lack of detail in process
information, there is a need for change in the look-ahead scheduling practice to incorporate the
codification of different constraint relationships into information.

8.6.

Directions for future research
The current study is the first step toward a linked-data-based constraint checking

environment. To exploit the full potential of this method, further research should be done to
extend the LDCC method.
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•

Researchers working on linked-data in the architecture and construction domain can
extend LDCC to investigate the applicability of this method to detect violations related
to workspace constraints, construction safety constraints, and construction-site layout
constraints by exploiting the geometric data in the domain models.

•

Researchers working in the area of lean construction can extend the LDCC approach
to cater to the constraints in real construction sites and test its efficacy in improving
the flow of work and in developing further methods for enhancing model-based
collaboration in look-ahead planning.

•

Researchers working on ADC can extend the LDCC method to predict the knock-oneffects of the deviations detected by sensors to predict future disruptions. In addition,
this study has demonstrated how to reuse construction information codified using the
LDCC method to generate LAS.

•

Data science researchers can investigate the potential of the use of LDCC as a
simulation or processing engine and develop further optimized machine learning
methods to generate LAS. These methods can be connected to the ADC methods to
verify and validate the constraints at different periods and report the results back to
the decision-makers to support data-driven decision-making.

Further, future research can build on this study to develop recommendations for ensuring the
machine-readability of construction information generated throughout different stages of the
lifecycle of the project. To achieve this, future research should focus on different aspects.
Researchers should elaborate on the organizational issues identified in the current study across
different phases of the project and amongst different stakeholders involved in the project.
Accounting for the complexity of information-use trends in construction, there is a need
for to develop new information modelling approaches which adapt to the current work
processes as well as support codification of information, such as algorithms for crawling
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through the disconnected information to draw insights and learning algorithms to detect
discrepancies in data (such as with accuracy, completeness, timeliness, consistency, and
provenance) and predict their consequences. The current research has demonstrated the power
of linked-data based methods to achieve this; however, more in-depth research needs to be
performed to develop it into a user-friendly method.
Finally, researchers and managers of construction projects should work together
towards developing workflows and information sharing practices which ensure the machinereadability of construction information. This work has provided a foundation for such future
research by extending the knowledge on data quality issues in construction through the
identification of codification challenges, considering the wider practice of model and
document-based information sharing.
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Appendix A: Data collection record -Method M1
Table A.1: Data collection record
Sources

Source Details
ID
Case 1: Student appartment
Document C1D1 Construction Programme
C1D2 BIM Model
C1D3 BIM training document
C1D4 Access
to
Common
data
environment
Interviews C1I1
Digital engineer (15/08/2017)
C1I2
Planner (15/08/2017
Office visit C1S1 Contractor’s office

Case 2: Metro project
Document C2D1 BIM Execution Plan
s
C2D2 Digital Project Management
(PPT)
C2D3 Employee
Information
Requirements
C2D4 Report
C2D5 Request for proposal
Informal
C2I1
Project manager
interviews
C2I2
Chief site engineer

Site visit

C2I3

Casting yard engineer

C2I4

BIM consultant 1

C2I5

BIM consultant 2

C2I6

BIM consultant 3

C2S1
C2S2
C2S3

Casting yard
Station site
Viaduct site

Time in the field; documentation/
research records; and/or dates
3 years of planning data
1.5 gigabytes
5 pages
2 weeks of access
2 hours, Field note (3 pages)
1 hour, Field note (2 pages)
Multiple visits over 2 weeks,
Fieldnotes (7 pages) 14/08/201718/08/2017
17 Pages
26 slides
32 pages
13 pages
484 pages
10/01/2018, 30 Minutes, Fieldnotes (4
pages)
10/01/2018, 30 Minutes, Fieldnotes (3
pages)
10/01/2018, 20 Minutes, Fieldnotes (3
pages)
11/01/2018, 20 Minutes, Fieldnotes (2
pages)
11/01/2018, 20 Minutes, Fieldnotes (2
pages)
11/01/2018, 20 Minutes, Fieldnotes (2
pages)
10/01/2018, 1 hour Fieldnotes
(5
22
10/01/2018, 2 hours pages);
10/01/2018,
1.5 Photographs
hours
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Workshop

Workshop with 6 metros, Nagpur,
Ahmedabad, Kochi, Chennai,
Bombay, Hyderabad, Delhi.
Case 3: Water project
Set-up
C3M Introducing the study
meeting
1
Document C3D1 Design workflow
s
C3D2 Access to CDE 1
C3D3 Summary
construction
programme
C3D4 Construction programme update
C3D5 Work package plan
SemiC3I1
Project Engineer
structured
interviews C3I2
Project Planner Lead
C3I3
Digital Engineer Lead
C3I4
Information manager
C3I5
Technical manager/ DfMA design
lead
C3I6
Senior digital engineer
C3I7
Design manager

Office visit
Meetings

C2W
1

C3I8
C3S1

C3M
2
C3M
3
4D Review C3R1

Principal engineer
Contractor’s office
Temporary works design meeting
Progress review meeting
Digital Engineer

08/03/2018, 8 hours, 22 Photographs; 6
flipcharts; written summary (30 pages)

31/05/2018, 1 hour, 20 slides
2 Pages
2 months
4 year data
1 Month data
45 pages
09/07/2018 1 hour, Taped &
Transcribed (T&T) (10 pages)
10/07/2018, 1 hour, T&T (10 pages)
11/07/2018, 1 hour, T&T (11 pages)
11/07/2018, 1 hour, T&T (15 pages)
12/07/2018, 1 hour, T&T (15 pages)
12/07/2018, 1 hour, T&T (8 pages)
13/07/2018, 1 hour, Fieldnotes (4
pages)
17/07/2018, 1 hour, T&T (12 pages)
05/07/2018-19/07/2018, Multiple visits
over 2 weeks, Fieldnotes (5 pages)
13/07/2018, 2 hours, Fieldnotes (3
pages)
16/07/2018, 4 hours, Fieldnotes (4
pages)
12/10/2019, 3 hours ,T & T (20 pages)
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Appendix B: Case Details-Method M1
Table B.0.1: Details of the cases
Cases

Location

Type

Project cost

Student
Apartment

United Kingdom

Residential

> $ 75 million

Metro Project

India

Urban transit
infrastructure

> $1.2 Billion

Water Project

United Kingdom

Waster infrastructure

>$ 6 Billion

B.1 Student apartment
The Student apartment is a 34-storey residential tower costing more than $75 million
and would house 192 apartments. The construction of the project started in 2016 and ended in
2018. The construction of this building used Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DfMA)
philosophy and digital engineering to deliver and assemble structural steelwork, modules,
risers, plant, and bathroom pods efficiently. Multi-storey residential student apartment block
in the United Kingdom is an exemplary project exhibiting the use of BIM in the United
Kingdom, constructed by a leading contractor, and using state-of-the-art offsite manufacturing
approaches in construction. The project was completed ahead of the completion time and
within the stipulated cost.
The construction of the Student apartment was executed with the support of the
contractor’s state of the art digital engineering capabilities. The engineers and managers in the
project were exposed and trained in digital engineering, through the prior projects in the firm.
The design and the construction were done by different divisions in the same firm. To manage
and control information flow in the project, a CDE from the vendor Asite were used. The CDE
had inbuilt workflows for approval and publishing. Drawings, models, and other construction
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information was published to the CDE so that there exists a single source of truth for decision
making. The model-based collaboration was promoted in the project using BIM. The project
used design authoring tools from Autodesk. Different teams within the contractor’s design
division created the architectural, structural and Mechanical Engineering and Plumbing (MEP)
models. These models were aggregated by the digital engineering team at the construction side
to identify clashes. The aggregated model was linked to the construction programme to inform
the construction team of the sequence and discuss the construction methods. Time sliced 4D
models were used in the planning and progress meetings. Workspace conflicts were identified
using the time-sliced models. The use of digital engineering helped in the completion of project
within time and cost.
B.2 Metro project
The metro project is an innovative rail infrastructure in India, costing more than $1.2
Billion. It is an urban rapid transit system consisting of 2 Corridors, with more than 40 KM of
elevated viaducts and 40 stations. Construction of the project began on 31 May 2015. The
Metro project is pioneering BIM implementation amongst the other metro projects in India,
incorporating learning on digital implementation from global megaprojects. It is a mega project
with more than 190 sub-contractors and to manage and coordinate the construction information
across the large supply chain, and the Metro project uses digital information management
across the lifecycle of the project. Unlike the Student apartment, the engineers and project
managers in the Metro project had not previously worked in BIM-enabled projects. Hence, the
client was actively involved in training the supply chain on digital project management
strategies by collaborating with the software vendors. Also, client onboarded a specialist team
to coordinate the digital project management and to curate the models submitted by the supply
chain as well as supporting the client with digital information management.
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The metro project uses a customized 5D BIM platform for project management and
visual project monitoring. The platform integrates the benefits of an Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) software from SAP with construction design authoring and review software
and project management software from RIB and Primavera, thus allowing a 5-Dimensional
view of the project in near-time. Design review and approval process are carried out in
ProjectWise, a CDE from Bentley, to improve transparency and to enable tracking. Drawings
will be attached against placeholders. The document will be transmitted to the document
controller. Document controller acknowledges transmittal & forwards to Lead Reviewer to
initiate the approval process. Reports are generated to track the status of review and review
process requiring attention are flagged. Building information models are developed by building
on the approved 2D drawings. Dimensions, volume and surface area, material definitions,
quantity take-off, asset tags and link to related documents are mandated to be included in every
component in the building information model so that it can be linked to the schedule and the
ERP software. The combined ability of these multiple technology products integrated into a
single 5-Dimensional Digital Project Management Platform has the potential to play a decisive
role in ensuring project delivery timelines and cutting upfront expenditures.
B.3 Water project
The water project is a major sewage infrastructure megaproject in the United Kingdom.
It is a major project costing more than $ 6 Billion and uses innovative technological solutions
to futureproof construction and deliver a physical asset as well as a digital asset for operation.
The project involves the construction of an underground sewer with a length of 25km, and
associated infrastructure. The construction of the project started in 2016, construction of the
Water project is aimed to take seven to eight years with all work completed by 2024. The
construction of the project was divided into three sections, each section handled by different
joint ventures of leading sub-contractors in the country.
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To manage the complex construction and large supply chain, the Water project uses
state of the art digital engineering and project management practices. The engineers and the
managers in the project had prior experience in working with BIM-enabled project. This
comprises of model-based design reviews to assist decision-making; and delivery teams using
building information models for designing, sequencing; planning, live progress reporting and
for communicating their works. Information flow is handled through CDEs. Complete
engineering data is stored and managed within CDEs, which utilizes BIM Level 2 workflows.
CDE provided 1,200 users from more than 45 stakeholders to manage more than 190,000
documents, as well as 4,500 drawings and more than 1,500 models. The CDE has inbuilt
approval and publishing processes. These digital engineering and document management
strategies assist in managing the complexity and scale of the project.
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Appendix C: Method M1-Emergent codes
1. Shared understanding
2. Document control
3. Speed of change
4. Volume of data
5. Poor meeting management
6. Loss of learning from previous project
7. Long review time
8. No traceability in emails
9. Approvals
10. Common platform
11. Slow data transfer
12. Wasted time
13. Data incompatibility
14. Change management -data inconsistency
15. Wrong modelling techniques
16. PDF viewer
17. Data Loss
18. Software versions
19. Different CDE-Data inconsistency
20. Manual process
21. Taxonomy
22. No upload accesses
23. 2 CDE
24. Complexity
25. Access control
26. Slow process
27. codifying constraints
28. Cost of software
29. Hard copy signatures
30. Improper information storage
31. Inefficient search
32. Lack of process change
33. Low level of detail
34. Multiple CDE
35. Need for signature
36. No obsolete status
37. Shared understanding of RFI
38. Unclear process
39. Variation in process/software
40. Approval process
41. Bypassing the workflow
42. Correct storage
43. Document control bottlenecks
44. Lack of document controller's domain expertise
45. lack of obsolete status
46. Lack of real time updating
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47. Lack of understanding of common data environment
48. Lack of understanding of document control workflow
49. Version control
50. Improper modelling techniques
51. Lack of standardized information tagging
52. Access to latest decision
53. Asynchronous storage
54. Data consistency
55. Double handling
56. Ease of use
57. Longer times for organizing the data
58. Process slowdown
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Appendix D: Relationship between data quality dimensions
and codification challenges
Table D.1: The relationship between data quality dimensions (Batini and Scannapieco,
2016) and the identified codification challenges
Data quality dimension
Accuracy

Completeness

Temporality
Consistency

Accessibility

Data Provenance

Code
Multiple modelling techniques

Codification
challenge
Software usage

Document control bottlenecks

Information sharing

Interoperability
Information loss during conversions
Multiple modelling techniques
Lack of process change

Software usage

Loss of constraint information
Low level of detail
Unstructured information sharing
Document control bottlenecks
Lack of process change
Document control bottlenecks

Missing process
information
Information sharing

Interoperability

Software usage

Unstructured information sharing
Drawings and file-based sharing
Lack of process change
Loss of constraint information
Low level of detail
Information loss during conversion

Information sharing

Lack of process change

Information sharing

Information sharing

Information sharing

Missing process
information
Software usage

Table D.2 : Data quality dimensions related to codes
Data quality
dimension

Codes and data

Accuracy

Multiple modelling techniques: “use the wrong tool to model something […] I can’t just say
there’s a slab now, that’s just a piece of geometry” (Digital engineer, C3I3); “when you try to
extract 2D drawings from 3D BIM models, those drawings are not as correct and as detailed as
they used to be” (Technical manager, C3I5)
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Document control bottlenecks: “it’s no longer the most current version anymore by the time I’m
reviewing it” (Project engineer, C3I1) “he keeps on updating but he hasn’t he hasn’t put it on the
[CDE1].” (Technical manager, C3I5) “I just want to know where I can get my latest drawing”
(Digital engineer, C3I3) “I think someone within the doc management system had obviously
circumnavigated it somehow, to get the drawings out. And then when we were trying to get the
said revisions for our set out, the system wouldn't allow it because directory hadn't been properly
created.” (Technical manager, C3I5)
Completeness

Interoperability: “transferring things […], you lose data” (Technical manager, C3I5)
Information loss during conversion: “when you upload a PDF.” (Information manager, C3I4)
Multiple modelling techniques: “use the wrong tool to model something […] I can’t just say
there’s a slab now, that’s just a piece of geometry” (Digital engineer, C3I3); “when you try to
extract 2D drawings from 3D BIM models, those drawings are not as correct and as detailed as
they used to be” (Technical manager, C3I5)
Lack of process change: “We’re going to print it out, we’re going to staple it together […] get
three signatures, scan it back in, put it back into [CDE1] and submit it.”(Project engineer, C3I1)
“it’s not actually speeding everything up, it’s sort of making everything a lot slower; which I
find very frustrating” (Principal engineer, C3I8) “can be very confusing when we have two
platforms” (Technical manager, C3I5) “Everything had to be taken out of one data environment
and pushed into another. One of the issues with that is the consistency or the compliance or
knowing the latest versions of information” (Digital engineer, C3I6) “As the contractor, then we
have to deliver it to a completely separate, disconnected CDE […] we’re double-handling”
(Digital engineer, C3I3)
Loss of constraint information: “we physically need that information to know what we’re
building and what the constraints in building it are.” (Project planner, C3I2). “Access chamber
works will conflict with access road for pile work, piling work package has to be moved back 2
weeks.” (Progress review meeting, C3M3); Low level of detail: “Work package for three spans
were linked to a work order. Model showed the deck for a span was completed before the pier
supporting it was completed because the work package for the first span was reported as
completed.” (Field notes- BIM Consultant 2, C2I5)

Timeliness

Unstructured information sharing: “when I have finished everything - by the way, we have this
spread sheet” (Technical manager, C3I5) Document control bottlenecks: “it’s no longer the most
current version anymore by the time I’m reviewing it” (Project engineer, C3I1) “he keeps on
updating but he hasn’t he hasn’t put it on the [CDE1].” (Technical manager, C3I5) “I just want
to know where I can get my latest drawing” (Digital engineer, C3I3) “I think someone within the
doc management system had obviously circumnavigated it somehow, to get the drawings out.
And then when we were trying to get the said revisions for our set out, the system wouldn't allow
it because directory hadn't been properly created.” (Technical manager, C3I5)
Lack of process change: “We’re going to print it out, we’re going to staple it together […] get
three signatures, scan it back in, put it back into [CDE1] and submit it.”(Project engineer, C3I1)
“it’s not actually speeding everything up, it’s sort of making everything a lot slower; which I
find very frustrating” (Principal engineer, C3I8) “can be very confusing when we have two
platforms” (Technical manager, C3I5) “Everything had to be taken out of one data environment
and pushed into another. One of the issues with that is the consistency or the compliance or
knowing the latest versions of information” (Digital engineer, C3I6) “As the contractor, then we
have to deliver it to a completely separate, disconnected CDE […] we’re double-handling”
(Digital engineer, C3I3)

Consistency

Document control bottlenecks: “it’s no longer the most current version anymore by the time I’m
reviewing it” (Project engineer, C3I1) “he keeps on updating but he hasn’t he hasn’t put it on the
[CDE1].” (Technical manager, C3I5) “I just want to know where I can get my latest drawing”
(Digital engineer, C3I3) “I think someone within the doc management system had obviously
circumnavigated it somehow, to get the drawings out. And then when we were trying to get the
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said revisions for our set out, the system wouldn't allow it because directory hadn't been properly
created.” (Technical manager, C3I5)
Accessibility

Interoperability: “transferring things […], you lose data” (Technical manager, C3I5);
Unstructured information sharing: “when I have finished everything - by the way, we have this
spread sheet” (Technical manager, C3I5);
Drawings and file-based sharing: “I use all the navigator tools that we’ve got here. But I prefer
to use AutoCAD because I find it a lot easier” (Project engineer, C3I1) “It’s not the best way
because we haven’t got the technology. I haven’t got a big screen” (Project engineer, C3I1)
Lack of process change: “We’re going to print it out, we’re going to staple it together […] get
three signatures, scan it back in, put it back into [CDE1] and submit it.”(Project engineer, C3I1)
“it’s not actually speeding everything up, it’s sort of making everything a lot slower; which I
find very frustrating” (Principal engineer, C3I8) “can be very confusing when we have two
platforms” (Technical manager, C3I5) “Everything had to be taken out of one data environment
and pushed into another. One of the issues with that is the consistency or the compliance or
knowing the latest versions of information” (Digital engineer, C3I6) “As the contractor, then we
have to deliver it to a completely separate, disconnected CDE […] we’re double-handling”
(Digital engineer, C3I3)
Loss of constraint information: “we physically need that information to know what we’re
building and what the constraints in building it are.” (Project planner, C3I2). “Access chamber
works will conflict with access road for pile work, piling work package has to be moved back 2
weeks.” (Progress review meeting, C3M3)
Low level of detail: “Work package for three spans were linked to a work order. Model showed
the deck for a span was completed before the pier supporting it was completed because the work
package for the first span was reported as completed.” (Field notes- BIM Consultant 2, C2I5)

Data
Provenance

Information loss during conversion: “when you upload a PDF.” (Information manager, C3I4);
Drawings and file-based sharing: “I use all the navigator tools that we’ve got here. But I prefer
to use AutoCAD because I find it a lot easier” (Project engineer, C3I1) “It’s not the best way
because we haven’t got the technology. I haven’t got a big screen” (Project engineer, C3I1)
Lack of process change: “We’re going to print it out, we’re going to staple it together […] get
three signatures, scan it back in, put it back into [CDE1] and submit it.”(Project engineer, C3I1)
“it’s not actually speeding everything up, it’s sort of making everything a lot slower; which I
find very frustrating” (Principal engineer, C3I8) “can be very confusing when we have two
platforms” (Technical manager, C3I5) “Everything had to be taken out of one data environment
and pushed into another. One of the issues with that is the consistency or the compliance or
knowing the latest versions of information” (Digital engineer, C3I6) “As the contractor, then we
have to deliver it to a completely separate, disconnected CDE […] we’re double-handling”
(Digital engineer, C3I3)

Accuracy: The organizational and cultural divisions between different teams results in
problems associated with multiple modelling techniques, leading to data quality issues
concerning the syntactic accuracy of the data. This was evident from the dataset when different
people had different perceptions of the model, as in the case of the slab example. Similarly, the
hybrid practices associated with information sharing lead to lowering the semantic accuracy of
the data as the data with which inferences are made are not accurate due to inefficiencies in
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information sharing. When there are syntactic errors in the data, this leads to incorrect insights
(for example, if a slab is modelled as a geometric object with attributes attached to it and when
a software tool is used to compute quantity take-off from the model for all the slabs). The
output would be zero as quantity required as the program fails to identify the geometric object
as a slab. If this software is integrated with a costing tool used for cash flow analytics, this error
gets propagated into that tool. These errors can be removed to an extent using semantic
enrichment programs. However, even the accuracy of inferences of semantic enrichment
programs is dependent on the quality of input datasets (Sacks et al., 2017).
Completeness: Concerning the completeness of the data, organizational and cultural
divisions between the teams resulting in problems such as interoperability, loss of information
during conversions, multiple modelling techniques and the implication of hybrid practices such
as printing and scanning the documents play a role in reducing the data quality. For example,
the software usage issues caused by the organizational divisions leads to format conversion
resulting data loss leading incomplete dataset. Lack of process change also leads to similar
problems such as loss of metadata when documents are printed and scanned. The
institutionalized practices of process modelling with low levels of detail and the practice of not
codifying constraints in the model result in incomplete data. Inferring insights from incomplete
datasets reduces the quality of the output. For example, if the constraints are not codified in a
schedule, an automatic scheduler would create an unrealistic schedule. This leads to further
problems down the line. In the case of a product model, an incomplete dataset used for a
structural capacity prediction would give incorrect results.
Temporality: This dimension of data quality is mostly affected by the informationsharing practices in construction using hybrid practices by using old and new practices
simultaneously. Document control bottlenecks delaying the submission of data into the system,
and the use of multiple CDEs requiring data transfer from one to another (resulting in a delay
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in fetching the data) constitute to outdated data,-skewing analytics. When outdated data is used
for analytics, the resulting inference is not time appropriate, and decisions taken with those
inferences lead to problems. For example, if the construction plan is made using outdated
resource availability data, the assigned resource might not be available on the actual
construction date. When this is managed manually, the planner makes sure this does not
happen. However, when performed automatically, it is necessary that the datasets are updated
close to real time.
Consistency: Hybrid practices in information sharing, resulting in document control
bottlenecks, multiple CDEs, and circumnavigating workflows, induce inconsistency in the
data. The data in one CDE might be different from that in another CDE. Similarly, the
document control bottlenecks in publishing the data result in different teams and their databases
having different versions of the data. This creates a problem during the data analysis phase.
For example, for the same content, different values might exist, of which only one is true. This
induces problems of semantic accuracy if the computer takes the incorrect value for analysis.
Accessibility: This dimension of data quality is affected by organizational and cultural
divisions between teams, hybrid practices, and institutionalized practices in process modelling.
Organizational and cultural divisions between teams, resulting in the use of multiple software,
multiple modelling techniques, and so forth, affect the accessibility of data as employees must
convert the data to access it, and there are instances which show conversions result in loss of
data. Hence, the data is only accessible in full content to the team, which created it. Similarly,
the hybrid practices, particularly printing and subsequent scanning of the documents, remove
the metadata as well as semantic information within those data, resulting in a less-efficient
analysis. In addition, the lack of constraint codification restricts the information regarding
constraints, making it accessible to the few people who attended the meeting. It is not
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embedded in the model and, hence, not accessible to any analytic algorithms. This reduces the
capability of such algorithms to infer accurate information and determine causalities.
Provenance: This dimension of the data quality is affected by both organizational and
cultural divisions in the industry as well as hybrid practices. Fragmentation in the industry leads
to many conversions and much manipulation of data to suit purposes, in the process removing
the traceability and origins of the data. Similarly, multiple CDEs, printing and scanning of
documents and unstructured information sharing also lead to loss of metadata and ends up
removing information regarding origins of the data. This limits algorithms from making
inferences based on data origins and their incremental manipulation.
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Appendix E: Relationship between levels of machine
readability and codification challenges
Table E.1: Relationship between levels of machine readability (Berners-Lee, 2006) and
identified codification challenges
Level of
machine
readability

Codification
challenge

Code

No Star

Information sharing

Unstructured
information
sharing
Document
control bottle
neck
Loss of
constraints
Lack of process
change

1-star data

Missing process
information
Information sharing

2-star data

Software usage

Interoperability

Information sharing

Drawing and
file-based
sharing

Interpretation of the code with respect
to machine readability

Information communicated over these
channels are not indexed nor available
over the web.

CDE makes sure that the information
is indexed and available on the web.
This makes it easier for the user and
computer to search for this
information.
The files are stored in a CDE; hence it
satisfies the criteria for a 1-star data. In
addition, the data is structured in a
native format which can be read by a
computer using the application
program interfaces of the authoring
application. Thus, the data is available
on the web and structured in nonproprietary format.
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Table E.2 :Machine readability levels related to codes
Level of
machine
readability

Code

No Star

Unstructured information sharing : “when I have finished everything - by the
way, we have this spread sheet” (Technical manager, C3I5)
Document control bottlenecks: “it’s no longer the most current version anymore
by the time I’m reviewing it” (Project engineer, C3I1) “he keeps on updating but
he hasn’t he hasn’t put it on the [CDE1].” (Technical manager, C3I5) “I just
want to know where I can get my latest drawing” (Digital engineer, C3I3) “I
think someone within the doc management system had obviously
circumnavigated it somehow, to get the drawings out. And then when we were
trying to get the said revisions for our set out, the system wouldn't allow it
because directory hadn't been properly created.” (Technical manager, C3I5)

1-star data

2-star data

Loss of constraint information: “we physically need that information to know
what we’re building and what the constraints in building it are.” (Project planner,
C3I2). “Access chamber works will conflict with access road for pile work,
piling work package has to be moved back 2 weeks.” (Progress review meeting,
C3M3)
Lack of process change: “We’re going to print it out, we’re going to staple it
together […] get three signatures, scan it back in, put it back into [CDE1] and
submit it.”(Project engineer, C3I1) “it’s not actually speeding everything up, it’s
sort of making everything a lot slower; which I find very frustrating” (Principal
engineer, C3I8) “can be very confusing when we have two platforms” (Technical
manager, C3I5) “Everything had to be taken out of one data environment and
pushed into another. One of the issues with that is the consistency or the
compliance or knowing the latest versions of information” (Digital engineer,
C3I6) “As the contractor, then we have to deliver it to a completely separate,
disconnected CDE […] we’re double-handling” (Digital engineer, C3I3)
Interoperability “Sometimes the drawings are in Bentley format I am using this
MicroStation, but sometimes they were drafted from the client, let’s say, in
Autodesk. And transferring things from Autodesk to MicroStation, you lose data
[…] the 2019 will open the 2018, 2017, and 2016. But when the 2020 comes into
play, then you cannot open it anymore with the 2019 files that are generated with
the 2020” (Water project, Technical manager, C3I5)
Drawings and file-based sharing: “I use all the navigator tools that we’ve got
here. But I prefer to use AutoCAD because I find it a lot easier” (Project
engineer, C3I1) “It’s not the best way because we haven’t got the technology. I
haven’t got a big screen” (Project engineer, C3I1)

Most of the construction information observed from the cases satisfies the requirement
for a one-star category. The observed projects use a CDE for storing and managing project
data, resulting in indexing the data and storing it on online servers, resulting in one-star data.
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CDE makes the data easier to retrieve for the computers to make inferences on them. However,
the complexity of the new structured methods for information sharing using CDE, and the poor
understanding of workflows across the teams, leads to the use of a combination of structured
and unstructured channels for information sharing. This aspect reduces the machine readability
of the information distributed over unstructured channels as the information is not indexed nor
available on a common server. The same issue occurs when the users circumnavigate the
workflows to get the work expedited. Similarly, codification challenges associated with
missing information also lower the machine readability as the information is not recorded (lack
of detail and loss of construction information) and, hence, not indexed or stored in online
servers. These issues make the information inaccessible for inferencing.
With regard to the structure of the construction information, construction datasets in
the form of drawings and BIM, project management information in project management
software (Primavera P6, Asta powerproject, etc.), outputs from Microsoft tools such as Excel,
and so forth are structured, satisfying the requirements for two-star data. However, construction
data are also unstructured in the forms of PDF documents and scanned documents as there is a
lack of process change in information sharing. The lack of structure in the datasets makes
inferencing from them difficult, leading to the need for complex algorithms. This results in the
categorisation of machine readability to be 1-star.
Where the construction data is structured, the data structure is in proprietary formats
which require the APIs to access the semantic relationships within the data. The observed
projects do not use open formats or open standards for publishing the data. Proprietary tools
for the authorship of construction data are far more advanced and easier to use than the opensource tools. Hence, construction projects resort to using the tested and robust proprietary tools,
resulting in issues associated with interoperability and loss of information presented. Thus, the
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construction information rarely achieves three-star classification, as mentioned by Berners-Lee
(2006).
Low machine readability of the data has implications on data quality. When the
construction information is not stored on servers due to information sharing issues or lack of
detail in the models, the accessibility of that data is affected, thus reducing the accessibility
dimension of the data quality. When information is stored in CDE (satisfying conditions for
one-star data) as PDF documents, the structure of the data is not maintained, resulting in data
quality issues associated with syntactic accuracy and consistency. Lack of a data structure
removes the context from the information, thus resulting in the need for complex algorithms to
infer the contexts and infer from data. This issue also introduces problems associated with
consistency as the data value for a field might be different in different files, and the lack of
context limits the computer programs to detect it. This problem is further worsened as the
datasets are not linked since the links are lost when a file is moved from one CDE to another.
Storing the information in proprietary formats also reduces the accessibility dimension for data
quality.
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Appendix F: LAS Generated during implementation study
Table F.1: LAS generated for Muck bin construction Bin A
Sub activity
Steel Delivery Bin
A
Excavate Bin ( 6m
x 11.2m x 4m)
Excavate to Prop
Level & Create
sump
Crop Piles and Cut
Steel
Install River Wall
Connection
Install Prop
Excavate to Base
Level
Crop Piles
Pour Blinding
Final Trim Piles Integrity Test Prep Base

Planned by engineers
Start date
End date
2/4/2019
2/4/2019

Predicted by GA
Start date
End date
2/4/2019
2/4/2019

Predicted by RL
Start date
End date
2/4/2019
2/4/2019

3/4/2019

24/04/2019

3/4/2019

3/4/2019

24/04/2019

3/4/2019

5/4/2019

3/4/2019

24/04/201
9
5/4/2019

3/4/2019

5/4/2019

5/4/2019

9/4/2019

5/4/2019

9/4/2019

5/4/2019

9/4/2019

9/4/2019

10/4/2019

9/4/2019

10/4/2019

9/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019
12/4/2019

12/4/2019
24/04/2019

10/4/2019
12/4/2019

10/4/2019
12/4/2019

12/4/2019
24/04/2019

16/04/2019
25/04/2019
29/04/2019

24/04/2019
25/04/2019
14/01/2019

24/04/2019
2/5/2019
3/5/2019

2/5/2019
2/5/2019
18/5/2019

12/4/2019
24/04/201
9
24/04/2019 2/5/2019
2/5/2019
2/5/2019
3/5/2019
18/5/2019

Table F.2: LAS generated for Muck bin construction Bin B
Sub activity
Steel Base and
Wall Starters
Inspection
Bin B Pour 1 Base
Formwork for
Kicker
Bin B Pour 2 Kicker
Curing time
(strike shutters)
Remove
Propping
Steel Walls

Planned by engineers
Start date
End date
26/03/2019 2/4/2019

Predicted by GA
Start date
End date
26/03/2019 2/4/2019

Predicted by RL
Start date
End date
26/03/2019 2/4/2019

2/4/2019
3/4/2019

2/4/2019
3/4/2019

2/4/2019
3/4/2019

2/4/2019
3/4/2019

2/4/2019
3/4/2019

2/4/2019
3/4/2019

4/4/2019

8/4/2019

4/4/2019

8/4/2019

4/4/2019

8/4/2019

9/4/2019

9/4/2019

9/4/2019

9/4/2019

9/4/2019

9/4/2019

10/4/2019

15/04/2019 10/4/2019

15/04/2019 10/4/2019

15/04/2019

16/04/2019

16/04/2019 16/04/2019

16/04/2019 16/04/2019

16/04/2019

17/04/2019

1/5/2019

1/5/2019

1/5/2019

17/04/2019

17/04/2019
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Table F.3: LAS generated for Muck bin construction Bin C
Sub activity
Final Trim Piles Integrity Test Prep Base
Steel Base and
Wall Starters
Inspection
Bin C Pour 1 Base
Formwork for
Kicker
Curing time
(strike shutters)
Bin C Pour 2 Kicker
Remove
Propping

Planned by engineers
Start date
End date
1/4/2019
2/4/2019

Predicted by GA
Start date
End date
1/4/2019
2/4/2019

Predicted by RL
Start date
End date
1/4/2019
2/4/2019

3/4/2019

10/4/2019

3/4/2019

10/4/2019

3/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019
11/4/2019

10/4/2019
11/4/2019

10/4/2019
11/4/2019

10/4/2019
11/4/2019

10/4/2019
11/4/2019

10/4/2019
11/4/2019

12/4/2019

15/04/2019

12/4/2019

15/04/2019

12/4/2019

15/04/2019

22/04/2019

15/04/201
9
15/04/201
9
24/04/201
9

22/04/2019

15/04/201
9
15/04/201
9
24/04/201
9

15/04/201
9
22/04/201
9
15/04/201
9
24/04/201
9

15/04/2019
24/04/2019

24/04/2019

15/04/2019
24/04/2019

Table F.4: LAS generated for STP Foundation
Sub activity
B6-1
Settlement tank
Thickener tank
Thickener
equipment
units and
modules ( Inside
building)
Placing Steel
Bottom Matt
B6-3
Placing Steel
Bottom Matt
B6-2
Placing Steel
Bottom Matt
B6-1
Placing Bottom
Matt Steel
(Outside Tanks)
Concrete
downstand
Beam

Planned by engineers
Start date
End date
23/04/2019 29/04/2019
12/4/2019
15/04/2019
16/04/2019 16/04/2019
17/04/2019 17/04/2019

Predicted by GA
Start date
End date
23/04/2019 29/04/2019
12/4/2019
15/04/2019
16/04/2019 16/04/2019
17/04/2019 17/04/2019

Predicted by RL
Start date
End date
23/04/2019 29/04/2019
12/4/2019
15/04/2019
16/04/2019 16/04/2019
17/04/2019 17/04/2019

2/4/2019

29/04/2019

2/4/2019

29/04/2019

2/4/2019

29/04/2019

29/03/2019

3/4/2019

29/03/2019

3/4/2019

29/03/2019

3/4/2019

29/03/2019

3/4/2019

29/03/2019

3/4/2019

29/03/2019

3/4/2019

29/03/2019

3/4/2019

29/03/2019

3/4/2019

29/03/2019

3/4/2019

1/4/2019

3/4/2019

1/4/2019

3/4/2019

1/4/2019

3/4/2019

3/4/2019

4/4/2019

3/4/2019

4/4/2019

3/4/2019
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Install Recess
B6-3 + Levelled
Install Recess
B6-2 + Levelled
Install Recess
B6-1 + Levelled
Install Perimeter
Shutters
Concrete Curing
(To Strike
Shutters)
Placing Steel
Top Matt B6-3
Placing Steel
Top Matt B6-2
Placing Steel
Top Matt B6-1
Strike Shutters
(All bases and
Perimeter)
Steel delivery
Install Screed
Rails + Levels
Prep area and
blind southwest
near siltbuster
Pour Watertight
Concrete in
Recess
(Following Tank
Install)
Placing Top
Matt Steel
(Outside Tanks)
Install Screed
Rails + Levels
Concrete Curing
Placing Steel
Bottom Matt
B3-2
Placing Steel
Bottom Matt B4
Placing Bottom
Matt Steel
(Outside Tanks)
Excavate and
surface prep for
civil works
(750mm Trench
for recess)

3/4/2019

4/4/2019

4/4/2019

5/4/2019

4/4/2019

5/4/2019

4/4/2019

5/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

4/4/2019

5/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

4/4/2019

5/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

5/4/2019

5/4/2019

6/4/2019

6/4/2019

6/4/2019

6/4/2019

8/4/2019

10/4/2019

8/4/2019

10/4/2019

8/4/2019

10/4/2019

8/4/2019

10/4/2019

8/4/2019

10/4/2019

8/4/2019

10/4/2019

8/4/2019

10/4/2019

8/4/2019

10/4/2019

8/4/2019

10/4/2019

8/4/2019

9/4/2019

8/4/2019

9/4/2019

8/4/2019

9/4/2019

8/4/2019
9/4/2019

8/4/2019
9/4/2019

8/4/2019
9/4/2019

8/4/2019
9/4/2019

8/4/2019
9/4/2019

8/4/2019
9/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019

10/4/2019

11/4/2019

12/4/2019

11/4/2019

12/4/2019

11/4/2019

12/4/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019
15/04/2019

15/04/2019
17/04/2019

15/04/2019
15/04/2019

15/04/2019
17/04/2019

15/04/2019
15/04/2019

15/04/2019
17/04/2019

15/04/2019

17/04/2019

15/04/2019

17/04/2019

15/04/2019

17/04/2019

15/04/2019

17/04/2019

15/04/2019

17/04/2019

15/04/2019

17/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019

15/04/2019
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Strike Shutters
(All bases and
Perimeter)
Prefabrication
of Recess B5
Blinding
Placing Steel
Top Matt B3-2
Placing Steel
Top Matt B4
Placing Top
Matt Steel
(Outside Tanks)
Install Perimeter
Shutters
Excavate WTP
Temporary Slab
LA
Steel delivery
Pour
place steel for
desanding
building slab
Concrete Curing
steel delivery
Blinding WTP
Temporary Slab
LA
Strike Shutters
(All bases and
Perimeter)
placing steel for
b5 Beam

16/04/2019

26/04/2019

16/04/2019

26/04/2019

16/04/2019

26/04/2019

16/04/2019

18/04/2019

16/04/2019

18/04/2019

16/04/2019

18/04/2019

17/04/2019
18/04/2019

17/04/2019
24/04/2019

17/04/2019
18/04/2019

17/04/2019
24/04/2019

17/04/2019
18/04/2019

17/04/2019
24/04/2019

18/04/2019

24/04/2019

18/04/2019

24/04/2019

18/04/2019

24/04/2019

18/04/2019

24/04/2019

18/04/2019

24/04/2019

18/04/2019

24/04/2019

18/04/2019

24/04/2019

18/04/2019

24/04/2019

18/04/2019

24/04/2019

23/04/2019

26/04/2019

23/04/2019

26/04/2019

23/04/2019

26/04/2019

23/04/2019
23/04/2019
25/04/2019

23/04/2019
23/04/2019
3/5/2019

23/04/2019
24/04/2019
25/04/2019

23/04/2019
24/04/2019
3/5/2019

23/04/2019
24/04/2019
25/04/2019

23/04/2019
24/04/2019
3/5/2019

26/04/2019
26/04/2019
29/04/2019

26/04/2019
26/04/2019
29/04/2019

26/04/2019
26/04/2019
29/04/2019

26/04/2019
26/04/2019
29/04/2019

26/04/2019
26/04/2019
29/04/2019

26/04/2019
26/04/2019
29/04/2019

29/04/2019

30/04/2019

29/04/2019

30/04/2019

29/04/2019

30/04/2019

29/04/2019

29/04/2019

29/04/2019

29/04/2019

29/04/2019

29/04/2019
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Appendix G: Interview protocol for method M1
Participant Information Sheet
Research Project Title:

Codifying information flow in ‘construction as a manufacturing
process’ in BIM-enabled projects

Principal Investigator : Ranjith K. Soman
Research Overview

: This doctoral research focuses on codifying information flow in
‘construction as a manufacturing process’ in BIM-enabled projects
to support future automation. The focus is on determining the
potential areas of improvement in information flow. For more
information, please refer PhD project description document.

Funding

: This research is co-sponsored by a departmental Skempton
scholarship and a grant from Bentley Systems UK.

Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed as part of the above research project. The interview
is formatted as a semi-structured interview and will take approximately one hour. We don’t
anticipate that there are any risks associated with your participation, but you have the right to
stop the interview or withdraw from the research at any time. To gain your informed consent
to take part I’d like to make you aware of the following:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Your contribution to this study is voluntary. You are under no obligation and are free
to withdraw at any time without providing an explanation and without prejudice;
With your permission, the interview will be recorded, and a transcript will be produced.
You will be sent the transcript and given the opportunity to correct any factual errors;
Access to the interview transcript will be limited to Ranjith K. Soman and academic
colleagues and researchers with whom he might collaborate as part of the research
process;
Your name and any personal details will be kept confidential. Any summary interview
content, or direct quotations from the interview, that are made available through
academic publication or other academic outlets will be anonymized so that you cannot
be identified, and care will be taken to ensure that other information in the interview
that could identify yourself/your organisation/project is not revealed;
Any variation of the conditions above will only occur with your further explicit
approval;
The anonymised content of your interview may be used in academic papers/spoken
presentations/archive of the project/feedback events; and
This study will be carried out in accordance with the Ethics Code of Imperial College
London. This includes the assurance that audio recording and other data about you will
be held securely, handled in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998, and
disposed of in line with Imperial’s retention policy. The Ethics Code is available at
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/secretariat/secretariat/what-we-do/ethics/
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and the Data Retention Policy at http://www.imperial.ac.uk/admin-services/legalservices-office/data-protection/.
Researcher’s contact details
Ranjith K. Soman,
Research Postgraduate,
437, Skempton Building, Imperial College London,
South Kensington Campus,
London SW7 2AZ
Email: ranjithks17@imperial.ac.uk
The supervisor of the project is :
Prof Jennifer Whyte,
Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
436, Skempton Building, Imperial College London,
South Kensington Campus,
London SW7 2AZ
Email: j.whyte@imperial.ac.uk

Co-sponsored
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INTERVIEW FOR CODIFYING INFORMATION FLOW IN ‘CONSTRUCTION
AS A MANUFACTURING PROCESS’ IN BIM-ENABLED PROJECTS
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Aim: To develop and implement novel solutions to codify information flow in ‘construction
as a manufacturing process’ in BIM-enabled projects to support future automation.
Method Check: Respondents will have an opportunity to read notes from the interview to
make factual corrections, and will receive an executive summary of the final report. Individual
names will not be reported in research outputs.
Interview code:
Tape recorder: [ON/ OFF]
PRELIMINARIES
Job title:
Length of time in current post:
Role in current post:
Career history of those projects that were important in developing the knowledge and skills in
BIM for your current post:
Project name

Dates

Your role

Company/type
What you learnt
of industry

GENERAL

1. Could you describe a typical day in your office?
Prompt:
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COMMUNICATION
2. Which 4-5 teams do you interact with on a daily basis?
Prompt: Why/Need for this interaction?
Prompt: Is there any other team that you interact with weekly/monthly?
Need for Interaction
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

3. What forms of communication do you use to communicate with these teams?
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

4. What challenges do you face in communicating with these teams?
Prompt: How frequently do you face these challenges? Did you face these in the last
month?
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i.
ii.
iii.

BIM & COLLABORATION

5. What software tools do you use most frequently?
Prompt: What do you use ______________ for?
Prompt: How frequently do you use it?
Usage

Frequency

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

6. What data do you interact with on a daily basis?
Prompt: Are these digitized?
Usage
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

7. While working with multiple software tools and data sources, did issues such as
interoperability and incompatibilities influence your workflow?
Prompt: if yes, can you give example?
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8. What is your experience of using a common data environment (For example Asite,
Projectwise, BIM360 etc)?
Prompt: Did it influence/change your workflows?
Prompt: Did it change how information access and transfer is done, especially when
working with different teams?

9. Have you felt that the introduction of these tools and environment increase/reduce the time
to query for information (clear queries/design changes/information clarification requests
etc.)?
Prompt: if yes, can you give examples

10. How much time did it take for the team to learn new tools?
Prompt: How did it affect your productivity?
Prompt: Was there training?
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CHALLENGES
11. What are the main challenges that you faced in terms of information access/clarification of
information/ communication in the past month?
Prompt: Could you take the most recent issue you’ve been spending time on?
Prompt: Is there any other issue that you would like to share?

12. If there is a software solution that would simplify your everyday challenges in terms of
information flow, can you describe what it does and how it helps you?

13. Is there anything else that you would like to specify in terms of information flow?
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Appendix H: Protocol for the implementation study
Testing of linked data based dynamic construction constraints checking
framework to aid look ahead planning in construction

Study Management Group
Principal Investigator: Professor Jennifer Whyte
PhD Researcher: Ranjith Kuttantharappel Soman

Funder
This research is co-sponsored by a Skempton scholarship from the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, Imperial College London and a grant from Bentley Systems UK.
This protocol describes the study entitled ‘testing of linked data based dynamic construction
constraints checking framework to aid look ahead planning in construction’ and provides
information about procedures for entering participants. Every care was taken in its drafting,
but corrections or amendments may be necessary. These will be circulated to investigators in
the study. Problems relating to this study should be referred, in the first instance, to the
Principal Investigator.
This study will adhere to the principles outlined in the UK Policy Frame Work for Health and
Social Care Research It will be conducted in compliance with the protocol, Data Protection
Act 2018 and General Data Protection Regulations (Europe) and other regulatory
requirements as appropriate.
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1.INTRODUCTION
An earlier research by the project investigators by examining three construction projects
revealed the problem of lack of detail and semantics in a construction schedule. To address the issues
of lack of detail and semantics, there exists a need to codify the relationships between tasks, resources
and constraints in detail. However, the constraint relationship has inherent dynamicity and
uncertainty, limiting the users from coding them using conventional BIM tools. BIM tools lack the
ability to code these relationships in a dynamic nature as the relationships are complex and spanning
across different domains. To embed the dynamic constraints into BIM and use it to aid look ahead
planning, Soman (2019a) presented a dynamic constraint checking framework based on linked-data.
A prototype was developed based on the framework to test the efficacy of the framework. The
prototype was developed based on 4D planning tool so that it gets integrated into the workflow. The
developed prototype was able to identify the constraint violations within the detailed schedule data
on an open construction dataset. This demonstrated the potential of the frameworks to be used to
look ahead planning meetings to assist in the decision-making process. However, there is a need to
test the framework in a real project to identify and resolve the emerging issues when deployed the
framework in a live project.
The current study is to further test this framework in a real project. By deploying the framework
in a real-world construction project, the efficiency and limitations of the framework in codifying
construction scheduling constraints can be determined through a structured approach.

1.1 Background
The constraints in construction processes are highly dynamic and complex with numerous
interdependencies, making it difficult to be modelled using relational databases or similar
informational models. Recent research has used linked-data based modelling approaches to address
this issue. Linked-data enables linking of data across domains and heterogeneous sources, without
being limited by the underlying schema. Linked-data addresses the problem of complexities and
interdependencies in construction constraints. Although there is extensive research done on linkeddata applications to address the limitations of current information modelling approaches in the
constructions sector, the focus has been on the modelling of product information. Applications of
linked-data to address the limitations in information models for representing process information
such as constraints relationships and resource dependencies are relatively less explored. Building on
the research on linked-data in the construction sector, Soman, (2019a)presented a framework for
dynamic constraint checking using linked-data and Shapes Query Language (SHACL) to address this
limitation. The framework is based on the modelling of construction scheduling constraints using
SHACL as presented in Soman, (2019b).
In this study, Worked example method as mentioned in Clayton, et al. (1998) is used in for
evaluating the framework. A worked example describes a simulated scenario to test an innovative
process, to show the features of the innovative process. However, worked example method can also
be used to describe real world situation and use it to demonstrate the innovative process. When
testing the innovative process on a real life situation, the worked example provides stronger evidence
for the validity of the research than a simulated problem. It also offers the opportunity to compare
the innovative process with conventional process. In the current study, innovative process is look
ahead planning using linked-data based constraint checking framework and 4D BIM tools while the
conventional process uses 4D BIM tools only.
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1.2 Study Rationale
The aim of the study is to test the efficacy of a framework developed to aid look ahead planning in
construction. The framework uses a linked-data based constraint checking language to validate
construction constraints against a set of requirements. By deploying the framework in a real-world
construction project, the efficiency and limitations of the framework in codifying construction
scheduling constraints can be determined through a structured approach.

2.STUDY OBJECTIVES

Objectives of this study are: 1. To test the applicability of linked-data based constraint checking framework on a live
construction project;
2. To determine the emerging issues while deploying the framework in a live construction
project; and
3. Determine the limitations of linked-data based constraint checking framework on a live
construction project.

3.STUDY DESIGN
Purposive sampling was used to identify a construction project, which uses 4D BIM intensively. The
project was one among the finalists in the Bentley YII 2019. Snowball sampling is used to recruit
participants to this study. Initially, contact was made with the digital engineer of the construction
project. Based on the discussions with the digital engineer, remaining participants who would be
included in the weekly meetings were added to the study.
PI would be a silent observer in the weekly 4D BIM review meetings (at least 4 meetings) of the project.
PI would capture the decisions regarding construction scheduling constraints and site constraints as
meeting notes. 4D BIM models, method statements and construction programme would be requested
for analysis. PI would then import the dataset collected to the developed framework. Framework will
be used to generate look ahead plan for the week. The generated plan will be compared with the plan
created by the engineers in the project. Variances between generated plan and the one created by
engineers will be studied based on metric such as time efficiency, cost, resource distribution, and
constraint violation. The generated plan and the observed variances will be presented to the engineers
in projects and feedback on the limitations of the framework will be collected from the engineers.
The study would be conducted from 2/12/2019 to 15/01/2019. Eight participants would be involved
in this study.
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4.PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT
4.1

Pre-recruitment evaluations

There are no pre-recruitment evaluations for this study.

4.2

Inclusion Criteria

All the participants of the study should be involved in the construction stage of the selected project.
These include project engineers, construction site supervisors, digital engineers responsible for
maintaining digital models, and construction planners. They should attend at least one of the 4D
project plan/review meeting on which the PI is a silent observer.

4.3

Exclusion Criteria

People who are attending 4D project meeting however not associated with the construction stage of
the project are excluded.

4.4

Withdrawal Criteria

To withdraw from the research, participant needs to inform the PI of their decision to withdraw. PI
would then remove the data that relates to the corresponding participant from the dataset.

5.ADVERSE EVENTS
All adverse events should be reported. Any questions concerning adverse event reporting should be
directed to the Principal Investigator in the first instance.

5.1.1 Non serious AEs
All such events, whether expected or not, should be recorded.

5.1.2 Serious AEs
An SAE form should be completed and emailed to the Principal Investigator within 24 hours.
All SAEs should be reported to the Ethics and Research Governance Coordinator where in the opinion
of the Principal Investigator, the event was:
• ‘related’, i.e. resulted from the administration of any of the research procedures; and
• ‘unexpected’, i.e. an event that is not listed in the protocol as an expected occurrence
Local investigators should report any SAEs as required by their Local Research Ethics Committee,
Sponsor and/or Research & Development Office.

6.ASSESMENT AND FOLLOW UP
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The findings will be communicated with all the participants of the study. Their feedback would be
used for further improving the framework.

7. REGULATORY ISSUES
7.1

Ethics approval

The Principal Investigator has obtained approval from the Head of Department and Joint Research
Compliance Office (JRCO). The study will be conducted in accordance with the recommendations for
physicians involved in research on human subjects adopted by the 18th World Medical Assembly,
Helsinki 1964 and later revisions.

7.2

Consent

Consent to enter the study must be sought from each participant only after a full explanation has been
given, an information leaflet offered and time allowed for consideration. Signed participant consent
should be obtained. The right of the participant to refuse to participate without giving reasons must
be respected. All participants are free to withdraw at any time.

7.3

Confidentiality

The Principal Investigator will preserve the confidentiality of participants taking part in the study and
fulfil transparency requirements under the General Data Protection Regulation for health and care
research. Data and all appropriate documentation will be stored for a minimum of 10 years after the
completion of the study, including the follow-up period.

7.4

Indemnity

Imperial College London holds negligent harm insurance policies which apply to this study.

7.5

Sponsor

Imperial College London will act as the main Sponsor for this study

7.6

Funding

This research is co-sponsored by a Skempton scholarship from the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, Imperial College London and a grant from Bentley Systems UK.

7.7

Audits

The study may be subject to inspection and audit by Imperial College London under their remit as
sponsor.

8.PUBLICATION POLICY
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Any content captured during this research study, that are made available through academic
publication or other academic outlets will be anonymized so that participants cannot be identified,
and care will be taken to ensure that other information in the data that could identify participant or
the project participant is associated with is not revealed.
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Appendix I: Extended research summary
The PhD research aims to develop an information modelling approach to codify and
validate detailed construction process information in BIM-enabled projects to support decisionmaking for look-ahead planning in construction. This aim was achieved in the PhD study by
individually attaining the three objectives (set out in Chapter 1) following the research methods
stated in Chapter 3.
Objective 1 (to understand the codification challenges in construction) was achieved
through an interpretive case study (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007), by studying three BIMenabled construction projects. Findings from the study highlighted the codification challenges
as 1) software usage—interoperability, information loss during conversion, and multiple
modelling techniques, 2) information sharing—unstructured information sharing, drawing and
file-based sharing document control, and lack of process change, and 3) missing process
information—loss of constraints and low levels of detail. These challenges were mapped to
data quality dimensions such as accuracy, completeness, temporality, consistency,
accessibility, and data provenance (as described in Batini and Scannapieco (2016) ) to
understand their implications. By identifying the codification challenges in the late design and
construction phase of the projects and their mapping to the data quality dimensions, our study
extends the knowledge on data quality issues in construction. Although there are previous
studies that looked at the reasons for successful implementation of BIM (leading to structured
and machine-readable data) (Kassem & Succar, 2017; Chegu Badrinath & Hsieh, 2019; Won
et al., 2013), they did not investigate the reasons for data quality issues. Also, existing research
on data quality issues in BIM investigated the issue from a model-based perspective (Lee,
Solihin & Eastman, 2019; Zadeh et al., 2017; Donato, Lo Turco & Bocconcino, 2017).
However, existing research ignored the issues emerging from the broader practice of using
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mode-based and document-based information sharing practices. The current study addressed
this limitation and extended the understanding of the data quality issues arising from
construction information use. Findings from this objective reinforce the need for a novel
method for modelling detailed construction process information such that the data quality
issues are minimized, and machine-readability is increased.
Objective 2 to develop the information modelling approach (to address the technical
problems in the construction information identified in O1) was achieved by developing a novel
information modelling approach using linked-data principles. The LDCC method, to define
and check complex and dynamic scheduling constraints in construction, was developed and
tested in this study. In the LDCC method, construction process information is published as an
RDF graph to achieve semantic interoperability even if construction information is distributed
among multiple domains. Semantic interoperability is achieved through the use of ontologies
to define taxonomies and services to enable sharing and reusing domain knowledge (Davies,
Fensel & Van Harmelen, 2003; El-Gohary & El-Diraby, 2010). To validate and detect
violations in the construction process information modelled as RDF graphs, SHACL was used.
The LDCC method ensures that that semantic interoperability is retained, enabling constraintchecking systems to infer from multiple databases without human intervention. Section 5.2
describes the LDCC method, its architecture, ontology, and how scheduling constraints are
modelled using SHACL. To test the efficacy of the developed method, it was tested using a
public dataset to detect constraint violations (described in Section 5.3) and on real-world
construction information (with the results of the study presented in Section 7.4). The results
from the testing give evidence for the applicability of the LDCC method to detect constraint
violation in construction information. This objective addresses the limitation of existing
information modelling approaches (Darwiche, Levitt & Hayes-Roth, 1988; Thabet & Beliveau,
1997; Akinci et al., 2002b; Dong et al., 2013; Marshall, Barber & Boardman, 1987) which
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have not described methods to model construction constraints. Complex construction
constraints are not modelled as they are highly dynamic and span multiple domains. In addition,
this method extends the knowledge on BIM-based rule-checking systems to consider the siloed
nature of construction information, which was not handled by existing BIM-based rulechecking systems (Schwabe, Teizer & König, 2019; Lee, Solihin & Eastman, 2019; Solihin et
al., 2017).
Objective 3 was to reuse the construction process information codified using the LDCC
method to generate a LAS. This objective was achieved by developing a method to solve the
RCPSP problem using a genetic algorithm and reinforcement learning. Both of them used the
LDCC method developed in O2 to detect constraint violation to generate LAS. The
performance of the algorithms was compared using a computational experiment in Section 6.5.
Unlike previous studies to solve for RCPSP (Bruni, Beraldi & Guerriero, 2015; Ziarati, Akbari
& Zeighami, 2011; Pellerin, Perrier & Berthaut, 2020), our study incorporates the complex
construction constraints distributed over multiple domains to be checked for while generating
LAS. This study extends the knowledge on solving RCPSP to include complex construction
constraints in addition to the precedence and discrete resource constraints. The developed
algorithms were tested on real construction data, and the results were presented in Section 7.4.
The results from the study demonstrated the potential for the LDCC method to be incorporated
with metaheuristics to generate LAS.
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Appendix J: Examples of SHACL Snippets for scheduling
constraints
The modelling of constraints in this section is based on a simplified lifting process as
shown in Figure J.1. There are three classes modelled for representing this process as shown in

Figure J.35: Lifting process
Figure J.2. The classes have attributes which are data properties and object properties. Data
properties are the attributes giving the information such as start date, the weight of module etc.
Object properties are the attributes which define the relationship of the object with another
object.

Figure J.34: Class diagram for
lifting process
1. Process: It is the parent class and instances of this class stores information related to
the task including the start and end dates as data properties, resources, module
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association, precedence and disjunctive constraints as object properties.
2. Crane: Instances of this class stores the information related to the crane. For the current
paper, the scope of this class is limited to oneattribute crane capacity modelled as a data
property, in order to demonstrate the logical constraint.
3. Module: Instances of this class stores information related to the module. Module weight
is the only attribute data property used.
Even though object relationships are not explicitly defined in module and crane
classes, the inherent linking in the OWL applies the relationship defined in the process class
to the crane and module classes.

J.1 Logical constraints
In the current problem setting, there is a simple logical constraint which is to be satisfied
while scheduling. The Lifting capacity of the crane should always be higher than the weight of
the module. The constraint is modelled as shown below.

OntProcess:Process
rdf:type rdfs:Class ;
rdf:type sh:NodeShape ;
rdfs:subClassOf owl:Class ;
sh:sparql [
sh:message "Crane capacity should be greater than module weight" ;
sh:prefixes <http://semanticprocess.x10host.com/Ontology/OntProcess> ;
sh:select """SELECT $this
WHERE {
$this rdf:type OntProcess:Process.
$this OntProcess:hasResource ?crane.
$this OntProcess:hasAssociation ?module.
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?crane OntProcess:Cranecapacity ?cc.
?module OntProcess:Moduleweight ?mw.
FILTER (?cc <= ?mw).
}""" ;
]

The constraint is applied to the class Process as a node shape as it related to both module
and the crane. Therefore, during validation, all the instances of ‘OntProcess:Process’
(OntProcess is the prefix defined in the ontology for the IRI), which has crane as a resource
and module as an association are checked for this logical constraint. Instances
of‘OntProcess:Process’ which do not have crane and module assigned to it will be ignored
from this check. Targeting the instances which have assignment is achieved by using SHACLSPARQL constraint. The SELECT query is used to access the attributes of instances of Crane
and Module class. From all the process instances with the module and crane assignmentThe
FILTER (?cc <= ?mw). statement filters the instances where crane capacity is less than module
weight. In the case of violation of the constraint, the compiler would provide a message to the
user as defined in the sh:message which in the current case is Crane capacity should be higher
than module weight".
J.2 Precedence constraints
Precedence constraints may be used in the current problem to define which processes
have to be completed so that a new process could take place. Therefore, precedence is an object
property defined on the processes. The constraint is mathematically defined as:
𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 ≤ 𝐸𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦

OntProcess:Process
rdf:type rdfs:Class ;
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rdf:type sh:NodeShape ;
rdfs:subClassOf owl:Class ;
sh:sparql [
sh:message "Precedence condition is violated" ;
sh:prefixes <http://semanticprocess.x10host.com/Ontology/OntProcess> ;
sh:select """SELECT $this
WHERE {
$this rdf:type OntProcess:Process.
$this owl:happen_after ?process2.
$this owl:hasStartDate ?sd1.
?process2 owl:hasEndDate ?ed2.
FILTER( ?sd1 <?ed2)
}

The above code defines the precedence constraint in SHACL-SPARQL. During
validation, the compiler searches for all the instances of class Process with a property happen
after as represented in the statement $this owl:happen_after ?process2 . The start dates of the
current process ($this) are compared with ?process2 to check whether the precedence
constraint is satisfied or violated. If it is violated, the user receives a message as defined in
sh:message. All the instances of the class Process without an owl:happen_after property is
ignored. If there are multiple precedence assignments, all the processes are checked for
constraint violations.
J.3 Disjunctive constraints
Disjunctive constraints may be defined in this problem setting to make sure that one
process shouldn’t take place while another process is happening. There are five cases in which
this might happen. Consider 2 processes, Process1 and Process 2 . The five cases where these
two processes overlap are:i.

SD1<SD2<ED1<ED2;

ii.

SD1<SD2<ED2<ED1;

iii.

SD2<SD1<ED1<ED2; and
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iv.

SD2<SD1<ED2<ED1.

v.

SD1=SD2 && ED1=ED2
where SD1- start date of Process 1, SD2 - start date of Process 2, ED1 – end date of

Process 1 and ED2 – end date of Process 2. This constraint can be represented as the following
constraint.
(SD2<ED1 && SD1<ED2)||( SD1=SD2 && ED1=ED2)
This is modelled in the SHACL as follows.
OntProcess:Process
rdf:type rdfs:Class ;
rdf:type sh:NodeShape ;
rdfs:subClassOf owl:Class ;
sh:sparql [
sh:message "Disjunctive constraint is violated " ;
sh:prefixes <http://semanticprocess.x10host.com/Ontology/OntProcess> ;
sh:select """SELECT $this
WHERE {
$this rdf:type OntProcess:Process.
$this owl:has_disjunctive_constraint ?process2.
$this owl:hasEndDate ?ed1.
$this owl:hasStartDate ?sd1.
?process2 owl:hasEndDate ?ed2.
?process2 owl:hasStartDate ?sd2.
FILTER((?sd2<?ed1&&?sd1<?ed2)||(?sd1=?sd2 && ?ed1=?ed2))
}""" ;
]
As given in the previous definitions, the constraint is modelled as a node shape on the
Process class. The processes which are disjunctive to the current is assigned to the current
process using the has_disjunctive_constraint property. All the instances of this process with
this assignment are checked for the violation using the above constraint representation inside
the SPARQL query as shown in (FILTER((?sd2<?ed1&&?sd1 <?ed2)||(?sd1=?sd2 &&
?ed1=?ed2))). As before, the instances without this assignment are ignored.
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J.4 Discrete constraint
Discrete constraints are required in this problems setting to ensure resources (cranes)
are not assigned to two processes at the same time. Since this is a constraint related to the
resource, the constraint is modelled as a node shape on the class Crane as given below.
Pairwise comparison feature of SPARQL is used to model this constraint. As a first
step, all the processes which are assigned the particular resource is shortlisted into pairs in the
statements:
?process1 OntProcess:hasResource $this.
?process2 OntProcess:hasResource $this.
From this list of pairs, identical processes are removed using FILTER
(!(?process1=?process2)).
Then the data properties start date and end date for each process in the pair is retrieved and
checked

for

the

disjunctive

constraint

in

the

statement

FILTER((?sd2<?ed1&&?sd1<?ed2)||(?sd1=?sd2 && ?ed1=?ed2) )

OntProcess:Crane
rdf:type rdfs:Class ;
rdf:type sh:NodeShape ;
rdfs:subClassOf owl:Class ;
sh:sparql [
sh:message "Discrete constrsint for the resource not satisfied" ;
sh:prefixes <http://semanticprocess.x10host.com/Ontology/OntProcess> ;
sh:select """SELECT $this
WHERE {
$this rdf:type OntProcess:Crane .
?process1 rdf:type OntProcess:Process.
?process2 rdf:type OntProcess:Process.
?process1 OntProcess:hasResource $this.
?process2 OntProcess:hasResource $this.
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?process1 owl:hasEndDate ?ed1.
?process1 owl:hasStartDate ?sd1.
?process2 owl:hasEndDate ?ed2.
?process2 owl:hasStartDate ?sd2.
FILTER (!(?process1=?process2))
FILTER((?sd2<?ed1&&?sd1<?ed2)||(?sd1=?sd2 && ?ed1=?ed2) )
}""" ;
];
.

The discrete constraint is necessary for all the resources. In case, the resources can have
multiple assignments; this can also be defined in this constraint using SPARQL COUNT query.
Implementation
The above process was implemented using open source Python Libraries RDFLib and
pySHACL in a Jupyter Notebook environment. The ontology for the process was developed
using Protégé(Musen, 2015). The instances used for testing are shown in Table J.1. The results
of the same are presented in the next section.
Table J.0.2: Instances of the process class
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Results and discussion
The results after the validation of the data graph against shapes graph are given in Table
J.2.
From the results in Table J.2, we can identify that there are constraint violations in
Process 1, Process 3 and Crane 2.
In Process_1, the logical constraint was violated, and the message “Crane capacity
should be greater than module weight” was received as an output. This is an actual violation
as Crane_1 with a capacity of 12 metric ton was assigned to Process_1 to lift Module_1 which
has a mass of 15 metric ton.
In Process_3, there are two violations which were reported in the messages
“Disjunctive constraint is violated” and “Precedence condition is violated”. Process_3 was
assigned a disjunctive constraint with Process_1 and Process_2. However, Process_3 starts
with Process_1
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Table J.2: Output after constraint validation
Process
Process 1

Output
Constraint Violation in SPARQLConstraintComponent
(http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#SPARQLConstraintComponent):
Severity: sh:Violation
Source Shape: OntProcess:Process
Focus Node: OntProcess:Process_1
Value Node: OntProcess:Process_1
Source Constraint: [ sh:message Literal("Crane capacity should
be greater than module weight") ; sh:prefixes
<http://semanticprocess.x10host.com/Ontology/OntProcess> ; sh:select
Literal("SELECT $this
WHERE {
$this rdf:type OntProcess:Process.
$this OntProcess:hasResource ?crane.
$this OntProcess:hasAssociation ?module.
?crane OntProcess:Cranecapacity ?cc.
?module OntProcess:Moduleweight ?mw.
FILTER (?cc <= ?mw).}") ]
Message: Crane capacity should be greater than module weight

Process 2
Process 3

No Violation
Constraint Violation in SPARQLConstraintComponent
(http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#SPARQLConstraintComponent):
Severity: sh:Violation
Source Shape: OntProcess:Process
Focus Node: OntProcess:Process_3
Value Node: OntProcess:Process_3
Source Constraint: [ sh:message Literal("Precedence condition is
violated") ; sh:prefixes
<http://semanticprocess.x10host.com/Ontology/OntProcess> ; sh:select
Literal("SELECT $this
WHERE {
$this rdf:type OntProcess:Process.
$this owl:happen_after ?process2.
$this owl:hasEndDate ?ed1.
$this owl:hasStartDate ?sd1.
?process2 owl:hasEndDate ?ed2.
?process2 owl:hasStartDate ?sd2.
FILTER( ?sd1 <?ed2) }") ]
Message: Precedence condition is violated
Constraint Violation in SPARQLConstraintComponent
(http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#SPARQLConstraintComponent):
Severity: sh:Violation
Source Shape: OntProcess:Process
Focus Node: OntProcess:Process_3
Value Node: OntProcess:Process_3
Source Constraint: [ sh:message Literal("Disjunctive constraint
is violated ") ; sh:prefixes
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<http://semanticprocess.x10host.com/Ontology/OntProcess> ; sh:select
Literal("SELECT $this
WHERE {
$this rdf:type OntProcess:Process.
$this owl:has_disjunctive_constraint ?process2.
$this owl:hasEndDate ?ed1.
$this owl:hasStartDate ?sd1.
?process2 owl:hasEndDate ?ed2.
?process2 owl:hasStartDate ?sd2.
FILTER((?sd2<?ed1&&?sd1<?ed2)||(?sd1=?sd2 && ?ed1=?ed2))
}") ]
Message: Disjunctive constraint is violated
Crane 1
Crane 2

No violation
Constraint Violation in SPARQLConstraintComponent
(http://www.w3.org/ns/shacl#SPARQLConstraintComponent):
Severity: sh:Violation
Source Shape: OntProcess:Crane
Focus Node: OntProcess:Crane_2
Value Node: OntProcess:Crane_2
Source Constraint: [ sh:message Literal("Discrete constrsint for
the resource not satisfied") ; sh:prefixes
<http://semanticprocess.x10host.com/Ontology/OntProcess> ; sh:select
Literal("SELECT $this
WHERE {
$this rdf:type OntProcess:Crane .
?process1 rdf:type OntProcess:Process.
?process2 rdf:type OntProcess:Process.
?process1 OntProcess:hasResource $this.
?process2 OntProcess:hasResource $this.
?process1 owl:hasEndDate ?ed1.
?process1 owl:hasStartDate ?sd1.
?process2 owl:hasEndDate ?ed2.
?process2 owl:hasStartDate ?sd2.
FILTER (!(?process1=?process2))
FILTER((?sd2<?ed1&&?sd1<?ed2)||(?sd1=?sd2 && ?ed1=?ed2) )
}") ]
Message: Discrete constraint for the resource not satisfied

and ends after Process_2 which is a clear violation of the disjunctive constraint. In
addition, Process_3 was assigned a precedence constraint with Process_1. This is again
violated as the start times of both processes are the same.
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For Crane_2, “Discrete constraint for the resource not satisfied” was received as an
output. This is true as the Crane_1 was assigned to two processes Process_2 and Process_3 at
the same time.
Hence from the above, we can conclude that the modelled constraints were able to
detect the violations effectively. Although the model represented here is very simplistic, and
the violations could be easily detected without any modelling, the same method can be applied
to more massive process datasets where it would be tedious to identify the violations.
It is to be noted that the data (RDF containing instances) and the shapes (RDF
containing constraints) are different components linked through the ontology of the lifting
process. More constraints can be added dynamically to the shapes file, and the validation is
done for the whole data. This is an excellent advantage in construction to incorporate new
constraints as they arise.
Also, as the constraints are coded in a machine-readable format (RDF), it is possible to
do analytics and machine learning on this model too and derive insights for future automation
of constraint modelling.
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Appendix K: Comparison of 4D tools

Table K.1: Comparison of existing 4D tools
Tool

Create
4D
model
easily

Alice
Technologies

Good
capabi
lity
Good
capabi
lity
Good
capabi
lity
Some
capabi
lity
Some
capabi
lity
Some
capabi
lity
Good
capabi
lity

Asta
PowerProject
BIM
Bexel
Manager
Desite BIM
Deswik
Fordify
Fuzor

Insert
Temporar
y
Equipmen
t
Some
capability

Ease of
learning

Automatin
g
workflows

Model
rendering
quality

Interopera
bility

Dealing
with
schedule
updates

Planning /
schedulin
g
Capability

Editing
3D
geometry

Handling
large
models

Sharing
models

Advanced
scenario
analysis

Embeddin
g
constraint
s

Good
capability

Very good
capability

Some
capability

Limited
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Limited
capability

Good
capability

Very good
capability

Very good
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Limited
capability

Limited
capability

Good
capability

Very good
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Limited
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Limited
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Limited
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Limited
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Limited
capability

Limited
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Limited
capability

No
capability

Some
capability

Limited
capability

Limited
capability

Some
capability

Limited
capability

Limited
capability

Limited
capability

Very good
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Very good
capability

Limited
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Limited
capability
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Navisworks
Synchro
RIB iTWO

Good
capabi
lity
Good
capabi
lity
Good
capabi
lity

Some
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Good
capability

Limited
capability

Limited
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Limited
capability

Limited
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Very good
capability

Very good
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Limited
capability

Limited
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Some
capability

Very good
capability

Good
capability

Limited
capability

Good
capability

Good
capability

Some
capability

Limited
capability
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Appendix L: Solving LAS generation problem using CPLEX

L.1 Algorithm
LAS generation problem was attempted to be solved using IBM ILOG CPLEX
Optimization Studio. Since, LAS generation problem required embedding of constraints in
which cannot be modelled directly inside CPLEX studio (such as disjunctive and Logical
constraint), constraint programming modelling for python feature of IBM Decision
Optimization CPLEX Modelling for Python. The algorithm used for solving LAS using
CPLEX is as follows.
1. Parse the inputs from the detailed process graph into CPLEX format.
2. Extract durations for each task.
3. Extract resource demand for each task.
4. Extract successors for each task.
5. Create CPLEX model.
6. Create task interval variables.
7. Create precedence constraints.
8. Create constraint capacity constraints.
9. Create disjunctive capacity constraints.
10. Minimize end time for all tasks.
11. Solve the model.
12. Show results.

L.2 Experiment
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The algorithms were coded in python and executed on a workstation PC with the
configuration shown in Table 6.1
Table L.3: Details of the computer in which the experiments were run
Category
System model
Processor
Available OS memory

Details
HP Z440 Workstation
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz (16 CPUs)
32GB RAM

Scenarios tested are and the processing times for the same are given in Table L.2.
Table L.2: Scenarios and processing times
Scenario

Number
activities

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16

35
35
35
35
70
70
70
70
105
105
105
105
140
140
140
140

of

Number of Number of Number of Processing
resource type precedence disjunctive
times
constraints
constraints
4
10
10
1
8
50
50
3
12
100
100
5
16
200
200
NA
4
20
10
2
8
100
50
6
12
300
100
8
16
700
200
NA
4
100
10
4
8
300
50
8
12
800
100
NA
16
1000
200
NA
4
300
10
5
8
500
50
10
12
900
100
NA
16
1000
200
NA

L.3 Observations
•

There are no provisions for modelling logical constraints as the optimization
model deals with schedule data only.

•

Algorithm works well for simpler cases with lesser number of constraints
and produces results within reasonable time.
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•

Algorithm fails to produce results for complex problems where there are
more activities and higher number of constraints.

L.3 Observations
This method cannot be used for LAS problems which is characterised by higher number of
constraints. Further, logical constraint, which is a critical constraint cannot be embedded while
using this optimisation method.
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